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Abstract

Perovskite solar cells are the emerging thin-film photovoltaics that has been most studied

in the last decade, reaching record power conversion efficiencies close to those exhibited by

silicon solar cells, which means a considerable breakthrough in photovoltaic technology.

However, it has been found that in methylammonium lead halide perovskite devices,

MAPbX3, either the electron transport material or hole transport material, affects the

perovskite material’s stability, compromising the perovskite device performance. Therefore,

other alternatives should be considered to avoid the perovskite layer’s degradation, namely,

the electron transport material employed in the perovskite solar cells.

This PhD project aimed to develop nanostructures alternatives to the standard titanium

dioxide (TiO2) through ZnO-based nanostructures, using a low-cost and versatile technique

such as pulsed electrodeposition, and applying them as the electron transport layer within

perovskite solar cells.

Well-aligned arrays of ZnO nanorods were produced by pulsed potentiostatic

electrodeposition in aqueous media, under mild reaction conditions. Several modified

substrates were evaluated for the growth of nanorods to optimise the nanorod diameter and

vertical orientation. Using a TiO2 intermediate layer as a template for the ZnO nanorods

growth successfully allowed a decrease of the nanorod diameter, increased their spatial

density, and increased the ZnO films’ chemical stability with time and under illumination.

Also, it was verified that the pulsed electrodeposition conditions at which the nanorods grow,

namely the pulse operational parameters, had a very appreciable impact on its optoelectronic

properties.

Several ZnO thin films prepared using different deposition media were studied to assess

the influence of ZnO nature on the thermal stability of the MAPbI3 perovskite. Some chemical

groups attached to the ZnO surface affected the crystallization of the perovskite layer and

accelerated its thermal degradation at the ZnO/perovskite interface.

The ZnO@TiO2 core-shell nanostructures were considered to prevent the perovskite

instability issues when in intimate contact with ZnO. Despite the slight improvement in

device performance using ZnO@TiO2 core-shell nanorods, compared to ZnO nanorods, the

morphological reproducibility of a TiO2 shell that completely covers the ZnO surface is

crucial to obtain higher photovoltaic performances.
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Resumo

As células solares de perovskita são os sistemas fotovoltaicos emergentes de filmes finos

que têm vindo a ser mais estudados na última década, alcançando valores de eficiência de

conversão energética muito próximos dos valores obtidos para células solares de silício, o que

significa um grande avanço na tecnologia fotovoltaica. Os dispositivos de perovskitas de

halogenetos de chumbo e metilamónio, MAPbX3, têm sido intensivamente estudados, no

sentido de otimizar o seu desempenho e obter elevadas conversões energéticas. No entanto, a

camada de MAPbI3, que em células solares de perovskita tem revelado altas eficiências

energéticas, tem demonstrado alguns problemas de estabilidade, nomeadamente em termos de

instabilidade térmica, sob condições ambientais (humidade, raios ultravioleta (UV)), e quando

em contato com alguns materiais usados como transportadores de eletrões ou de lacunas,

comprometendo a performance dos dispositivos. No sentido de evitar a degradação da camada

de perovskita outras alternativas têm sido consideradas, focadas nomeadamente nos materiais

transportadores de eletrões.

Este projeto de doutoramento teve como objetivo desenvolver nanoestruturas alternativas

ao típico dióxido de titânio (TiO2), tais como as nanoestruturas (nanopilares) de base óxido de

zinco (ZnO), usando uma técnica de deposição versátil e de baixo custo, como a

eletrodeposição pulsada, e aplicá-las como camada transportadora de eletrões no interior de

células solares de perovskita.

O ZnO tem sido muito estudado como alternativa ao TiO2 devido à semelhança de

propriedade óticas, mas com a vantagem de apresentar uma mobilidade eletrónica bastante

superior. Considerando a sua aplicabilidade em dispositivos solares, as nanoestruturas

unidimensionais (1D) permitem um caminho direto para o transporte de carga e um aumento

da área superficial capaz de captar a luz solar. No desenvolver deste projeto de doutoramento,

nanopilares de ZnO, bem alinhados, foram produzidos por eletrodeposição potenciostática

pulsada em meio aquoso sob moderadas condições de reação. A electrodeposição pulsada tem

a vantagem de promover a nucleação, através do ajuste dos parâmetros da onda pulsada, que

permitirá uma melhoria na difusão das espécies reativas, uma importante etapa da

eletrodeposição, e assim proporcionar a formação de cristais finos. A utilização de um

eletrólito aquoso à base de iões nitrato tem a vantagem de reduzir a necessidade de convecção

e da utilização de um oxidante adicional.

Primeiramente, vários substratos modificados foram testados, tendo como base o substrato

condutor de óxido de estanho dopado com flúor (FTO), no sentido de otimizar o crescimento
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dos nanopilares e, subsequentemente, controlar o diâmetro dos nanopilares e a sua orientação

vertical. Primeiramente, e através de um estudo voltamétrico analisou-se o processo de

deposição do ZnO em substratos modificados e não modificados de FTO, e avaliou-se quais

as melhores condições a aplicar na eletrodeposição pulsada. Técnicas de caraterização

morfológica e estrutural, como microscopia eletrónica de varrimento (SEM), difração de

raios-X (XRD) e espectroscopia de Raman, permitiram acompanhar as diferenças que cada

substrato modificado originava no crescimento dos nanopilares de ZnO. As propriedades

óticas e fotoeletroquímicas dos filmes de ZnO eletrodepositados, foram acompanhadas através

da técnica de fotoluminescência (PL) e por fotovoltametria linear. O uso de uma camada de

TiO2 intermédia como matriz suporte para o crescimento dos nanopilares de ZnO, permitiu

uma diminuição do seu diâmetro, um aumento da sua densidade espacial e um aumento da

estabilidade química dos filmes de ZnO ao longo do tempo e sob irradiação.

Posteriormente, avaliou-se as condições da eletrodeposição pulsada em que os nanopilares

crescem, mais precisamente os parâmetros da onda pulsada utilizados, através do controlo da

percentagem do tempo total de um ciclo, também conhecido como duty cycle, da frequência

definida com sendo recíproca do ciclo de tempo, e do ciclo de tempo aplicado. As técnicas

espetroscópicas de fotoluminescência (PL) e de impedância eletroquímica (EIS), permitiram

verificar que a modelação destes parâmetros tem um grande impacto nas propriedades

optoelectrónicas dos filmes de ZnO. Por EIS foi possível verificar que a concentração de

portadores de carga e a altura da barreira (VFB) nas regiões de fronteira de grão do ZnO

parecem estar relacionadas com as condições de pulso aplicadas. A combinação de diferentes

técnicas espectroscópicas permitiu comprovar que, aplicando um tratamento térmico aos

nanopilares de ZnO, promove a qualidade ótica, sendo esta evidenciada através da nitidez dos

limites de absorção e pelo estreitamento da largura à meia-altura do máximo da emissão

ultravioleta (UV).

Antes de aplicar os nanopilares de ZnO em dispositivos de perovskita, vários filmes finos

de ZnO preparados utilizando diferentes meios de deposição, nomeadamente em meio aquoso,

orgânico e líquido iónico, foram estudados no sentido de avaliar a influência do meio de

síntese do ZnO nas suas propriedades, e como estas afetavam a estabilidade térmica da

perovskita de MAPbI3. Mediante o meio de deposição utilizado, foi necessário utilizar

diferentes técnicas de deposição, nomeadamente a técnica de spray pirólise para filmes de

ZnO preparados a partir de meio aquoso, a técnica de spin-coating para os filmes obtidos a

partir de meio orgânico, e a técnica de eletrodeposição para os filmes obtidos em meio de

líquido iónico. As técnicas de caracterização morfológica e estrutural permitiram acompanhar
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a cristalização da perovskita MAPbI3 sobre os diferentes filmes de ZnO estudados, bem como

a sua degradação térmica ao longo do tempo, quando aplicada em células de perovskita. Por

espectroscopia fotoeletrónica de raios-X (XPS) foi possível detetar a presença de alguns

grupos químicos ligados à superfície do ZnO, mais propriamente dos filmes obtidos em meio

de líquido iónico e em meio orgânico acidificado, que afetaram a cristalização da camada de

perovskita e acelerou a sua degradação térmica na interface ZnO/perovskita.

No sentido de evitar os problemas de instabilidade da perovskita quando em contato direto

com o ZnO, foi considerada a alternativa de formar uma camada de TiO2 que funcionasse

como concha sobre os nanopilares de ZnO que funcionariam como núcleo, criando assim

nanoestruturas core-shell de ZnO@TiO2. Dois métodos de deposição da shell de TiO2 foram

considerados, nomeadamente a técnica de spin-coating e o método solvotérmico. O método

solvotérmico foi considerado o indicado para a preparação da shell de TiO2, pois permitiu

formar uma camada de TiO2 aderente às nanoestruturas de ZnO aparentemente intactas após o

processo de deposição. Por forma a otimizar a sua morfologia e uniformidade no

recobrimento individualizado dos nanopilares de ZnO, foram estudados diferentes parâmetros

de síntese, tais como a temperatura, o tempo de reação e a adição de aditivos, mais

propriamente, de acetilacetona. A temperatura de 150 C foi considerada a indicada para a

obtenção de TiO2 na fase pura de anatase sem ocorrer uma formação exacerbada da camada

de TiO2. A caraterização morfológica das nanoestruturas core-shell de ZnO@TiO2 obtidas

com uma solução percursora envelhecida revelou que ao longo do tempo de reação, as

nanoestruturas de ZnO sofriam dissolução devido ao pH ácido da solução após o tratamento

solvotérmico, não sendo considerado uma etapa viável para a obtenção das nanoestruturas

core-shell. A adição de acetilacetona à solução percursora teve como intuito controlar a

formação de TiO2 através da supressão da reação de hidrólise, sendo necessário apenas uma

pequena porção para que a shell de TiO2 formada fosse mais uniformemente distribuída sobre

os nanopilares de ZnO. Um estudo preliminar, permitiu averiguar que apesar da ligeira

melhoria no desempenho dos dispositivos usando os nanopilares core-shell de ZnO@TiO2,

comparativamente aos dispositivos utilizando os nanopilares de ZnO, a reprodutibilidade

morfológica da camada de TiO2 que deverá cobrir na totalidade a superfície do ZnO parece

ser determinante para o sucesso destas estruturas alternativas na obtenção de melhores

desempenhos fotovoltaicos.

Palavras-chave: nanopilares de ZnO, electrodeposição pulsada, células solares de

perovskita, perovskita de MAPbI3, nanopilares core-shell de ZnO@TiO2.
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The climate crisis has become mainstream in the last few years and is, arguably, the

primary global concern. Greenhouse gas emissions have had a considerable impact, and their

levels have become critical to the point that new measures must be taken to minimise the

impacts of climate change.

Renewable energies are considered the most viable alternative energy sources since they

are sustainable, non-pollutant, produce zero emissions, and now cost-effective. Thus, by

2023, the renewable energies, according to the IEA “are forecast to meet more than 70 % of

the global electricity generation growth, led by solar” [1].

Solar energy used as photovoltaic (PV) technology allows direct production of high-quality

electric power from the Sun’s radiation via the photovoltaic effect [2]. This effect, discovered

in 1839 by the physicist Alexandre-Edmond Becquerel, occurs in semiconductor materials.

They are simply characterized as having electrical conductivity values between those typically

exhibited by a conductor and an insulator [3]. Briefly, when the light reaches the

semiconducting material, it causes the excitation of an electron to a higher energy state,

providing the photons have sufficient energy to overcome the potential barrier for excitation;

this phenomenon leads to the creation of an electron-hole pair, and this charge separation

process produces a voltage (photopotential); upon application of an electric field or by means

of the built-in electric field of the depletion region, the charge carriers are swept in opposite

directions, generating an electrical current (photocurrent) [4].

Photovoltaic systems are environmentally friendly, which means that no gas emissions are

generated, can operate autonomously with almost no maintenance, and do not generate any

noise or disturbance, being a perfect solution for urban areas and residential applications.

However, like other renewable energy technologies, the energy supply is intermittent,

requiring additional equipment to store the energy and convert direct current (DC) to

alternating current (AC) to deliver a stable energy supply and be used on the power network.

Additionally, the costs linked to the production and materials used during the manufacture of

the panels increases the investment for conventional PV panels considerably.

Many different photovoltaic technologies have been developed to provide affordable

renewable energy to replace fossil fuels and can be grouped into three generations of devices.

The first-generation is wafer-based cells using thick crystalline films, namely silicon (Si) and
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gallium arsenide (GaAs), which are the most widely used for commercial solar panels. This

PV architecture operates according to the principle of the p-n junction, Figure 1.1, which is

formed by joining p-type (an excess of positive charges, called holes) and n-type (an excess of

electrons) semiconductors. When the sunlight’s photons reach the solar cell, the electrons

absorb its energy, producing excited hole-electron pairs. These charge carriers are separated

by an electrical field in the depletion region and conducted through the p-n junction. If an

external circuit is connected to the cell terminals, these charges flow in as an electric current,

which means electricity. The use of crystalline silicon in photovoltaic technology has many

advantages becoming hard to compete with. Considering the availability of the raw material,

it has the advantage of being the second most abundant element in the earth’s crust [5], which

means that it is unlikely to face issues related to abundance, stability and toxicity. It also

benefits of more than half a century of knowledge on these devices, being now produced at a

record PCE of 26.7 % [6], which is very close to the maximum theoretical efficiency of 33

% for a single p-n junction solar cell, also known as the Shockley-Queisser limit [7]. Despite

these advantageous characteristics, all the costs associated with silicon modules'

manufacturing are still very expensive.

Figure 1.1 – Band diagram of p-n junction in a standard solar cell.

The second-generation PV cells were developed to reduce the high costs associated with

the first-generation devices by using a lower amount of material, thin films down to only 1

µm layer thickness. Cells based on amorphous Si (a-Si), cadmium telluride (CdTe), and

copper indium gallium selenide (CIGS), Figure 1.2, are included in this generation [8]. These
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PV technologies are cheaper than crystalline Si-solar cells because the used materials present

higher absorption coefficients than crystalline Si enabling the use of thinner films [9].

However, the record efficiencies for these PV cells are lower than those obtained for Si solar

cells [10]. Also, the toxicity, abundance and outdoor instability of some of the employed

materials has significant concerns when their widespread use are questioned [9].

Figure 1.2 - Schematic cross-section representation of typical second-generation photovoltaic cells: a) amorphous
silicon (a-Si), b) Cadmium Telluride (CdTe), and c) Copper Indium Gallium Selenide (CIGS). TCO is transparent conductive
oxide. (Adapted from [11]).

The third-generation PV cells are considered the emerging technologies that can overcome

many of the limitations of the previous generations. It aims to develop highly efficient devices

using low-cost thin layer deposition techniques with abundant non-toxic raw materials, with

mechanical robustness and suitable for large-scale production [12]. This generation includes

several device architectures as inorganic solar cells, organic and polymeric solar cells (Figure

1.3), dye-sensitized solar cells (DSSCs) (Figure 1.4), and quantum dot-sensitized solar cells

(QDSSCs). However, despite the efforts to achieve higher efficiencies with these PV devices,

their record power efficiencies are still far from the accomplished efficiencies for Silicon

devices [10].
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Figure 1.3 - Schematic cross-section representation of some of third-generation photovoltaic cells, namely a) Copper
Zinc Tin Sulfur-Selenium (CZTSSe) solar cells, and organic and polymeric solar cells (OPSCs): b) single layer, c) bilayer,
and d) bulk heterojunction. (Adapted from [11]).

Figure 1.4 - Schematic representation of the mechanism of a DSSC.

In 2009, with the aim of combining organic and inorganic photosensitive materials,

Miyasaka et al. used for the first time perovskite materials, more precisely a hybrid organic-

inorganic lead halide-based materials, as sensitizers in a liquid electrolyte based dye-

sensitized solar cell, presenting an initial efficiency value of 3.8 % [13]. Through optimization

of the perovskite coating solution, TiO2 film thickness and electrolyte formulation, Park et al.

reached a higher PCE of 6.5 % using a lead iodide-based perovskite quantum dot sensitizer

[14]. However, despite the increase in PCE values, the liquid electrolyte was still an issue in

terms of the lack of stability of the perovskite material [14]. In 2012, this instability problem

was solved by replacing the liquid electrolyte with a solid hole-transporting material, the first

solid-state mesoscopic perovskite solar cell that was highly efficient [15]. Therefore,
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perovskite solar cells (PSCs) are a new class of photovoltaic devices that have gained the

attention of the solar energy research community. Since the beginning of the application of

perovskite materials in PV devices, a significant improvement in cell efficiencies has been

accomplished in just ten years, reaching a certified value of 25.2 % [10], putting this PV

technology in direct competition with crystalline silicon technology.

There has been a great deal of interest in perovskite solar cells following these significant

improvements, with over 20,000 peer-reviewed research papers on perovskite solar cells

published in the last decade (based on Web of Science data), Figure 1.5.

Since perovskite solar cells is the area of application of the materials developed in this

thesis, it will be covered in more detail in the next section.

Figure 1.5 - Number of publications on perovskite solar cells in the last decade, based on Web of Science data
(24/04/2021).

Figure 1.6 shows a compilation of the PV technologies developed up to nowadays, with the

certified cells efficiencies values from NREL [10].
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Figure 1.6 - Scheme of photovoltaic technologies developed up to the present, with the respective best-certified cell
efficiencies from NREL [10].

1.1. Perovskite solar cells (PSCs)

1.1.1. PSC working principle

The working principle of PSC devices also involves light absorption, charge separation,

charge transport, and charge collection [16]. Figure 1.7 shows the band diagram and the

operation principle of a general PSC. First, the perovskite layer absorbs light, and electron-

hole pairs are generated (equation 1.1) [17]. The charge separation can then occur through

two possible reactions, namely by the injection of photogenerated electrons into the electron-

transporting layer (ETL) (equation 1.2 and 1.3) and/or by the injection of holes into a hole-

transporting layer (HTL) (equation 1.4 and 1.5) [17]:

▪ Photoexcitation of perovskite:

ܲ ݏ݇ݒݎ݁ ݐ݅݁  ߥ݄ ՜ ሺ݁ ି ∙∙∙ ℎା)௩௦௧ (1.1)

▪ followed by electron injection:

�ሺ݁ ି ∙∙∙ ℎା)௩௦௧ ՜ ݁
ି (ܮܶܧ) + ℎାሺ ݏ݇ݒݎ݁ ݐ݅݁ ሻ (1.2)

ℎାሺ݁ ݏ݇ݒݎ ݐ݅݁ ሻ՜ ݄ାሺܮܶܪሻ (1.3)

▪ or followed by hole injection:

�ሺ݁ ି ∙∙∙ ℎା)௩௦௧ → ℎା(ܮܶܪ)  ݁)ି݁ ݏ݇ݒݎ ݐ݅݁ ) (1.4)

݁ିሺ ݏ݇ݒݎ݁ ݐ݅݁ ሻ՜ ݁
ି ሺܮܶܧሻ (1.5)
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However, it is still unclear which processes (electron or hole injection) occur first.

Meanwhile, to achieve high PCE, the charge generation and transport rate should be faster

than the undesired recombination reactions, such as photoluminescence, non-radiative

recombination, and recombination of the charge carriers at the three interfaces [17,18].

Figure 1.7 - Band diagram and operation principle of perovskite solar cell: 1)Absorption of photon and free charge
generation; 2) Charge transport; 3) Charge extraction (Taken from [19]). LUMO is the lowest occupied molecular orbital,
and HOMO is the highest occupied molecular orbital, also known as conduction band level (Ecb) and valence band level
(Evb), respectively.

1.1.2. PSC architecture and their components

The PSC architecture includes a material with a perovskite structure (Figure 1.8), a class of

materials with a generic structure ABX3, where both A and B are cations, and X is an anion,

and it acts as the light-harvesting active layer. This layer is placed between the electron

transport material (ETM) and the hole transport material (HTM) (Figure 1.9). In a standard

device configuration, the negative terminal is a transparent conductive electrode, usually a

FTO slide, and the positive terminal is a thermally-evaporated gold layer.
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Figure 1.8 - Perovskite structure: a) the perovskite cubic crystal structure [20] and b) three-dimensional crystal [19]. In
hybrid organic-inorganic perovskite materials the (A)is an organic cation (as CH3NH3

+), (B)is generally lead cation (Pb2+),
and (C) is a halide anion such as chloride (Cl-), bromide (Br-) or iodide (I-).

Figure 1.9 - a) Schematic representation of a cross-section perovskite solar cell and b) a real PSC device (Taken from
[21]).

1.1.2.1. PSC components

The main components of a perovskite solar cell are a perovskite layer between electron

transport layers (ETLs) and hole transport layers (HTLs). Generally, the ETLs and HTLs are

used to extract the charges selectively and to maximise the solar cells’ open circuit voltage

[22]. Additionally, the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) energy level of the HTM

should be well aligned with the valence band (EVB) of the perovskite, while the conduction

band (ECB) of the perovskite should be aligned with the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital

(LUMO) energy level of the ETM, to minimise energy losses [23]. Figure 1.10 shows the

energy levels of the most common perovskite, electron transport and hole transport materials

used in PSCs.
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Figure 1.10 - Energy levels of lead halide perovskite materials and the electron transport materials (ETMs) and hole
transport materials (HTMs) most employed in solar cell devices (taken from [24]).

Perovskite materials

The perovskite materials which have shown a greater potential to be used in PV devices

are the hybrid organic-inorganic perovskite materials, especially the organometal halide

perovskites with ABX3 structure, where A is the organic fragment such as methylammonium

(CH3NH3
+ or MA+) or formamidinium (NH2CH=NH2

+ or FA+), B is a divalent metal cation as

Pb2+, Cu2+, Co2+, and X is a halide (I-, Cl-, Br-) [25]. Among all the possible combinations, the

methylammonium lead iodide (CH3NH3PbI3, MAPbI3) proved to be a promising material due

to its properties, namely high light absorption coefficients (105 cm-1 in the visible region)

[26,27], direct bandgap [28,29], ambipolar charge carrier [30], high intrinsic carrier mobility

[31], and long electron-hole diffusion lengths [32].

In recent years, considering improvements of the PCEs and long-term stability of the

devices, perovskite compositional engineering has been applied through distinct combinations

of A-site cations and X-sites halides, resulting in published NREL certified cell efficiencies

[24].

The inorganic perovskite materials have emerged to improve the long-term stability of the

devices since the organic part is believed to be responsible for the poor thermal and

environmental stability of these materials [33]. Caesium-based perovskite structures like

CsPbX3 (X = Cl, Br, I) have been considered a model compound among all inorganic
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perovskites that Wells first studied in 1893 [34]. However, despite its superior stability

against heat, the effective application of CsPbX3 in PSCs has been complex for several

reasons. Therefore, the progress in PCE of these cells has been slow [35,36].

Electron transport materials (ETM)

The electron transport layers (ETLs) applied in PSCs can be organic or inorganic. The

inorganic charge transport materials are commonly n-type oxide semiconductors, such as

titanium oxide (TiO2), zinc oxide (ZnO) or tin oxide (SnO2). Depending on the type of cell

architecture to be applied, the ETL can either be a compact layer (e.g. TiO2 compact layer,

c-TiO2) when used in a planar configuration [37] or a mesoporous/nanostructured layer (e.g.

mesoporous TiO2 layer, mp-TiO2) when applied in a mesoscopic design [38]. The main goal

of using nanostructured ETLs in PSC is to improve the charge collection [39].

TiO2 remains the most prevalent inorganic ETM used in PSCs due to its attractive energy

levels Figure 1.10, high optical transparency and environmental stability, which has resulted

in the highest reported efficiencies [40,41]. However, it suffers from several drawbacks,

namely the need for high deposition temperature to obtain pure anatase phase [42], its low

electron mobility (0.1 – 4 cm2 V s-1 [43]) resulting in an inefficient charge extraction from the

perovskite, and its photocatalytic properties which can contribute to the perovskite

degradation under UV light [44]. Despite the several efforts that have been made to obtain

high efficiencies of PSCs with TiO2 ETL, alternative ETLs that could be processed at lower

temperatures have been considered. ZnO has been pointed out as an alternative to TiO2 ETL

due to its similar bandgap, high electron mobility (200-300 cm2 V s-1 for bulk material and 

1000 cm2 V s-1 for single-crystal nanowires [43]), and can be synthesised at low temperatures

[45]. Liu et al. [46] were the first to report using ZnO nanoparticle layers as a compact ETL

on planar PSCs with efficiencies approaching 15.7 % and on flexible perovskite solar cells

with performances exceeding 10 %. Another alternative material to TiO2 that gained

popularity in recent years is SnO2, which is more conductive than TiO2, allowing to achieve

high efficient and stable devices [47]. Table 1.1 compares some physical properties of TiO2,

ZnO, and SnO2 [48].
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Table 1.1 - A comparison of some physical properties of TiO2, ZnO, and SnO2 (taken from [48]).

Physical property TiO2 ZnO SnO2

Crystal structure
Rutile, anatase, and

brookite
Rocksalt, zinc blende,

and wurtzite
Rutile and tetragonal

Energy band gap (eV) 3.0-3.2 3.2-3.3 3.6

Electron mobility (cm2 V s-1) 0.1-0.4 (bulk TiO2) 205-300 (bulk ZnO) 200 (bulk SnO2)

The organic ETLs have been used due to the possibility of being processable at low

temperatures. The most commonly used organic ETLs in PSCs are fullerene derivatives, such

as 6,6-phenyl-C61(or C71)-butyric acid methyl ester (known as PCBM), which possess

sufficiently high electron mobility, well-defined energy levels, and good energy alignment

with the perovskite [40]. The organic ETLs are often used in inverted perovskite devices

reporting PCE between 16-18% [49–51].

Hole transport materials (HTM)

Similar to ETLs, the hole transport layers (HTLs) can be organic or inorganic materials.

The most commonly used HTLs are organic materials, such as 2,2’,7,7’-tetrakis(N,N-di-4-

methoxyphenylamino)-9,9’-spirobifluorene (Spiro-OMeTAD), which is the most used in

devices with oxide ETL, poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) doped with polystyrene sulfonate

(PEDOT:PSS) is the most used in devices with organic hole transport layers, polytriarylamine

(PTAA) or poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT) [52].

While most of the reported HTLs have been organic materials, inorganic HTLs have also

been used for stability improvements. However, it should be noted that the use of inorganic

HTLs can result in potential operational difficulties related to the layer deposition process,

namely deposition temperature limitations or the nature of the solvents used for materials

processing that dissolves the perovskite material. These limitations are only effective in a

conventional architecture with the HTL on top of perovskite, which could be circumvented in

an inverted device architecture, with the HTM layer deposited directly on the substrate. The

inorganic materials most reported are nickel oxide (NiO) [53], copper thiocyanate (CuSCN)

[54], and copper iodide (CuI) [55].
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1.1.2.2. Evolution of PSC architecture

In the last decade, there has been significant focus on research of perovskite solar cells,

consistently to achieve devices with high efficiencies and excellent stability. Accordingly,

several PSC architectures have been developed, from the simple application of perovskite

QDs as a sensitizer in DSSC structure to the PSC planar structure (Figure 1.11 [56]).

The cell architecture is one of the parameters that strongly affects the final cell efficiency.

Indeed, depending on the combination of the main components, it is possible to optimize the

device’s performance.

Figure 1.11 - Schematic of perovskite solar cell architecture evolution: (A) liquid electrolyte DSSC structure with
perovskite QDs, (B) Solid-state mesoscopic structure, (C) meso-superstructured structure, (D) mesoporous structure, (E)
planar structure, and (F) inverted planar structure (Taken from [56]). BL is the blocking layer, ETA is an extremely thin
absorber, and the blue particles on (A), (B) and (D) are mp-TiO2.

(A)Liquid electrolyte DSSC structure

The hybrid organic-inorganic perovskite devices were initially fabricated in the

conventional DSSC structure, where an organometal halide perovskite material replaced the

organic dye. In 2009, Kojima et al. reported using MAPbI3 and MAPbBr3 perovskite

nanocrystalline particles onto mp-TiO2/c-TiO2/FTO substrate [13]. Table 1.2 shows the PV

characteristics of the perovskite-sensitized photovoltaic cells tested. Despite having a very

similar overall performance, assessed by the fill factor (FF) of the characteristic curve,

essential differences of the systems may be depicted. For example, the highest PCE of 3.8 %
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was reached by the MAPbI3 devices, with a short circuit current density (Jsc) twice higher

than MAPbBr3 devices.

In contrast, MAPbI3 devices showed a low open-circuit voltage (Voc) of 0.61 V, while the

MAPbBr3 device yielded a higher Voc of 0.96 V. The higher Jsc of the MAPbI3 devices is

justified by the lower bandgap value of this perovskite (1.5 eV) in comparison with MAPbBr3

(2.3 eV), allowing photoconversion at longer light wavelengths [56]. However, lower values

of Voc were recorded for MAPbI3 devices due to the slight difference between the energy

levels of the conduction band of the perovskite and the redox potential of the triiodide/iodide

(I3
-/I-) mediator (Figure 1.12) [13]. This work demonstrated the potential of the hybrid

organic-inorganic perovskite materials in photovoltaic applications, despite the low logged

efficiencies.

Table 1.2 - Photovoltaic characteristics of perovskite-based cells, measured with an effective incident area of 0.24 cm2

under 100 mW.cm-2 AM 1.5 simulated sunlight irradiation (adapted from [13]).

Perovskite sensitizer Jsc (mA.cm-2) Voc (V) FF  (%)

MAPbBr3 5.57 0.96 0.59 3.13

MAPbI3 11.0 0.61 0.57 3.81

Figure 1.12 - Energy level diagram of a liquid-electrolyte DSSC with perovskite sensitizers (adapted from [56]).

Interested in this type of material for DSSCs applications, Im et al. manufactured

perovskite-sensitized DSSCs using MAPbI3 QDs on a mp-TiO2 layer (Figure 1.11A), showing

a significant improvement in PCE, obtaining a record of 6.54 % [14]. However, although this

work revealed the high light absorption coefficient of the hybrid perovskite materials, the
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instability of this device limits their applicability, since, in just 10 min of continuous

illumination, the performance of the device dropped 80% due to, according to the authors, the

dissolution of the perovskite QDs in the liquid electrolyte.

(B) Solid-state mesoscopic structure

To overcome the instability issue of the perovskite devices with a liquid electrolyte, Kim et

al. developed the first solid-state PSC by replacing the liquid electrolyte with Spiro-

OMeTAD, a solid HTM [15]. This device configuration is very similar to the perovskite-

sensitized DSSCs (Figure 1.11B), although the thickness of the mp-TiO2 layer is much

smaller ( 0.6 m). By penetrating the pores of the mp-TiO2 layer, the HTM makes direct

contact with the perovskite QDs, and the remaining material creates a dense layer that covers

the mp-TiO2 layer preventing the electron transfer to the anode. The use of Spiro-OMeTAD

allowed a better hole-transfer efficiency achieving a record PCE of 9.7 %, a marked

enhancement in the device stability, remaining stable after 500 h under illumination, and an

improvement of Voc values due to a better alignment of the HOMO level of Spiro-OMeTAD

with the valence band of MAPbI3, allowing an effective hole extraction from the perovskite

(Figure 1.13) [56].

Figure 1.13 - Energy level diagram of a perovskite solar cell in solid-state mesoscopic structure (adapted from [56]).

(C)Meso-superstructured structure

Lee et al. developed the meso-superstructure architecture based on the mesoscopic

configuration by replacing the mp-TiO2 layer with a porous insulating layer of Al2O3 and by

employing an extremely thin absorber (ETA) layer strategy, a continuous and highly tinny

MAPbI2Cl perovskite layer on the porous metal oxide surface were used (Figure 1.11C) [57].
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Interesting results were obtained when Al2O3 was used, achieving a PCE of 10.9 % (for mp-

TiO2, the best device obtained a PCE of 7.6 %), and significantly high Voc values of

approximately 1.1 V, which indicates low non-radiative recombination and long carrier

diffusion lengths of the mixed halide perovskite [32].

The charge transport on meso-superstructured cells is slightly different than in mesoscopic

cells. Whereas in mesoscopic devices, the photoexcited electrons from the perovskite

absorber are injected into the conduction band of the mp-TiO2 layer, this injection is

energetically unfavourable when an Al2O3 layer is used due to the higher energy level of the

conduction band of Al2O3 relative to the mixed halide perovskite absorber (Figure 1.14)

[57,58]. In this device architecture, the electrons are transported to the c-TiO2 blocking layer

through the ETA perovskite layer, which means that the PSCs could be manufactured without

the mesoporous layer.

Figure 1.14 - Schematic diagram illustrating the charge transfer and charge transport of PSCs using a mp-TiO2 layer
(left) and an insulating Al2O3 layer (right), and a representation of the energy level diagrams (below) (taken from [57]).

(D)Mesoporous structure

Several researchers dedicated to the study of the perovskites and discovered that these

materials have a low trap state density and long carrier diffusion lengths [32,59], which means

that thicker perovskite films can be used instead of ETA layers on PSCs. In this sense, the
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mesoporous structure, also known as the regular structure, was developed based on the meso-

superstructure architecture but used a thicker and dense perovskite layer (Figure 1.11D). This

structure allowed the researchers to fabricate high-efficiency PSCs since increasing the

thickness of the perovskite layer can improve the absorption of large wavelength photons and

prevent the possibility of a short circuit between electrodes. However, if the thickness of the

perovskite layer is greater than the carrier diffusion length, the generated carriers will

recombine before reaching the ETL [60]. Therefore, mesoporous ETMs are deposited over a

hole-blocking layer to avoid this recombination, allowing the photogenerated electrons to

flow through it, reaching the collecting electrode before recombining [61].

Heo et al. fabricated PSCs with this structure using MAPbI3 perovskite to fill the pores of a

mp-TiO2 layer and form a pillar-shaped perovskite capping layer (Figure 1.15a) [62]. The

PCE of the best cell was 12 % for a 600 nm mp-TiO2 layer with 200-300 nm of MAPbI3

overlayer on top of mp-TiO2, which allowed the optimal trade-off between TiO2/MAPbI3

interface area and hole path length, avoiding the probability of recombination [62]. However,

it was also observed that due to the roughness and discontinuous morphology of the MAPbI3

overlayer, an improvement in device performance was limited.

Figure 1.15 - Schematic of PSC device architectures: a) with pillar-shaped (taken from [62]) and b) with cuboid-shaped
MAPbI3 capping layer (taken from [63]).

The advances in the perovskite film deposition techniques enabled us to overcome some

previous limitations and made it possible to obtain thick and dense perovskite films deposited

on top of thin mp-TiO2 layers. Im et al. used a two-step sequential deposition method

(described in detail in subsection 1.1.3) to prepare PSCs, obtaining a dense perovskite capping

layer in cuboid shape on a thin mp-TiO2 layer (100 nm) (Figure 1.15b) [63]. The formation
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of a dense and uniform perovskite layer allowed Im et al. to improve the values of Jsc (21.64

mA/cm2), Voc (1.056 V), and efficiency (17 %) of the devices [56,63].

(E) Planar structure

The planar configuration (Figure 1.11E) emerged from the fact that the mesoporous layer

has become so thin up to the point that eventually, it was no longer needed. The complete

device structure usually comprises a TCO current collector electrode, an n-type ETM, a thick

perovskite layer, a p-type HTM, and a current metal collector.

The first attempt to apply the MAPbI3-xClx perovskite to a planar architecture was made by

Lee et al. [57], achieving only 1.8 % efficiency, most likely due to an incomplete film

coverage that led to electric shunts in the device. Several efforts have been made to improve

the PCE by optimizing the processing conditions, such as the annealing temperature and film

thickness. However, due to the porosity and high surface defect density of the obtained

perovskite films, PCEs of only 11 % were achieved [64].

To improve the uniformity of the perovskite film, Liu et al. prepared a uniform MAPbI3-

xClx on the c-TiO2 layer (Figure 1.16) using an optimized thermal vapour deposition

technique, reaching PCEs of 15 %, with Voc of 1.07 V and Jsc of 21.5 mA/cm2 [65].

Figure 1.16 - SEM top-views of a) a vapour-deposited and b) a solution-deposited MAPbI3-xClx perovskite film (Taken
from [65]).

The optimization in the perovskite film deposition through different techniques allowed a

present state-of-the-art for mesoporous and planar PSCs with PCE around 20 % [66,67].
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(F) Inverted planar structure

The inverted planar structure appeared as an alternative to mesoporous and planar PSC

architectures. This structure has an opposite sequence of HTM and ETM than the regular

configuration (Figure 1.11F), comprised of a TCO substrate, a p-type HTM, an intrinsic

perovskite layer, an n-type ETM, and a metal electrode.

The first attempt to prototype an inverted planar PSC was reported by Jeng et al., where

the hybrid methylammonium lead iodide/fullerene (MAPbI3/C60) layer was used as a planar

heterojunction and a thin layer of bathocuproine (BCP) and PEDOT:PSS as ETM and HTM,

respectively (Figure 1.17a) [68]. By replacing the C60 with phenyl-C61-butyric acid methyl

ester (PCBM), the PCE of the devices improved from 1.6 % to 3.9 %, due to more

considerable energy offset between the HOMO of MAPbI3 and the LUMO of PCBM, and

consequently a more efficient electron injection into the metal cathode (Figure 1.17b) [56,68].

Figure 1.17 - a) Representation of a configuration of an inverted planar perovskite solar cell and b) the scheme of the
energy levels of each layer in the device (taken from [68]).

Several combinations of planar heterojunctions have been made to improve the efficiencies

of PSCs, which allowed Liu et al. to achieve a remarkable PCE of 20.7 % with the structure

ITO/ poly(triarylamine) (PTAA) / Cs0.05(FA0.85MA0.85)0.95Pb(I0.85Br0.15)3 (CsFAMA) / C60 /

BCP / Ag [69].

1.1.3. Perovskite layer deposition methods

The advances in the PSCs architecture design required optimising the perovskite layer's

manufacturing techniques to obtain devices with high efficiencies. Therefore, it is essential to
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control stoichiometry, crystallographic phase, and the grain size of the perovskite material.

According to different preparation procedures, the perovskite layer fabrication can be

processed by four approaches: one-step solution method, two-steps solution method, vapour-

assisted solution method, and thermal evaporation method (Figure 1.18) [56].

Figure 1.18 - Perovskite film deposition processes: (A) one-step, (B) two-steps, (C) vapour-assisted, and (D) thermal
evaporation (taken from [56]). *PbI2 is lead iodide, PbCl2 is lead chloride, MAI is methylammonium iodide, and MAPbI3 is
methylammonium lead iodide perovskite.

 One-Step Solution Method

The one-step deposition method was used primarily to prepare the PSC due to its greater

simplicity, and it is still the most widely used processing technique for preparing the

perovskite films. This method employs as perovskite precursor solution, a mixture of an

organic halide MAX (e.g. methylammonium iodide (MAI), formamidinium iodide (FAI)) and

a metal halide PbX2 (e.g. lead iodide (PbI2), lead chloride (PbCl2)) dissolved in an aprotic

polar solvent, such as -butyrolactone (GBL), dimethylformamide (DMF), dimethylsulfoxide

(DMSO) or even a combination of solvents. This precursor solution is then spin-coated on a

substrate followed by annealing at temperatures ranging 80 to 150 C to form a pure-phase,

pinhole-free and dense perovskite layer (Figure 1.18A) [70]. Therefore, selecting the

appropriate post-deposition annealing temperature and time is crucial to obtain high-quality

perovskite films based on the precursor composition. Moreover, the environmental

conditions, the roughness of the substrates, and some processing parameters such as rotation
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speed and time influence perovskite film properties, namely crystallinity, morphology and

uniformity [71–75].

Lee et al. [57] were the first to report using a one-step approach to synthesise MAPbI2Cl

perovskite. Using a 3:1 molar ratio of MAI:PbCl2 in DMF, the formation of the perovskite

layer were accomplished after 30 s of spin-coating and 100 C of post-annealing, and the

devices displayed a Voc of more than 1 V. Since then, several one-step coating solution-based

approaches have been developed to control the formation of larger grain sizes, the roughness

and the uniformity of perovskite film morphology, which may suppress the charge carrier

extraction processes that lead to poor device PCE [76].

 Two-Steps Solution Method

The two-steps solution deposition were developed to overcome the poor-surface coverage

of perovskite films [62]. Liang et al. [77] and Burschka et al. [78] developed the two-steps

solution deposition method to prepare uniform hybrid organic-inorganic perovskite films. In

this method, a PbX2 layer is first deposited on a substrate, dried by annealing, and

subsequently reacted with MAX in isopropanol (IPA) solution by dipping [79] or spin-coating

[80] to form MAPbX3 (Figure 1.18B). This process involves diffusion of the MA+ cations into

the PbX2 matrix to create the perovskite material, confirmed by changing the film's colour

from yellowish to dark brown [76].

In the two-steps solution method, improving the morphologic features and overall quality

of perovskite films is possible by adjusting the operational parameters in either step. Im et al.

investigated the relationship between the grain size of perovskite and the MAI concentration

and found that the grain size decreased with increasing MAI concentration [63]. However,

several drawbacks to this method have been found, namely the surface smoothness related to

the perovskite grain size. An increase in surface roughness leads to higher surface

recombination and leakage current. On the other hand, smooth films with small grains suffer

from low carrier lifetime and short diffusion length. Another drawback is the incomplete

conversion of PbX2, which decreases the total light absorption, and blocks the efficient charge

carrier transport to the selective contacts, resulting in reduced Voc and Jsc [56]. These

handicaps were circumvented by using some advanced film deposition engineering, namely,
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using additives [82] or passing small amounts of solvent vapour during the annealing of

perovskite films [81].

 Vapour-Assisted Solution Method (VASP)

The vapour-assisted solution method was developed as a modified two-steps deposition

procedure. Vaporised MAX reacts with the PbX2 layer during the second step to form the

perovskite phase after further film annealing (Figure 1.18C). Chen et al. developed this

method to fabricate highly pure and uniform MAPbI3 films, using as-synthesised MAI vapour

applied on spin-coated PbI2 precursor at 150 C in an inert environment [82]. The perovskite

films prepared by this method showed complete conversion of PbI2 and exhibited a smooth

surface of a uniform phase formed by large grains up to the micrometre scale. Furthermore,

the large grain size substantially reduces the length of grain-boundaries, which act as traps

and promote charge-carrier scattering, therefore contributing to decrease charge

recombination and to enhance device performance [83]. The only disadvantage of this

perovskite preparation approach is that the process of MAX incorporation into the PbX2

matrix needs several hours to accomplish, being much slower than the solution deposition,

limiting the practical application of this method.

 Thermal Vapour Deposition

Thermal vapour deposition consists of evaporation from a single source of a hybrid

material or a dual-source of organic and inorganic materials and post-annealing of the

deposited perovskite films (Figure 1.18D). The first reference of using thermal vapour

deposition to produce perovskite films was reported by Mitzi et al. [84], but Liu et al. [65]

improved this method by using the dual co-evaporation to fabricate planar PSCs. Employing

the co-evaporation of MAI and PbCl2 sources on a rotated substrate followed by annealing,

they prepared a smooth, conformal, and uniform MAPbI3-xClx perovskite film, achieved a

record PCE of 15.4 % when integrated into a planar structure PSC [65]. This method allows

for more uniform and pinhole-free perovskite films than solution-processed films. However,

the low thermal stability of both the precursor sources and the products and the difficulty of

controlling the temperature during deposition often results in off-stoichiometric films [85].
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1.1.4. Main challenges of PSCs

The scaling up of the perovskite devices to a large area is imminent. First, however, it is

necessary to overcome some challenges regarding stability, the J-V curve hysteresis, and

environmental concerns.

Stability

The stability of perovskite materials has been identified as one of the most significant

problems affecting PSCs' performance. For example, it is known that the hybrid organic-

inorganic lead halide perovskite materials suffer degradation when exposed to high

temperatures [86–88], ultraviolet (UV) light [89], and under environmental conditions (water,

oxygen, and moisture [90–92]).

The possible degradation mechanisms, triggered by environmental conditions, can be

synthesized in equations 1.6 and 1.7 shown below [70,93]:

ଷܫଷܾܲܪଷܰܪܥ (ݏ)
ுమை
⇌ ଶܫܾܲ (ݏ) + ଷܪଷܰܪܥ

ା(ܽݍ. ) + (ݍܽ)ିܫ (1.6)

.ݍܽ)ܫଷܪଷܰܪܥ )  ⇌ ଶܪଷܰܪܥ .ݍܽ) ) + .ݍܽ)ܫܪ ) (1.7)

Several previous studies concluded that MAPbI3 degradation in humid air occurs mainly

by the hydrolysis of CH3NH3PbI3, resulting in CH3NH3I, PbI2, and HI after a few hours of

humidity conditions [94,95].

On a laboratory scale, highly efficiency devices are generally produced in a glove box that

allows humidity control. Although, at a larger scale, the encapsulation of the devices has been

common practice to improve the stability of perovskite solar cells [96].

It has been reported that the degradation of the perovskite under UV light irradiation when

PSCs are subjected to long-term stability tests under simulated sunlight. It seems that the TiO2

layer is responsible for the perovskite material's poor stability [44]. According to Ito et al.

[97], exposing CH3NH3PbI3 perovskite devices, with TiO2 as ETL, to sunlight simulator,
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could lead to perovskite decomposition as a consequence of the formation of PbI2 and

evaporation of CH3NH2 and HI (equation 1.8):

ଷܫଷܾܲܪଷܰܪܥ (ݏ)

⇌ ଶܫܾܲ (ݏ) + ଶܪଷܰܪܥ ↑ (1.8) ↑ܫܪ+

Due to TiO2 ability to extract electrons from iodide (I-) electrodes in DSSCs, the

decomposition of MAPbI3 may be the result of electron extraction by TiO2 surface from an

iodide anion (equation 1.9 to 1.11 and Figure 1.19) [97]:

ିܫ2  ⇌ ଶܫ  + 2݁ି (1.9)

ଷܪଷܰܪܥ3
ା  ⇌ ଶܪଷܰܪܥ3 ↑ ାܪ3+  (1.10)

ିܫ + ଶܫ + ାܪ3 + 2݁ି  ⇌ ↑ܫܪ3 (1.11)

Figure 1.19 - Degradation scheme of CH3NH3PbI3 perovskite solar cells during light exposure (Adapted from [97]).

To overcome this issue, the replacement of TiO2 with alternative electron selective

contacts [44,98] and the insertion of interlayers [97,99] have been reported.

Reports of thermal instability and consequent degradation of the perovskite have also been

appeared [100–102]. The thermal degradation of MAPbI3 perovskite films results in the

formation of PbI2 within the film, which can cause adverse effects on the device performance.

The ability to withstand high temperatures during prolonged sun exposure is one of the

requirements to be a promising solar cell material, so this is a critical issue that needs to be

resolved. According to what has been reported, it appears that the thermal instability is closely
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related to the chemistry between the perovskite and the contact layer, rather than an inherent

problem of the perovskite [103]. Therefore, the simplest way to solve this problem is through

the correct choice of materials.

J-V curve hysteresis

The measurement of a J-V curve typically evaluates the performance of a solar cell. This J-

V curve is obtained by sweeping the applied voltage whilst the current under a standard light

source, such as 1 Sun AM 1.5, is measured. This measurement gives the steady-state power

output of a cell at any given bias and should not be dependent on the scan rate or scan

direction. The term hysteresis is related to differences monitored in the current measured

during the forward scan (from short circuit (SC) to forward bias (FB)) and the reverse scan

(from FB to SC).

Hysteresis between forward and backward scans of J-V measurements have been observed

on perovskite solar cells (Figure 1.20) as well as on DSSCs and silicon solar cells [104–106].

However, unlike in the case of DSSCs and silicon solar cells, where hysteresis appears when

high scan rates are employed as a result of the capacitive charging at forward bias, for PSCs,

this hysteresis increases upon reducing the potential sweep rate, revealing that the capacitive

charging is not the source of the hysteresis, and led to termed as “anomalous hysteresis”

[104]. Furthermore, Snaith et al. found that this type of hysteresis is more pronounced for

planar cell structures than for mesoporous cell structures. Additionally, it has been more or

less evident for cells featuring mesoporous films, depending on the selective electron material

used, which can be related to the different routes of charge transport within the cells [104].
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Figure 1.20 - A typical J-V curve hysteresis behaviour in a mesoporous TiO2-based perovskite solar cell. The
measurement is undertaken backwards from forward bias (FB) to short circuit (SC) and forwards from SC to FB, under
stimulated AM 1.5 sunlight (based on [104]).

Several hypotheses had been proposed to explain this phenomenon, namely based on

ferroelectric polarization [107], ion migration [108], charge trapping [109], and capacitive

effects [110]. The most recent works suggested that both ion migration and charge trapping

could be the reasons for the J-V hysteresis of perovskite solar cells [111] but, for a better

appraisal, the improvement of the PCE measurement technique is needed [112].

Lead toxicity

One of the main concerns of using lead in the composition of the organometal halide

perovskites is the potential risk of lead leaching into the environment at the waste treatment

stage of the large-scale fabrication. The serious health effects of exposure to lead compounds

are well known [113], so it is crucial to guarantee an effective device encapsulation to prevent

lead leaching. Hailegnaw et al. found that the perovskite films suffer decomposition into lead

iodide (PbI2) when exposed to water without any encapsulation of the perovskite layer [114].

Although the simulations show that possible lead contamination from perovskite would be

relatively insignificant compared with other sources of lead pollution [115], several studies

have been made to develop lead-free perovskite structures that can be used in photovoltaics.

The tin-based perovskites have been demonstrated to be the most viable material, with higher

efficiency results compared to other novel perovskite materials based on different elements
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[116–118]. Even so, their efficiencies are still below those of lead-based perovskites

[119,120], likely due to the instability of the valence state Sn2+ in the ambient atmosphere,

requiring encapsulation under an inert atmosphere.

Therefore, the lead-based perovskite appears to be the only viable technology to date

without a technological breakthrough. Still, the disposal of the devices must be taken into

consideration and the recycling of some components, namely the ETMs and FTO substrates

[121,122].

1.2. ZnO-based nanostructures as ETM in PSCs

ZnO has been one of the most commonly explored alternatives to TiO2 as an ETL in

perovskite solar cells, as expected due to the similarity of bandgap and energy levels of these

materials and the high bulk electron mobility of ZnO [48].

The first reports that mention the use of ZnO within perovskite solar cells involved using

ZnO nanorods with different lengths. Bi et al. [123] used ZnO nanorods grown on FTO

coated glass substrates and applied them within perovskite solar cells, using Spiro-OMeTAD

and gold as hole conductor and metal contact, respectively [123]. They found that the

maximum power conversion efficiency of 5.0 % was attained for nanorods with 1000 nm in

length. The lower performance of ZnO-based perovskite solar cells comparatively with TiO2-

based PSCs was assigned to increased recombination losses within this cell structure. Kumar

et al. [124] employed a similar cell design but with shorter nanorods (around 500 nm in

length) and obtained a conversion efficiency of 8.9 % for rigid substrates and 2.6 % for

flexible substrates.

Further improvements have been made, and Son et al. produced a ZnO nanorod perovskite

cell with a maximum PCE of 11 % with an average nanorod length of 1000 nm, as in the

work of Bi et al. [123,125]. In addition, Son et al. found that ZnO nanorod PSCs gave

significantly higher Jsc values than TiO2 nanorod PSCs, suggesting that ZnO nanorods

enhanced electron collection compared to TiO2 being an effective charge collection system in

PSCs.
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Several deposition techniques can be used to prepare ZnO nanorods, namely vapour liquid-

solid growth (VLS) [126], metal-organic chemical vapour deposition (MOCVD) [127],

hydrothermal method [128], chemical bath deposition (CBD) [129], and electrodeposition

[130]. Table 1.3 shows a list of performance parameters of several reported perovskite solar

cells featuring ZnO nanorods, prepared by different deposition techniques.
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Table 1.3 - The photovoltaic performance of different perovskite solar cells featuring ZnO nanorods reported in the literature. CBD = chemical bath deposition; PECVD = plasma-enhanced
chemical vapour deposition. AZO substrates = Al-doped zinc oxide substrates

Cell structure Nanorod deposition technique Jsc (mA.cm-2) Voc (V) FF (%) PCE (%) Ref.

FTO/ZnO/MAPbI3/Spiro-OMeTAD/Au CBD 16.98 1.02 51.11 8.90 [124]

FTO/ZnO/MAPbI3/Spiro-OMeTAD/Au Hydrothermal 20.08 0.99 56.00 11.13 [125]

FTO/TiO2/ZnO/MAPbI3/Spiro-OMeTAD/Au PECVD 16.00 0.72 41.20 4.80 [131]

ITO/ZnO/MAPbI3/Spiro-OMeTAD/MoO3/Ag Sputtering 22.40 1.04 57.40 13.40 [132]

FTO/ZnO/MAPbI3/Spiro-OMeTAD/Au Hydrothermal 19.44 1.06 69.80 14.35 [133]

FTO/ZnO/MAPbI3/Graphite-coated FTO Electrodeposition 1.50 0.47 23.00 0.16 [134]

FTO/ZnO/MAPbI3/Spiro-OMeTAD/Au Hydrothermal 22.70 0.99 68.00 15.30 [135]

ITO/ZnO/MAPbI3/Spiro-OMeTAD/Ag Hydrothermal 21.70 0.97 70.00 16.19 [136]

FTO/ZnO/MAPbI3/Spiro-OMeTAD/Ag Hydrothermal 21.39 0.71 43.0 6.63 [137]

FTO/ZnO/MAPbI3/Spiro-OMeTAD/Au CBD 21.56 0.68 62.3 9.06 [138]

AZO/ZnO/MAPbIxCl3-x/C Hydrothermal 14.87 0.86 28.0 3.62 [139]

FTO/ZnO/Cs2SnI6/P3HT/Ag CBD 3.20 0.52 51.20 0.86 [140]

FTO/ZnO/MAPbI3/Spiro-OMeTAD/Au Hydrothermal 17.80 0.957 53.7 9.15 [141]

FTO/ZnO/MAPbI3/Spiro-OMeTAD/Au Hydrothermal 20.9 1.07 77.58 17.3 [142]

FTO/ZnO/MAPbI3/P3HT/Ag Hydrothermal 10.96 0.562 49.7 3.05 [143]

FTO/ZnO/MAPbI3-xClx/Spiro-OMeTAD/Au Electrodeposition 6.8 0.85 46 2.4 [144]

ITO/ZnO/MAPbI3/Spiro-OMeTAD/Au Hydrothermal 11.50 0.806 70.0 4.55 [145]
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The sol-gel processes are more attractive due to the grown films’ excellent homogeneity

and optical properties, ease of composition control, use low processing temperatures, allow

large area coatings, and use low-cost equipment. However, an additional annealing step is

needed to achieve the film crystallization.

Electrodeposition is a viable alternative to sol-gel processes for the preparation of ZnO thin

films since it is a low-cost technique that allows to easily control the thickness, morphology,

and composition of the films, with the advantage of producing high purity and crystalline

coatings at low temperatures [146–148].

1.2.1. Short concept of electrodeposition

Electrodeposition generally comprises an electrolysis process in which solids or condensed

matter are deposited in different forms and shapes on a substrate. This technique has been

applied over the years to prepare coatings of metals and alloys for functional, protective or

decorative purposes. However, the spectrum of applications has been extended to all kinds of

solid materials, from metals to composites or semiconductors, and polymer materials, in

various dimensions from nano-scale to macro-sized structures [149].

The main components of an electrodeposition system consist of an electrolyte containing

metal ions, an electrode or substrate, also known as working electrode, on which the

deposition is desired, a counter electrode which is often used as a “soluble” electrode that

allows keeping constant the concentration of the metal ion, a reference electrode that is

essential to control the potential of the working electrode, and a power supply, which can

either be at constant potential/current (potentiostatic or galvanostatic electrodeposition,

respectively) or pulsed potential/current (Figure 1.21).

Figure 1.21 - Two different modes of electrodeposition: a) constant potentiostatic/galvanostatic electrodeposition and b)
pulsed potentiostatic/galvanostatic electrodeposition.
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Quite generally, a current flow passes through the electrolyte and the cations and anions

diffuse and migrate towards the cathode and anode, respectively, and a deposit forms at the

electrode surface upon a charge transfer reaction [149].

In general, to obtain an electrodeposited material, several steps are required. The different

stages of the electrodeposition process are schematically shown in Figure 1.22 [150].

The first step (stage 1) refers to the transport of solvated ions (in aqueous electrolytes)

from the bulk electrolyte to the interface region under mass transport control, namely

diffusion, migration and convection. Upon approaching the substrate surface, the hydrated

ions at the Helmholtz double-layer (stage 2) and partially dehydrate, releasing water

molecules. At this point, a charge-transfer event takes place (eventually by tunnelling), and

the partially hydrated ions attach onto the substrate surface in the form of ad-ions or ad-atoms

(stage 3). The denomination of the transient species depends mainly on the number of

hydration molecules that the ad-ion preserves. If a large number is kept and its net charge is

close to that of the free ion oxidation number, it is called ad-ion; If the net charge is close to

zero and, consequently, the number of water hydration molecules is significantly reduced, it is

called ad-atom. These adsorbed transient species diffuse on the substrate surface from one site

to another site energetically more favourable, lowering its energy and reducing its net charge

while successively releasing hydration molecules (stage 4); eventually, the ad-atom ends up

incorporated in the lattice, which results in the nucleation of stable clusters (stage 5).

Depending on the category of growth sites, the irreversible incorporation of ad-atoms in the

lattice establishes a crystallographic texture and morphology specific to the electrodeposited

material (stage 6). This process is also known as electrocrystallisation [150].

Figure 1.22 - Schematic picture of nucleation and growth during a typical electrodeposition process (Taken from [150]).
OHP is the outer Helmholtz plane.
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1.2.2. Electrodeposition of ZnO nanostructures

Considering the characteristics of ZnO, the main application areas are electronics and

optoelectronics. Therefore, it is crucial to have a deposition technique suited to obtain

homogeneous materials, at a large-scale, without affecting the ZnO fundamental physical

properties. The electrodeposition technique allows to achieve these goals at low cost and

using low-temperature growth processes of nanostructured ZnO [151].

Among the different morphologies that ZnO nanostructures can exhibit, the

unidimensional (1D) vertically-oriented morphologies, such as nanotubes, nanowires and

nanorods, that stand up, are ideal in DSSCs and PSCs applications [152]. The oriented 1D

ZnO nanostructured arrays have been widely investigated as photoelectrodes in solar cells.

They provide direct electrical pathways with a high interfacial area between the donor and the

acceptor material, ensuring the rapid collection of carriers generated throughout the device

[153].

The structural, optical, and electrical properties of these kinds of ZnO films can be tuned

by the electrodeposition growth conditions, as will be discussed in detail in Chapters 3 and 4.

1.2.3. The instability of ZnO-based perovskite solar cells

In the literature, the thermal instability of perovskite has been highlighted as a major issue

in using ZnO as a contact layer in PSCs. Annealing the perovskite layer after deposition is a

standard procedure to improve crystallinity and ensure the complete conversion to the

perovskite. However, it has been noticed that heating the perovskite layer on top of a ZnO

layer results in the shifting of the dark brown colour of perovskite back to the yellow colour

of PbI2 [102]. This thermal degradation jeopardizes the long-term stability of ZnO-based

perovskite solar cells, especially in situations where the units can reach temperatures above 80

C of working conditions in warm climates. Yang et al. [101] started by studying the origin of

this instability and found that even at temperatures as low as 100 C, the annealed perovskite

films on ZnO layers degraded to PbI2, being confirmed by Ultraviolet-Visible Spectroscopy

(UV-Vis) and Powder X-Ray Diffraction (XRD). ZnO’s hygroscopic nature is pointed out as

the main reason for this degradation since it leads to additional moisture into the cell, being

the source of perovskite degradation.
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The presence of hydroxyl groups on the ZnO surface can be depended on the type of

synthesis technique used to prepare the ZnO films and will be discussed in more detail in

Chapter 5.

1.2.4. ZnO-based core-shell nanostructures

An effective route that has been studied to reduce perovskite instability and prevent the

recombination that occurs at the interface between ZnO and the perovskite is the production

of core-shell nanostructures, where ZnO acts as the core, which is surrounded by another

material acting as a shell.

Several approaches have been attempted in terms of shell material. Liu et al. used a CdS

shell layer to provide additional absorption contribution, passivate ZnO surface defects,

reduce interfacial recombination, and eliminate the perovskite decomposition on the ZnO

surface [154]. Li et al. combined a ZnO core with high electron mobility offered by a SnO2

shell that provided a match in the alignment of energy levels for electron injection, thereby

increasing the PSC efficiency [155]. An Aluminium-doped ZnO layer (AZO material), with

only 5 % of Al doping level, has also been found to be an effective shell material to suppress

recombination, achieving an increase in PCE of the perovskite solar cell [156]. Nevertheless,

the most commonly used shell material has been TiO2 due to its known intrinsic properties

and performance as an ETM in perovskite solar cells. Zhong et al. prepared PSCs based on

ZnO@TiO2 core-shell nanorods (NRs) in ambient atmosphere, using the sol-gel method to

coat ZnO NRs surface with a TiO2 shell layer [157]. They found that the performance of the

PSCs can be improved when ZnO@TiO2 core-shell NRs are used, compared to ZnO-based

PSCs, and that the TiO2 shell layer eliminates the direct contact between ZnO and the

perovskite layer, suppressing the charge recombination at ZnO/perovskite interface (Figure

1.23).

Additionally, depending on the preparation technique and deposition parameters used to

obtain the TiO2 shell layer, it is possible to tune its structure, morphology and, consequently,

the optical and electrical properties of the core-shell material to optimise the performance of

the perovskite solar cells using core-shell nanostructures as ETL [158]. This approach will be

discussed in more detail in Chapter 6.
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Figure 1.23 - Schematic diagrams of carrier transport and recombination processes in PSCs based on a) ZnO NRs and
b) ZnO@TiO2 core-shell NRs (Taken from [157]).

1.3. Aims and Scope

A large part of this thesis was focused on the synthesis of materials with the potential to be

applied to perovskite solar cells. As mentioned before, the morphology of these materials is

the key to producing high efficient devices, being the vertically-oriented 1D morphology the

most promising. Fortunately, many different techniques are available for creating ZnO

nanostructures with different morphologies. However, the main technique chosen to

synthesize ZnO nanostructures within this thesis is the electrodeposition technique, which is a

low cost and low-temperature methodology capable of producing a wide range at a large scale

of ZnO nanostructures.

In particular, this thesis will focus on producing ZnO nanorods using pulsed

electrodeposition since nanorods have attractive features for photovoltaic applications. The

use of a ZnO seed layer or a TiO2 template to obtain vertically oriented ZnO nanorods are

some of the approaches explored in detail, and the effect of the electrodeposition pulse profile

parameters on the enhancement of the optoelectronic properties of ZnO.

The second major goal of this thesis will focus on understanding how the synthesis method

of ZnO ETLs can affect the performance of PSCs and, consequently, the instability of the

perovskite layer. Finally, since the core-shell nanostructures, when applied to perovskite solar

cells, reduce the recombination processes between the ETL and perovskite layer, an approach

of core-shell nanostructures based on the electrodeposited ZnO NRs as the core will be

presented, optimizing the deposition conditions of the TiO2 shell layer.

Therefore, the aims of this thesis can be summarised as:

o to evaluate the effect of ZnO seeds and TiO2 template layers on the nucleation step

during the electrodeposition of ZnO crystals;
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o to determine how a TiO2 intermediate layer affects the photoelectronic properties of

the ZnO NRs;

o to establish the factors that control the growth of ZnO nanorods during pulsed

electrochemical deposition, and use this knowledge to tailor their optoelectronic

properties towards application in perovskite solar cells;

o to understand the key elements that compromise the stability of the perovskite layer

when in contact with ZnO ETL;

o to apply a TiO2 layer on the electrodeposited ZnO nanorods surface, creating core-

shell nanostructures suited to be employed as ETLs in perovskite solar cells.

1.4. Thesis Structure

The thesis is divided into seven chapters. After this introductory chapter, in Chapter 2, the

full details of all the experimental procedures and characterisation methods will be

documented. The results of these experiments are reported and discussed in Chapters 3 to 6.

The results presented in this thesis are very much split into three parts. Chapters 3 and 4

will focus on developing ZnO nanostructures, Chapter 5 will focus on the factors that affect

the stability of the perovskite layer, and Chapter 6 will focus on an alternative ETL to

suppress recombination processes and to avoid the decomposition of the perovskite layer

during the annealing step.

In Chapter 3, a systematic study of the influence of the TiO2 intermediate layer on ZnO

nanorod growth conditions will be presented. Further characterisation of the nanorods is then

performed to determine the most likely modified FTO substrate (with or without ZnO seed-

layer on TiO2-coated FTO substrates) for the study of the influence of pulse parameters on

ZnO nanorod growth and how they affect the ZnO optoelectronic properties, being the results

presented in Chapter 4. The results and discussion presented in Chapters 3 and 4 resulted in

the publication of two papers: TiO2 anatase intermediary layer acting as a template for ZnO

pulsed electrodeposition [159] and Optoelectronic characterization of ZnO nanorod arrays

obtained by pulsed electrodeposition [160], respectively.

In Chapter 5, several ZnO deposition methods will be evaluated on the perovskite

formation process and their influence on material thermal stability. The performance of these

perovskite devices is compared with that of the standard TiO2 perovskite photovoltaic planar

architecture.
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The ZnO nanorods whose preparation and properties were discussed in Chapters 3 and 4

are then used as the core material on core-shell nanostructures as presented in Chapter 6. The

influence of the deposition conditions of the TiO2 shell layer is analysed, and a

straightforward application of these core-shell materials as ETLs on perovskite solar cells is

presented.

Finally, an overall assessment of the results of this thesis is summarized in Chapter 7 and

suggestions for possible areas of future work are proposed.
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This chapter describes all the experimental details of the preparation of the nanomaterials and

photovoltaic devices discussed throughout the thesis. The chapter is divided into five sections,

with Sections 2.2 to 2.4 covering the experimental details associated with the results reported

in Chapters 3 to 6. Chapter 2.1 details the materials and chemicals used. Chapter 2.2 details

the experimental methods related to ZnO nanostructures preparation. Section 2.3 describes the

methods used to obtain the ZnO-based core-shell nanostructures. The steps involved in the

production of PSCs are described in Section 2.4. Finally, Section 2.5 will provide details of

the characterisation techniques used throughout Chapters 3 to 6.

2.1. Chemicals

The chemicals used in this research were (listed in alphabetical order):

▪ Acetic acid glacial (CH3CO2H, Scharlab)

▪ Acetylacetone (ACAC, Sigma-Aldrich)

▪ 1-Butanol (BuOH,  99.5 %, Aldrich)

▪ 1-Butyl-1-methylpyrrolidinium bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide (PYR14TFSI, 99.9

%, Solvionic)

▪ 4-tert-Butylpyridine (TBP, 96 %, Sigma-Aldrich)

▪ Chlorobenzene anhydrous (C6H5Cl, 99.8 %, Sigma-Aldrich)

▪ Dichloromethane (CH2Cl2, 99.5 %, Scharlab)

▪ N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF, extra pure, Scharlab)

▪ Ethanol absolute (EtOH, synthesis grade, Scharlab)

▪ Ethanol anhydrous (EtOH, Sigma-Aldrich)

▪ Lead(II) iodide (PbI2, 99 %, Sigma-Aldrich)

▪ Lithium bis(trifluoromethane) sulfonimidate (LiTFSI, 99.9 %, Solvionic)

▪ Lithium perchlorate (LiClO4, 99.99 %, Sigma-Aldrich)

▪ Methanol (CH3OH, synthesis grade, Scharlab)

▪ 2-(2-Methoxyethoxy)acetic acid (CH3OCH2CH2OCH2CO2H, MEA acid Sigma-Aldrich)

▪ Methylammonium iodide (MAI, CH3NH3I, Dyesol)

▪ Potassium chloride (KCl,  99.0 %, Sigma-Aldrich)

▪ Potassium hydroxide (KOH, Sigma-Aldrich)

▪ 2-Propanol (IPA,  99.5 %, ACS)

▪ Propylene carbonate anhydrous (C4H6O3, 99.7 %, Aldrich)
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▪ 2,2’,7,7’-Tetrakis(N,N-di-p-methoxyphenylamine)-9,9-spirobifluorene (spiro-OMeTAD,

99 %, Feiming Chemicals Limited)

▪ Titanium diisopropoxide bis(acetylacetonate) (Ti(acac)2OiPr2, 75wt. % in isopropanol,

Aldrich)

▪ Titanium(IV) isopropoxide (TTIP, 97 %, Aldrich)

▪ Zinc acetate dehydrate (Zn(CH3COO)2 · 2H2O, 99.0 %, Sigma-Aldrich)

▪ Zinc(II) bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide (Zn(TFSI)2, 99.5 %, Solvionic)

▪ Zinc nitrate hexahydrate (Zn(NO3)2 · 6H2O, 98.0 %, Sigma-Aldrich)

2.2. Cells and electrodes

ZnO nanostructures electrodeposition were carried out in a single compartment

electrochemical glass cell. The working electrodes consisted of bare fluorine-doped tin oxide

coated glass (FTO, Pilkington TEC 15, sheet resistance of 15 sq) or FTO modified

substrate. Firstly, the FTO substrates were cleaned by ultra-sonication (Elma S30)

sequentially for 15 min in neutral dishwashing liquid soap, acetone and ethanol absolute or 2-

propanol. In between sonication, the substrates were rinsed in abundant deionised water (18.2

M.cm). The substrates were then dried in nitrogen flux.

The electrode area in contact with the electrolyte was a square measuring 2.25 cm2. A

graphite foil with 9 cm2 area was used as counter electrode and Ag/AgCl (KCl saturated)

electrode, with low impedance (< 1000 ) as the reference in the case of aqueous electrolyte

solutions, and a Pt wire and a Ti-Pt mesh were used as the pseudo reference and counter

electrode, respectively, in the case of ionic liquid electrolyte solutions. The working and

counter electrodes were placed facing each other, separated by a distance of 2 cm.

The voltammetric studies were performed in a three-compartment glass cell, with FTO or

FTO-modified substrates as working electrode, Ag/AgCl as the reference electrode and a Pt

wire as the counter electrode. From now on, the Ag/AgCl reference electrode will be referred

to as Ref.

The photoelectrochemical characterization of the ZnO and ZnO-based core-shell

nanostructures was performed using a three-electrode cell with a quartz window, a graphite

bar as counter and Ag/AgCl as reference electrodes.

Mott-Schottky measurements were obtained using a three-electrode cell with a Pt foil as

the counter electrode and an Ag/AgCl reference electrode. As-grown, heat-treated ZnO
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nanorods and ZnO-based core-shell nanostructures were used as the working electrodes, with

an exposed geometric area of 0.196 cm2.

2.3. ZnO nanostructures: different approaches

2.3.1. Preparation of TiO2 thin layers

In the following chapters, two types of TiO2 thin layers are presented and studied. A TiO2

intermediate layer (designated FTO/TiO2) was used in the work discussed in Chapters 3, 4,

and 6. A TiO2 compact layer (designated c-TiO2) was used in the work presented in Chapter

5.

The FTO/TiO2 substrates were prepared by spin-coating a TiO2 layer on FTO glass at

500 r.p.m. for 3 s and 2000 r.p.m. for 30 s using a solution of 0.15 M Ti(acac)2OiPr2 in

1-butanol. Upon deposition, the samples were then moved into an oven and heated in air at

125 C for 5 min. Upon cooling to room temperature (RT), the same spin-coating and heating

process was repeated twice, however, with a more concentrated solution of 0.30 M

Ti(acac)2OiPr2 in 1-butanol. Finally, after rinsing with deionised water, the FTO/TiO2

substrates were annealed in air at 500 C for 15 min inside a muffle furnace. The heating rate

was 5 C.min-1 whilst cooling to RT occurred naturally within the furnace. The expected

thickness of the TiO2 thin layer is 100 nm.

The TiO2 compact films, c-TiO2, were prepared by spin-coating on FTO glass substrates at

2000 r.p.m. for 30 s using a solution of 0.34 M TTIP in ethanol anhydrous, then were heated

at 500 C for 30 min with a heating rate of 10 C.cm-1 and allowed to cool down naturally to

RT. The resultant thickness of the TiO2 compact films was 70 nm.

2.3.2. Preparation of ZnO nanostructures by electrodeposition - Aqueous

electrolyte

Before the ZnO nanorods electrodeposition, a ZnO seed-layer (< 100 nm thickness) was

prepared electrochemically by applying -1.3 V vs Ref. for 30 s on FTO and FTO/TiO2

substrates, using an aqueous solution of 10 mM Zn(NO3)2 and 5 mM KCl prepared with

deionised water, as the electrolytic bath (solution pH 6.4). The temperature of the solution

was maintained at 70 C using a thermostatic bath. The samples prepared with
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electrodeposited ZnO seed-layers on FTO and FTO/TiO2 were named FTO/ZnO_SL and

FTO/TiO2/ZnO_SL samples, respectively.

The ZnO electrodeposition in pulse mode was applied on FTO and FTO modified

electrodes. The electrolytic bath was the same as used for ZnO seed-layer electrodeposition.

ZnO thin films were prepared by repetitive application of different potentiostatic square

waves pulses, as exemplified in Figure 2.1 with the significant operational parameters detailed

in Table 2.1. The different electrodeposition profiles were denoted as Profile A, B and C. The

deposition charge density was fixed at approximately 425 mC.cm-2 (at 70 C) to obtain a film

thickness of ~300 nm. The ZnO nanorods presented in Chapter 3 were prepared by Profile C.

Resultant film thickness varied between ca. 500 nm and 800 nm depending on the substrate 

used.

Figure 2.1 - Schematic illustration of the square wave used in potentiostatic pulse electrodeposition. ton and toff denote the
pulse time and the rest time, respectively [1].

Table 2.1 - Pulse parameters of ZnO pulse electrodeposition [1]. T is the cycle time.

Profile
Eon

(V vs Ref.)

ton

(s)

Eoff

(V vs Ref.)

toff

(s)

T

(s)

f

(Hz)

Duty cycle

(%)

A

-1.00

0.50

0.00

1.50 2.00 0.50 25.0

B 0.50 1.00 1.50 0.67 33.3

C 0.25 1.00 1.25 0.80 20.0

The as-deposited ZnO arrays obtained at a fixed potential (seed-layer) or pulsed

electrodeposition (nanorods) were rinsed in deionized water and annealed in air at 450 C for

1 h inside a muffle furnace, with a heating rate of 5 C.min-1, and then allowed to cool down

naturally to RT. The obtained ZnO nanorods arrays were named ZnO NRs.
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- Ionic liquid electrolyte

The electrodeposition of ZnO thin films was carried out in a 0.05 M Zn(TFSI)2 solution in

PYR14TFSI, which was bubbled with oxygen before and during the experiment (Figure 2.2).

The electrodeposition was performed at -1.6 V until a charge density of 0.03 C.cm-2 was

attained. The temperature during deposition was 150 C. The samples were then rinsed with

acetone and immersed in dichloromethane to remove the traces of the ionic liquid. The

obtained ZnO thin films were named ZnOiL and will be analysed and discussed in Chapter 5.

Figure 2.2 - Scheme of electrodeposition of ZnO thin films in ionic liquid electrolyte.

2.3.3. Preparation of ZnO nanostructures by spray pyrolysis

The ZnO thin films prepared by spray pyrolysis named as ZnOsp were prepared from a

solution of Zn(CH3COO)2 · 2H2O (1.778 g) dissolved in ethanol absolute (60 mL), deionised

water (20 mL), and acetic acid (1 mL). The solution was sprayed onto heated FTO glass

substrates at 350 C (slides with 25 × 30 mm2 area) using compressed air as carrier gas (at  4

mbar pressure) (Figure 2.3). To obtain a film thickness of  40 nm, the heated FTO slides

were sprayed for 100 cycles (3 s spraying plus 7 s waiting). The FTO-sprayed slides were

annealed at 450 C for 60 min (10 C.min-1 heating rate) and then cooled down to RT within

the tubular furnace.
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Figure 2.3 - Scheme of the preparation of ZnO thin films obtained by spray pyrolysis.

2.3.4. Preparation of ZnO nanostructures by spin-coating

Two different ZnO nanoparticles synthesis was used to produce thin films by spin-coating.

The obtained ZnO thin films were named as ZnOnpac and ZnOnp, for the ZnO nanoparticles

suspension with the addition of MEA and without, respectively.

- ZnO nanoparticles suspension without the addition of acid (ZnOnp)

ZnOnp thin films were obtained by using a ZnO nanoparticles suspension, which was

prepared by dissolving Zn(CH3COO)2 · 2H2O (0.144 g) in methanol (66 mL) at 60 C. Next,

a KOH (0.057 g) solution in methanol (34 mL) at 60 C was added dropwise to the previous

solution under vigorous stirring. Before adding KOH solution, 100 L of deionised water was

added to avoid precipitation. After 2 h, the heater and stirrer were removed, allowing the

suspension to cool down to RT.

- ZnO nanoparticles suspension with the addition of MEA acid (ZnOnpac)

ZnOnpac thin films were obtained by using a ZnO nanoparticles suspension, which was

prepared by dissolving Zn(CH3COO)2 · 2H2O (1.558 g) in methanol (66 mL) at 60 C. Next,

a KOH (0.80 g) solution in methanol (34 mL) at 60 C was added dropwise to the previous

solution under vigorous stirring. After 3 h, the solution was centrifuged to obtain the

precipitate that was washed with methanol (100 mL). To disperse the nanoparticles, the

washed precipitate was treated with chlorobenzene (4.2 mL) and MEA acid (12.7 L). The

concentrated suspension was diluted in a 1:6 dilution ratio of chlorobenzene and MEA acid,

obtaining a mass concentration of 23 g.L-1 of ZnO nanoparticles.
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The ZnO nanoparticles suspensions were spin-coated onto FTO substrates at 2000 r.p.m.

for 30 s. After spin-coating, the coated substrates were heated to 110 C for 5 min (Figure

2.4). To obtain a film thickness of  30-40 nm, this procedure was performed once for

ZnOnpac thin films and repeated four times for ZnOnp thin films, resulting in continuous

smooth films.

Figure 2.4 - Scheme of the preparation of ZnO thin films obtained by spin-coated ZnO nanoparticles.

2.4. ZnO-TiO2 core-shell nanostructures

Chapter 6 will present the results of ZnO@TiO2 core-shell nanostructures obtained by two

different ways of synthesising the TiO2 shell, namely by spin-coating and solvothermal

method.

- TiO2 shell prepared by spin-coating method

A TiO2 layer was grown as a shell on FTO/ZnO_SL/ZnO NRs surface following a sol-gel

process based on a procedure described elsewhere [2]. First, an amount of acetic acid glacial

and water was added dropwise to the ethanolic solution of TTIP and 2-propanol, maintaining

the concentration of TTIP:2-propanol:acetic acid:water :: 1:40 or 80:0.3:1 in molar ratio,

followed by the stirring process at 500 r.p.m., for 60 min at room temperature.

The obtained sol-gel solution was used to coat a TiO2 shell layer on the ZnO NRs surface

using spin-coating technique using two different speed profiles, as shown in Figure 2.5. This

was repeated three times with an evaporation step at 125 C for 150 s between cycles. A

pre-treatment with UV irradiation for 60 min was performed to improve the impregnation of
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sol-gel solution into ZnO NRs. Finally, the samples were heated at 450 C for 60 min

(5 C.min-1 heating rate) to form ZnO@TiO2 core-shell nanostructures.

Figure 2.5 - Spin-coating speed profiles used for TiO2 shell layer deposition on ZnO NRs surfaces: a) Profile 1 and b)
Profile 2.

- TiO2 shell prepared by solvothermal method

A TiO2 layer was grown as a shell on FTO/ZnO_SL/ZnO NRs and

FTO/TiO2/ZnO_SL/ZnO NRs surfaces following a solvothermal method. The titanium

precursor solution was prepared by stirring 50 mL of a 5 or 10 mM TTIP solution in 2-

propanol for 2 h. Different amounts of ACAC were added to the previous solution (0 to 20

L) while stirring for an additional 30 min. The titanium precursor solution was transferred

into a Teflon-lined stainless-steel autoclave where the ZnO NRs samples were placed

vertically, allowing complete immersion of the ZnO-coated areas. The autoclave was sealed

and heated to 150 or 180 C for 30 min to 24 h in a laboratory oven. After solvothermal

synthesis, the autoclave was naturally cooled down to RT. The samples were washed carefully

with ethanol to remove the residual solution and dried with nitrogen flux. Finally, the samples

were annealed at 450 C for 2 h (1 C.min-1 heating rate) to form the TiO2 crystal structure.

2.5. Solar cells application

CH3NH3PbI3 was deposited on TiO2, ZnO, and ZnO@TiO2 thin films using a two-step

coating method described elsewhere [3]. Briefly, the thin films were pre-heated at 100 ºC for

5 min. A 0.97 M PbI2 solution in DMF was spun on the pre-heated thin films at 2300 r.p.m.

for 60 s and dried at 100 ºC for 15 min. After cooling to room temperature, 0.315 M (50

mg.mL-1) MAI solution in 2-propanol was loaded on the PbI2-coated thin film substrate for 15

s (loading time), which was spun at 4000 r.p.m. for 20 s and heated at 100 ºC for 5 to 120

min, washed with 2-propanol and dried with air. All procedures were carried out in an argon-

filled glovebox.

b)a)
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On top of the perovskite layer, the spiro-OMeTAD hole-selective contact was deposited

from a solution that contained spiro-OMeTAD (108.4 mg) in chlorobenzene (953.43 L),

LiTFSI solution in acetonitrile (17.17 L, 520 mg.mL-1), and TBP (29.4 L). A volume of

100 L of spiro-OMeTAD solution was spin-coated on the CH3NH3PbI3 perovskite layer at

3000 r.p.m. for 30 s. The samples were left for 16 h in a desiccator. Finally, an array of

circular Au back contacts ( 0.07 cm2) was deposited by thermal evaporation at more than

5×10-6 Torr with a NANO38 (Kurt J. Lesker) apparatus with a shadow mask.

2.6. Characterisation Techniques

2.6.1. Materials characterisation

A. Electrochemical Analysis

Cyclic Voltammetry (CV)

Cyclic voltammetry is probably the most versatile electroanalytical technique in studying

electroactive species, providing information on the electrochemical process and detecting

intermediate reactions [4]. This technique, in this present work, is employed to understand the

electrolytic bath and the substrate’s effect on ZnO film growth. Furthermore, it also served to

understand which are the best conditions for ZnO nanorod array electrodeposition.

Several voltammetric studies involving the formation of deposits have characteristic

voltammograms, as shown in Figure 2.6.
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Figure 2.6 - a) Cyclic voltammograms of steel electrode in 0.2 M MgSO4 + 0.15 M H3BO3, with or without 0.1 M ZnSO4,
at pH 4. Scan rate of 10 mV.s-1. b) Inset: Detail of the cyclic voltammogram in presence of zinc ions in the potential window -
1,10 V to -1,30 V vs. Ag/AgCl. E is the nucleation overpotential, and Eco is the equilibrium potential.

The cathodic peak (C) corresponds to the deposition of the reduced species. In the reverse

sweep (anodic sweep from negative potentials to positive potentials), the deposition continues

until the potential reaches a crossover potential, also known as equilibrium potential (Eco).

Sometimes, a second crossover occurs at more negative overpotential than Eco indicating a

formation of stable growing centres at the surface electrode named nucleation overpotential

(E) [5]. An anodic peak (A) can be detected when the oxidation of the deposited species

occurs. If the anodic current decreases to approximately zero after the oxidation step, it means

that most of the deposited material was removed from the substrate.

The voltammetric studies were performed using a PC controlled Gamry R600 potentiostat

(PHE200 software). The electrolyte composition, conditions and electrode setup, were

identical to those used for pulsed electrodeposition. Voltammograms were acquired by

potential scanning between the open-circuit potential ( 0.2 V) and -1.3 V vs. Ref. and back

three times. The scan rate was 10 mV.s-1.

Mott-Schottky Method (MS)

The Mott-Schottky method is frequently used to measure the flatband potential and

determine the charge carrier densities of semiconductor material in contact with electrolyte

[6]. By varying the potential at the electrode/electrolyte interface, the space-charge

capacitance within the semiconductor is measured, which gives the location of the energy
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levels in the electrode/electrolyte junction, namely the flatband potential (VFB), the conduction

band edge (EC) and the valence band edge (EV) [7].

The Mott-Schottky (MS) analysis was performed with the samples held in the dark and at

RT. The impedance was measured at a fixed frequency as a function of an applied DC

potential. A 20 mV AC sinusoidal signal was superimposed on the applied potential interval

(-0.8 V ≤ E ≤ 1.2 V vs. Ref.). The frequency was fixed in the range between 1 kHz – 10 kHz.  

A 0.1 M LiClO4 in propylene carbonate electrolyte (pH 7) was adopted [8] and degassed

for 15 min before the experiments for oxygen removal.

The apparatus used for EIS measurements was a frequency response analyser (FRA) and

PC controlled Gamry R600 potentiostat (EIS300 software). The acquired spectra were

analysed by fitting them to equivalent circuit models. A series capacitor-resistor circuit model

(Figure 2.7) was applied to calculate the capacitance of the ZnO/liquid interface. The series

resistance Rs represents the resistance of the electrolyte solution and cables, Rct is the charge

transfer resistance that describes the electrochemical reaction that happens, and ZCPA is the

constant phase angle element that comprises the real and the imaginary part of the impedance

Z [9]. After performing all the experiments under mentioned frequencies values, it was

concluded that the MS plots obtained at 5 kHz better represent the ZnO nanorod arrays

behaviour.

Figure 2.7 - Equivalent circuit model of electrode/electrolyte interface. Rs is solution resistance, Rct is charge transfer
resistance, and ZCPA is constant phase angle impedance.

B. Morphological Analysis

Field-Emission Scanning Electron Microscopy with Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy

(FESEM/EDS)

The morphology and elemental composition of ZnO and ZnO-based core-shell

nanostructures were investigated by field-emission scanning electron microscopy using a

FESEM/EDS JEOL JSM-7001F apparatus, with an electron beam voltage of 5, 15 or 25 kV.
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The SEM micrographs were analysed to determine the ZnO nanorod size distribution, area

coverage, diameter and spatial number density. The software used to analyse the micrographs

was CorelDraw version 15 and ImageJ version 1.46.

Cross-section micrographs of the ZnO and perovskite samples were acquired with a

FESEM ULTRA plus ZEISS microscope. The samples were cut with a Dremel multi-tool,

with a cutting fibreglass disc.

Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM)

The morphology of ZnO-based core-shell nanostructures was accessed using Transmission

Electron Microscopy (TEM) using a Hitachi H8100. The nanostructures were scraped from

the FTO substrates and dispersed via sonication in deionised water. They were then deposited

onto TEM grids by pipetting and evaporating the solvent.

Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM)

The surface morphology of the TiO2 films (FTO/TiO2) was imaged by atomic force

microscopy (Nanoscope IIIa multimode microscope Digital Instruments, Veeco). The

acquisition was in tapping mode at a scan rate of 1.5 – 1.8 Hz in air using etched silicon

cantilevers (TESP, Bruker) with a resonance frequency of  300 kHz.

C. Surface Chemical Analysis

X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS)

The chemical groups attached to the ZnO thin films surface was analysed using X-ray

photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) [10]. XPS measurements were performed using a Phoibos

photoelectron spectrometer equipped with an Al K X-ray source (16 mA, 12.5 kV) as the

incident photon radiation. The overall resolution was approximately 0.9 eV. During the

measurements, the chamber pressure was < 1.0  10-9 mBar. A tantalum foil was used to

create an electrical contact between the sample surface and the sample holder to avoid

charging effects. The binding energy (BE) scale calibration was performed by fixing the

adventitious C1s peak at 284.8 eV. The analysis of the sample spectra was carried out using

the CasaXPS software (version 2.3.23, © Casa software Ltd., 2020). To fit the individual

components, a Shirley type baseline was employed, and Gaussian (70 %) – Lorentzian (30 %)

(GL(30)) profiles were used. In addition, a ZnO single crystal reference extracted from

previous experiments was used as a reference for Zn2p and O1s core levels.
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D. Structural Analysis

X-ray Diffraction (XRD)

The structural characterisation of the films was carried out by X-ray diffraction (XRD) on

a Philips Analytical PW 3050/60 X’Pert PRO (θ/2θ) equipped with X’Celerator detector with 

X’Pert Data Collector (v2.0b) software, using monochromatic Cu-Kα radiation as the incident

beam, operating at 40 kV and 30 mA. XRD patterns were obtained by continuous scanning in

the 2θ-range from 20 to 90  with a 2θ-step size of 0.017  and a scan step time of 10 s. In

addition, a Bruker AXS-D8 Advance X-ray diffractometer with CuK was used for perovskite

films.

The preferred orientation of the ZnO nanorods was estimated from the X-ray data

according to the methodology developed by Bérubé et al. [11], considering the three Miller

indexes of the four usually used to describe the hexagonal modified ZnO wurtzite structure,

where the relative texture coefficient (RTC) is calculated by the expression described in

equation 2.1.

()ܥܴܶ =
ோ(ೖ)

∑ோ(ೖ)
; ܴ() =

ூೞ(ೖ)

ூ(ೖ)
(2.1)

Is(hkl) and Ip(hkl) correspond to the diffraction intensities of the (hkl) planes measured for the

films and the standard ZnO sample, respectively. Here the (100), (002), and (101) ZnO

diffraction maxima were considered.

Raman Spectroscopy

Raman measurements, also conducted at RT, were performed in a Jobin Yvon HR800

spectrometer (1800 g.mm-1 diffraction grating) in backscattering geometry, using 442 nm

wavelength radiation from a continuous waveform He-Cd laser and a × 100 magnification

lens.

E. Optical Analysis

UV-Vis Spectroscopy

The optical absorption spectra of the ZnO samples were recorded on a UV-Vis

spectrophotometer Shimadzu UV-2600 PC equipped with an ISR2600 plus integrating sphere.
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Barium sulphate was used as a reference. The spectra were recorded at RT in the range of

200-1200 nm. The optical bandgap was determined via the Tauc method (neglecting band tail

effects). For direct bandgap materials, a direct transition between the extreme points of the

energy-momentum dispersion relation is expected, resulting in the following relationship

between the optical absorption coefficient, , and the incident photon energy h [12],

(ߥℎ)ߙ = −ߥℎ)ܣ )ଵܧ ଶ⁄
(2.2)

where A is a proportionality constant, and Eg is the bandgap energy.

The perovskite absorptance spectra were obtained from the transmittance and reflectance

spectra (equation 2.3), which were measured with a UV-VIS-NIR spectrophotometer JASCO

V-570 with an integrating sphere.

ܣ =ݏܾ 100 − ܶ(%) − ܴ(%) (2.3)

where Abs is the absorptance, T(%) and R(%) are the transmittance and reflectance values in

percentage, respectively.

Photoluminescence (PL)

The photoluminescence (PL) is a non-destructive optical characterization technique

frequently used to determine the quality of semiconducting materials. A PL spectrum gives

information about the processes that involve the intrinsic and extrinsic emissions of the

studied material. In addition to these emissions, transitions associated with impurities and

defects in ZnO can be interpreted based on the luminescence spectra analysis obtained under

steady-state and transient conditions (time-resolved photoluminescence, TRPL) and

photoluminescence excitation (PLE) spectra [13].

Steady-state RT photoluminescence (PL) and photoluminescence excitation (PLE)

measurements were assessed in a Fluorolog-3 Horiba Scientific modular equipment with a

double additive grating Gemini 180 scanning monochromator (2  180 mm, 1200 gr.mm-1), in

the excitation and a triple grating iHR550 spectrometer in the emission (550 mm,

1200 gr.mm-1). A 450 W Xe lamp was used as the excitation source.
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The PLE was assessed by setting the emission monochromator in the maxima of the

optically active defects’ emission band, and the excitation was scanned to higher energies.

The measurements were performed using proper angle acquisition geometry, and the

presented spectra were corrected to the optical components, photomultiplier detector and the

Xe lamp spectral responses.

RT time-resolved photoluminescence (TRPL) spectra were acquired with the same

Fluoroloh-3 system using a pulsed Xe lamp coupled to a monochromator.

Additionally, temperature-dependent PL analysis was performed using a dispersive system

SPEX 1704 monochromator (1 m, 1200 gr.mm-1) fitted with a cooled Hamamatsu R928

photomultiplier tube and exciting the samples with a 325 nm He-Cd laser line with a power

density less than 0.6 W.m-2. The samples were mounted in a cold finger of a closed-cycle

helium cryostat, and the temperature was controlled in a range from 14 K to RT.

The data analysis and interpretation of the results presented in Chapters 3 and 4 using the

PL technique were performed by Prof. Teresa Monteiro team from Departamento de Física

and I3N from Universidade de Aveiro.

F. Photoelectrochemical Analysis

The photoelectroactivity of the ZnO electrodes was evaluated in an aqueous solution of

0.05 M Na2SO3 (pH  9.5). The working electrode was illuminated through the backside

(glass substrate) and a quartz window of the three-electrode cell. The irradiance source was a

UV-enhanced mercury-xenon arc lamp (EmArc 200 W Ushio Lighting-Edge Technologies)

housed in a Lot Oriel Apex light source and focused with a lens. The placement of the lens

and the working electrode was adjusted to homogeneously illuminate the working electrode

active area. The estimated irradiance was 500 mW.cm-2.

Photovoltammograms were obtained by scanning the applied potential between -1.0 V and

1.0 V vs Ref. at 2 mV.s-1 using an EG&G Princeton Applied Research

potentiostat/galvanostat Model PAR 263 with data acquisition via software. To eliminate the

effect of the dark current, illumination was chopped at 0.1 Hz (Oriel Instruments chopper).

Photocurrent-time curves were obtained by applying 0.4 V vs Ref. and chopping the

illumination at 0.025 Hz. The acquisition time was 3 min. Given the relatively short duration

of these photocurrent measurements, the electrolyte was deaerated with N2 flux for 15 min

beforehand.
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The open-circuit photovoltage transients under dark and illuminated conditions were

recorded according to the time profile of 60 min in the dark, followed by 60 min illuminated

and finally 10 min in the dark. The electrolyte here was continuously deaerated with N2 flux.

2.6.2. Solar cell characterisation

Current-Voltage Measurements (I-V curves)

The I-V characteristics of the perovskite solar cells were measured under a xenon arc lamp

simulator equipped with an AM 1.5 G spectral filter (Sun 2000, ABET Technologies). The

intensity was adjusted to provide 1 sun (100 mW.cm-2) using a calibrated silicon solar cell.

The I-V curves were measured using a Keithley 2400 sourcemeter unit and were recorded by

scanning the potential from higher than the open-circuit voltage to zero (i.e., “reverse mode”)

at approximately 300 mV.s-1. Before the measurements, a voltage of about 1.25 V was applied

to the devices for 1 min.

For all the I-V curves recorded, the photocurrents were converted into current densities, J,

by dividing the current by the active cell area, making all the results comparable. A

representative plot of current densities against the applied voltage to form an I-V curve is

shown in Figure 2.8.

The power conversion efficiency of the devices, PCE or , was calculated from I-V curves

according to the following expression [14]:

ܧܥܲ =
ೞ××ிி


(2.4)

where Jsc is the short circuit current density obtained from the y-axis intercept (when

represented in current density values), Voc is the open-circuit voltage obtained from the x-axis

intercept, FF is the fill factor which is a measure of ideality, a Pin is the solar incident power.

The FF was calculated using the maximum power point (Pmax), Jsc and Voc according to

equation 2.5.

ܨܨ =
 ×

ೞ×
=

 ೌೣ

ೞ×
× 100 % (2.5)
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Figure 2.8 - Example of a typical I-V curve of a solar cell showing the associated parameters measured from it and the
corresponding plot of power vs voltage from which the maximum power point (Pmax) is obtained [15].
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3.1. Introduction

In the last decade, ZnO has attracted much attention for optical and electronic applications

due to its excellent properties, such as high electron mobility (200 cm2.V-1.s-1), high exciton

binding energy (60 meV), direct bandgap n-type semiconductor ( 3.3 eV), non-toxicity, and

is a low-cost material [1–3].

Several morphologies can be obtained for ZnO, depending on the growth conditions. The

1D ZnO nanostructures such as nanorods, nanowires or nanotubes, should be the most

favourable as electron collecting layers because they combine direct electron transport

pathways with large surface areas [4,5]. The 1D ZnO nanostructures can be prepared by a

variety of processes, e.g. sputtering [6], chemical vapour deposition (CVD) [7], atomic layer

deposition (ALD) [8], metal-organic chemical vapour deposition (MOCVD) [9], sol-gel

synthesis [10,11], spray pyrolysis [12], and electrodeposition [13,14]. Due to the a) low

temperatures involved (< 100 ºC), b) growth orientation control of ZnO thin films, and c)

scalability and hence economic viability, electrodeposition has attracted significant attention

for the formation of 1D ZnO nanostructures [15,16].

There are several reports about the orientation control of ZnO thin films prepared by

electrodeposition [4,17]. Previous studies using the electrodeposition technique employed a

constant potential/current, and ZnO films with hexagonal single-crystal columns were

attained, which is the most typical morphology obtained by electrodeposition [18–20].

However, the application of a constant potential/current has limitations when tuning some

features of ZnO films. Pulsed electrodeposition, for example, has the advantage of promoting

nucleation, enabling the formation of fine crystals, which can be achieved by the opportunity

of adjusting pulse parameters independently over a wide range. The result is the additional

diffusion of reacting species, which plays an important role during electrodeposition

[15,21,22]. Consequently, it should be possible to further optimise the films to the desired

morphologies by controlling pulse parameters. Most reports in the literature use dissolved

oxygen as the oxidant [194] for the electrolyte composition, although electrodeposition of

ZnO from nitrate-based electrolytes has also been extensively studied [18,23]. When
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compared to the use of O2 [16,24] or H2O2 [25], the use of nitrate-based electrolytes has the

advantage of reducing the need for convection and the addition of an extra oxidant.

The substrate onto which the electrodeposition occurs is also a fundamental parameter that

defines film growth morphology. For example, for photovoltaic applications, the substrate

tends to be a transparent conducting oxide (e.g. FTO or ITO). However, it can be modified

with intermediate (or buffer) layers to model ZnO film growth [26–29].

Using a TiO2 thin layer as a template, ZnO electrodeposition in one or two steps, i.e., with

or without a ZnO seed-layer, seems to allow better control of the nucleation step, which is a

crucial factor for ZnO vertical growth [30]. However, before the work here presented, the use

of TiO2 as an intermediate layer for pulsed electrodeposition of ZnO nanorods has never been

reported.

This chapter is divided into three main sections. The first section, entitled “Understanding

the deposition process”, will introduce the process of ZnO nanorod growth on FTO and

modified substrates by identifying the different stages of the deposition process, from the

formation of the initial seeds to the well-aligned arrays of nanorods at the end of the process,

using cyclic voltammetry (CV) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM). The second section,

“Growth modulation by substrate conditioning”, will focus on the several factors that affect

the nanorod growth process, namely the inclusion of a ZnO seed-layer and a TiO2

intermediate layer. The final section, named “Evaluation of ZnO nanorods properties”, will

analyse how the modified surface substrates affect some ZnO characteristics, such as

crystallinity, optical properties, and photoelectrochemical behaviour. The results shown in this

chapter have been published as a full paper in a peer-reviewed journal [31].

3.2. Understanding the deposition process

The mechanism of ZnO formation by electrodeposition using nitrate-based electrolytes

initiates with an electrochemical reduction of NO3
- ions followed by a chemical formation of

Zn(OH)2 and subsequent dehydration to ZnO, equation 3.1 and 3.2 [18,23]:
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ܱܰଷ
ି + ଶܱܪ + 2݁ି → ܱܰଶ

ି + ିܪ2ܱ (3.1)

ܼ݊ଶା + ିܪ2ܱ → ܼ ଶ(ܪܱ݊) → ܼܱ݊ + ଶܱܪ (3.2)

The cyclic voltammograms shown in Figure 3.1 was recorded for pristine and modified

FTO substrates in the same solution and temperature as used for the electrodeposition of ZnO

films (seed-layer formation or nanorod growth). During the negative sweep, an abrupt

increase of the cathodic current density was observed at potentials more negative than -0.6 V,

which can be attributed to the reduction of NO3
- ions (Eq. 3.1). At -1.0 V, the potential

imposed on the cathodic pulse during nanorod growth, the recorded current density follows

the sequence FTO < FTO/TiO2 < FTO/TiO2/ZnO_SL < FTO/ZnO_SL. This trend is probably

due to the surface morphology and accessibility of active sites for the electrochemical

reaction. To better understand this sequence, all the substrates were analysed by SEM, Figure

3.2.
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Figure 3.1 - Schematic Cyclic voltammograms (first cycle) recorded for FTO and modified substrates in an aqueous
solution containing 10 mM Zn(NO3)2 and 5 mM KCl at 70 ºC.  = 10 mV.s-1.
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Figure 3.2 - Representative SEM micrographs of a) FTO and c) TiO2-coated FTO substrates and respective
electrodeposited ZnO seed-layer b) and d).

The FTO surface is somewhat rough (Figure 3.2a)) compared to the TiO2-coated FTO

surface, which is smoother (Figure 3.2c)), resulting in an electrodeposited seed-layer on TiO2-

coated FTO significantly different in morphology than that electrodeposited directly on FTO

(Figure 3.2d) and b), respectively). In addition, the ZnO seed-layer electrodeposited directly

on the FTO substrate forms larger grains, likely due to the large grain structure of the FTO

that plays a significant role in the mechanism that regulates the deposition. On the other hand,

the ZnO seed-layer electrodeposited on the TiO2 layer has a considerably smoother

topography, possibly due to the more compact nature of the underlying TiO2, as shown in the

AFM image, Figure 3.3.

a) b)

c) d)
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Figure 3.3 - Representative 3D-AFM image for TiO2-coated FTO substrate.

In the cyclic voltammograms presented in Figure 3.1, the line crossing of the voltammetric

response in the anodic and cathodic scans in all the studied systems indicates a nucleation

process corresponding to the formation of ZnO grains. The SEM micrographs of the

respective films after three voltammetric cycles confirmed their formation, Figure 3.4.

Furthermore, it is quite visible the different morphologies obtained depending on the

modification of FTO substrate, with an uncontrolled growth of ZnO directly in FTO (Figure

3.4 a)), creating large and poorly oriented ZnO nanorods that become smaller (Figure 3.4 b)),

and well distributed on all the substrate surface (Figure 3.4 c) and d)), which is in accordance

with the type of substrate topography where the ZnO is growing.
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Figure 3.4 - Representative SEM micrographs of a) FTO, b) FTO/ZnO_SL, c) FTO/TiO2, and d) FTO/TiO2/ZnO_SL
substrates after three cycles of cyclic voltammetry in a solution containing 10 mM Zn(NO3)2 and 5 mM KCl at 70 ºC.

3.3. Growth modulation by substrate conditioning

Figure 3.5 shows the representative SEM micrographs of electrodeposited ZnO nanorods

on pristine and modified FTO substrates. These samples were prepared by applying a

potentiostatic square wave for 60 min, where each cycle consisted of 0.25 s at -1.0 V vs Ref.

and 1 s at 0.0 V (pulse profile C). The inclusion of a ZnO seed-layer on the FTO increases the

number of nanorods per unit area, with reduced average diameter, compared to those grown

directly on FTO (Figure 3.5 a) and b)). When a TiO2 intermediate layer is formed over the

FTO substrate, not only this effect is enhanced, but so is the vertical alignment of the

nanorods (Figure 3.5 c) and d)). Using a modified FTO/TiO2/ZnO_SL substrate reduces the

average nanorod diameter by half (ca. 80 nm to 40 nm) and increases nanorod density by

about 7 times (ca. 25 to 165 m-2) when compared to the unmodified FTO substrate.

a) b)

c) d)
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Figure 3.5 - Representative SEM micrographs of electrodeposited ZnO nanorods (pulse profile C for 60 min.) on a) FTO,
b) FTO/ZnO_SL, c) FTO/TiO2, and d) FTO/TiO2/ZnO_SL substrates. Inset: Histograms of the estimated number of nanorods
per area as a function of the diameter.

The resulting current transients from the pulsed potentiostatic deposition for all the studied

conditions tended to similar shapes towards the end of the deposition (Figure 3.6). For

samples where deposition occurred onto modified FTO substrates, the shapes always showed

capacitive anodic and cathodic current spikes with subsequent exponential decays. This can

be because of intra-bandgap states in TiO2 and ZnO acting as electron traps [32,33]. Initially,

this is not observed for deposition directly on FTO but becomes evident as ZnO material is

deposited. Towards the end of the deposition, the transients show that the faradaic cathodic

charge passed increased in the following order: FTO < FTO/ZnO_SL < FTO/TiO2 <

FTO/TiO2/ZnO_SL. This increment suggests that more material is deposited in this order.

This is supported by the top view and cross-sectional SEM micrographs (Figure 3.5 and
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Figure 3.7, respectively), where it is shown a higher nanorod density and more closely packed

and narrowed nanorods, respectively. However, a more significant charge does not result in

longer nanorods. On the contrary, the thickness of the nanorods tends to decrease from ca.

800 nm for FTO/ZnO NRs layers to ca. 600 nm for FTO/TiO2/ZnO_SL/ZnO NRs layers

(Figure 3.7).

Figure 3.6 - Pulsed potentiostatic transients obtained during electrodeposition of ZnO nanorods.
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Figure 3.7 - Representative SEM cross-section micrographs of electrodeposited ZnO nanorods grown on a) FTO, b)
FTO/ZnO_SL, c) FTO/TiO2, and d) FTO/TiO2/ZnO_SL substrates. The layer thickness for spin-coated TiO2 was estimated at
~100 nm, and the underlying FTO was estimated at ~300 nm.

The X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns presented in Figure 3.8 for all the ZnO films studied

are in line with the hexagonal wurtzite crystalline structure (space group P63mc) for ZnO

(JCPDS Card No. 36-1451). The relative texture coefficients (RTC) for the electrodeposited

ZnO nanorods were calculated and presented in Table 3.1, establishing that the (002) plan is

the preferential orientation. The RTC002 increases in the following order: FTO/ZnO NRs <

FTO/TiO2/ZnO NRs < FTO/ZnO_SL/ZnO NRs < FTO/TiO2/ZnO_SL/ZnO NRs, reaching

almost 100 % for the last one. These results agree with what was observed in the SEM

micrographs, suggesting a more ordered ZnO nanorod growth. In addition, the TiO2

crystalline structure was not possible to detect due to its low thickness.
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Figure 3.8 - XRD patterns obtained from electrodeposited ZnO nanorods grown on pristine and modified FTO
substrates. *corresponds to the FTO diffraction pattern.

Table 3.1 - Relative texture coefficient (RTChkl) of pulsed electrodeposited ZnO nanorods growth on FTO and modified
surface substrates.

Sample RTC100 (%) RTC002 (%) RTC101 (%)

FTO/ZnO NRs 8.6 69.9 21.5

FTO/ZnO_SL/ZnO NRs 7.6 78.4 14.0

FTO/TiO2/ZnO NRs 5.0 76.5 18.5

FTO/TiO2/ZnO_SL/ZnO NRs 1.0 98.5 0.5

To assess the crystalline quality of the samples, Raman spectroscopy was performed. For

the ZnO crystalline structure, group theory predicts (for the  point of the Brillouin zone) the

following optical phonons: ଵܣ + ଵܧ + ଵܤ2 + .ଶܧ2 The B1 modes are silent, while A1 and E1

are polar modes and split into transverse (TO) and longitudinal (LO) optical vibration [34].

Therefore, six active Raman modes are expected.
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Figure 3.9 shows the Raman spectra of the ZnO nanorods grown on FTO and

FTO/TiO2/ZnO_SL templates. For comparison, the spectra of glass, FTO and FTO/TiO2 are

also shown. The Raman spectrum of the glass is responsible for the background observed in

all spectra. According to the literature [35], the FTO spectrum exhibits two main broad

resonances at 561 and 630 cm-1 (identified in red in the figure). The typical vibrational modes

of TiO2 in the anatase crystalline phase [36] were identified for the FTO/TiO2 template (in

blue in the figure). For the ZnO nanorods, the expected vibrational frequencies for the

hexagonal wurtzite ZnO structure [37] are clearly seen (identified in black) and are indicated

in Table 3.2. For the ZnO nanorods grown on the FTO/TiO2/ZnO_SL substrate, the

vibrational modes for TiO2 were also observed.

Figure 3.9 - Raman spectra of the studied samples using a 442 nm wavelength laser as the excitation source. The spectra
were obtained in backscattering geometry. ZnO vibrational modes were identified in black, FTO substrate in red, and TiO2 in
blue.
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Table 3.2 - Vibrational frequencies recorded in this work for ZnO and from Ref. [37], as well as their symmetry.

Frequency (cm-1)

This work Ref. [37] Symmetry

333 333 ଶܧ


− ଶܧ
௪

379 378 (ܱܶ)ଵܣ

410 410 (ܱܶ)ଵܧ

438 438 ଶܧ


575 574 ܮܱ)ଵܣ )

3.4. Evaluation of ZnO nanorods properties

The optical and photoelectrochemical properties of the ZnO nanorods were analysed by

absorption spectroscopy, photoluminescence, and linear photovoltammetry.

The optical bandgap of each studied sample was obtained from Tauc plots shown in Figure

3.10, which follows the sequence of FTO/ZnO NRs, FTO/ZnO_SL/ZnO NRs, FTO/TiO2/ZnO

NRs, and FTO/TiO2/ZnO_SL/ZnO NRs. This increase may be explained by observing that the

films respectively present an increasing nanorod number, i.e. there is a more significant

fraction of absorbing material per unit of volume. The samples exhibit an absorption onset

near 3.2 eV with a steeper gradient for higher energies. The bandgap energy for ZnO

nanorods grown directly on FTO or seed-layer coated FTO is 3.26 and 3.27 eV, respectively.

For ZnO nanorods grown on TiO2 coated FTO substrates or subsequently coated with a ZnO

seed-layer, the bandgap energy is 3.27 and 3.28 eV, respectively. In both cases, the estimated

values agree with the reported 3.3 eV direct bandgap of ZnO at RT [38].
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Figure 3.10 - Tauc plots for electrodeposited ZnO nanorods grown on FTO and modified surface substrates. The line
numbered (1) (2) (3) and (4) are the extrapolation lines for FTO/ZnO NRs, FTO/ZnO_SL/ZnO NRs, FTO/TiO2/ZnO NRs, and
FTO/TiO2/ZnO_SL/ZnO NRs, respectively.

Figure 3.11 depicts the normalized RT photoluminescence (PL) results obtained for the

ZnO nanorods grown on FTO and FTO/TiO2/ZnO_SL substrates. For comparison, the PL

spectra of glass, FTO and FTO/TiO2 are also shown. The PL spectra of FTO and FTO/TiO2

reveal that the main emission coming from the substrate is responsible for wide unstructured

broad bands in the ultraviolet, yellow, and red spectral regions observed in all the sample’s

spectra. The features in the spectra of the ZnO nanorods grown on the distinct templates are

evidence of optically active defects covering a wide spectra range. The emission peaked at

3.28 eV (Figure 3.11 b)), which is an almost mirror image of the absorption, corresponds to

the near band edge emission (NBE) of ZnO, typically associated with free exciton

recombination and their longitudinal optical phonons (LO) replicas [38–40]. However, when

we refer to nanostructured ZnO samples, surface defects could also influence the ultraviolet

emission's peak position and spectral shape [41]. Besides this high energy transition, broad

emission bands in the green, orange, and red regions were identified in the analysed samples.

The main intensity peak was found to occur at 1.8 eV (red emission peak), with a high

energy shoulder in the green region 2.5 eV for FTO/ZnO NRs samples. The measured broad

luminescence bands in the ZnO nanostructures match those currently reported for bulk, thin
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films and ZnO nanomaterials [38–40,42–44]. The chemical nature of the defects from where

the green and red luminescence occurs has generated controversy in the literature. The most

common explanation is that these PL bands are due to intrinsic defects. However, in the case

of nanostructures, some of the broad emission bands have also been associated with the

presence of surface-related defects. Pimentel et al. [45] reported the presence of such defects

when evaluating the effect of solvent used in ZnO nanorod synthesis. This work observed that

the yellow/red emission intensity was strongly sensitive to the laser irradiation time,

suggesting that surface-mediated processes could be at the origin of the recombination

process of the broad visible band.

The intensity ratio of the NBE/deep level recombination is generally used to measure

sample optical quality. Despite the ZnO nanorods grown on FTO exhibiting a relative

increase of the green emission, when compared with those grown on FTO/TiO2/ZnO_SL

templates, the intensity ratio of the NBE/deep level recombination is higher for the FTO/ZnO

NRs, meaning that higher optical quality is reached for the nanostructures. The Raman results

(Figure 3.9) reinforce this affirmation, where the ZnO vibrational modes are more intense for

FTO/ZnO NRs samples than FTO/TiO2/ZnO_SL/ZnO NRs. Focusing on

FTO/TiO2/ZnO_SL/ZnO NR samples, besides the contribution of the FTO substrate, an

additional contribution of the anatase defects luminescence from the yellow band cannot be

discarded, as TiO2 is known to emit in this spectral region [46,47].
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Figure 3.11 - a) Normalized RT photoluminescence spectra of the studied samples with 325 nm wavelength excitation; b)
detail of the emission in the UV region.

The linear photovoltammograms shown in Figure 3.12 for FTO modified substrates in the

absence and presence of ZnO nanorods are in agreement with those expected for

nanocrystalline and single-crystal n-type electrodes under reverse bias [48]. In addition, no

dark current flow is visible, except for potentials greater than -0.7 V (vs Ag/AgCl). This

increment is attributed to the oxidation reaction of SO3
2- species, equation 3.3:

ܱܵ ଷ
ଶି + ିܪ2ܱ → ܱܵ ସ

ଶି + ଶܱܪ + 2݁ି (3.3)

Under illumination, three broad regions can be distinguished. The first region refers to

significantly negative potentials, where the photocurrent density is zero, implying no driving

force for efficient electron-hole separation. The second region is related to intermediate

potentials, where an increase in photocurrent is detected, suggesting that the driving force for

charge separation depends on the applied bias. Finally, the third region is located at a more

positive bias, where a photocurrent plateau is usually observed, meaning that the driving force

is independent of applied bias.

Along with the morphological information of the film, the driving force for electron and

hole flow is most likely a mixture of concentration gradient induced diffusion and electric

field-induced drift. Firstly, the photoactivity of the films composed by a thin ZnO seed layer
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or TiO2 intermediate layer is comparable to those constituted by ZnO nanorods. Secondly,

films not employing a TiO2 intermediate layer demonstrate higher photocurrent densities.

This seems to be against what is expected for films with a more desirable ZnO nanorod

morphology (Figure 3.5). Thirdly, the films employing a TiO2 intermediate layer demonstrate

onset currents at more negative bias. There can be two reasons for this: 1) could be due to the

relative position of the band edges of the layers, with the TiO2 layer being the more negative

of the materials in question [49–51]; 2) assuming that the driving force required for efficient

charge separation is higher in the ZnO layers than in the TiO2 layers [52].

Figure 3.12 - j-V curves of modified surface substrates a) and the corresponding pulsed electrodeposited ZnO nanorods
b), recorded in 50 mM Na2SO3 aqueous solution (pH  9.5) under chopped illumination at 0.1 Hz. Scan rate of 2 mV.s-1.

Although the films employing ZnO, as a seed layer or nanorod layer without TiO2

interlayer, generate higher photocurrent densities, they appear to be unstable, showing a peak

in the photocurrent density with a subsequent decrease. To better understand the stability of

the films, photocurrent transients were recorded by holding the potential at 0.4 V (vs

Ag/AgCl), shown in Figure 3.13.
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Figure 3.13 - Photocurrent transients of FTO modified surface substrates and the corresponding pulsed electrodeposited
ZnO nanorods, obtained in 50 mM Na2SO3 aqueous solution (pH  9.5) under chopped illumination at 0.025 Hz frequency,
at 0.4 V vs Ag/AgCl applied potential.

The films employing a TiO2 intermediate layer have a far squarer like and reproducible

photocurrent transient. However, a decay in the photocurrent intensity is still observed for all

the films employing both TiO2 and ZnO layers. The decrease in photoactivity may be

attributed to the photo-dissolution of ZnO [53–55]. A proposed mechanism is that the residual

photogenerated holes on ZnO surfaces attack the Zn―O bonds and dissociate Zn2+ from ZnO

surface [56], equations 3.4-3.6:

ܼܱ݊ሺ௦ሻ ݒ݄ ՜ ܼܱ݊ሺ௦ሻ+ ℎା  ݁ି (3.4)

ℎା  ݁ି ՜ ݒ݄ or ∆ recombination (3.5)

ܼܱ݊ሺ௦ሻ+ 2ℎା ՜ ܼ ሺ݊Ǥሻ
ଶା +

ଵ

ଶ
ܱଶ ZnO photo-dissolution (3.6)

where ܼܱ݊ሺ௦ሻ is a solid ZnO film, ݒ݄ is a photon absorbed by the ZnO, ℎା and ݁ି are the

photo-generated hole and electron carriers on the ZnO film surface, and ܼ ሺ݊Ǥሻ
ଶା are Zn2+ ions

in an aqueous solution.

Three reasons are proposed to explain why films employing the TiO2 intermediate layer

seem to be more chemically stable with time and under illumination.

The first one may be due to the crystalline structure of the ZnO. Films with a TiO2

intermediate layer have a higher RTC002 and suppressed some of the green intra-bandgap

defect states that can act as hole traps catalysing ZnO photo-dissolution.
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The second reason may be due to the band alignment of the individual layers. For example,

if the TiO2 bands are more negative than the ZnO bands, then photogenerated electrons in the

ZnO layer would be unable to be collected and contribute to the photocurrent because of the

barrier created by the more negative conduction band edge of the TiO2 layer. In essence,

photogenerated electron-hole pairs in the ZnO layer would recombine, preventing the holes

from participating in the photodissolution of the ZnO.

The third possible reason may be related to the light absorption process. The lamp's

spectrum used for the illumination has an effective irradiance up to 5 eV (down to 250 nm).

At these energies, the photon penetration depth is approximately 50 to 100 nm, which is in the

order of the thickness of the TiO2 intermediate and ZnO seed layers. Since the illumination

was through the substrate side, films employing a TiO2 intermediate layer have a portion of

the absorbable (UV) photons absorbed in the TiO2 layer and not subsequently by the ZnO.

Furthermore, the subsequent layers deposited on the TiO2 should allow direct contact between

the electrolyte and the TiO2 layer, promoting hole collection at the electrolyte interface and

hence the photocurrent generation, without the harmful effects of the presence of holes at the

ZnO surface.

The films employing the ZnO layers without the TiO2 intermediate layer showed greater

photocurrent densities due to more efficient electron-hole pair separation. Since there is no

TiO2 layer depriving the ZnO of absorbable photons, the consequence is an electron-hole

generation that occurs within the ZnO. In addition, the observed morphologies of the ZnO

seed and nanorod layers (Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.5) suggest a greater surfaceelectrolyte

interface area, where minority carrier collection occurs. Also, minority carrier diffusion

lengths in anatase TiO2 are normally reported to be significantly smaller than ZnO [57,58].

Therefore, a more significant fraction of electron-hole pair generation may occur in regions

whose distance is smaller than the minority carrier diffusion length, resulting in higher

internal quantum efficiencies and hence greater photocurrent densities.

Figure 3.14 shows the photovoltage transients of the ZnO nanorods grown on FTO

modified substrates, which exhibit a behaviour expected for n-type semiconductors, with a

negative photopotential occurring upon illumination. The measured photopotential indicates
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conduction band edge energy, whereby equilibrium is reached when the Fermi level resides

close to the conduction band edge. However, considering that the recombination kinetics are

not slow, a smaller shift in photopotential occurs. In general, a 300 mV difference in the

potential obtained for films employing a TiO2 compared to those that do not is observed.

These results are in line with the observed photocurrent onset potential shift, suggesting that

either the band edges are more negative or electron-hole pair recombination is less

pronounced in films employing a TiO2 intermediate layer.

Figure 3.14 - Eoc transients of TiO2-coated FTO substrate and ZnO nanorods grown on pristine and modified FTO
substrates.

3.5. Chapter Summary

The results demonstrate that ZnO nanorods were successfully prepared by pulsed

electrodeposition, and the modification of the surface substrate affects the ZnO nanorod

characteristics.

From the voltammetric studies, it can be concluded that ZnO grains were formed during

the potential negative sweep, at which the reduction of NO3
- occurs, and SEM micrographs

confirmed that their dimensions depend on the modified substrate used.
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SEM images and XRD results revealed misoriented vertically aligned ZnO nanorods with

improved orientation when a TiO2 intermediate layer was applied as a template. These also

demonstrated a decrease in nanorod diameter and an increase in the number of nanorods per

unit area. Raman results confirmed the hexagonal wurtzite structure of the ZnO nanorods.

Additionally, for samples containing TiO2, the vibrational modes on the anatase structure

were identified.

The RT PL analyses reveal the presence of the near band edge recombination and deep

level emission in both FTO/ZnO NR and FTO/TiO2/ZnO_SL/ZnO NR samples. The intensity

ratio of the near band edge emission/deep level emission is higher in the FTO/ZnO NR

samples, indicating higher optical properties of these samples. It should be emphasized that

the green emission is almost suppressed in samples with TiO2 intermediate layer. The optical

bandgap, estimated from the absorption spectra, is 3.27 eV. This value is in line with the

reported values in ZnO literature.

Photoelectrochemical measurements confirmed the n-type photoactivity behaviour of the

films. However, they all demonstrated instability (at different degrees) under illumination,

likely due to photo-dissolution.

For application in solar cells, the morphology of the films is encouraging as an n-type

selective contact with a high surface area and oriented structure.
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4.1. Introduction

The fields of application of ZnO depend on the physical properties, which are strongly

affected by its morphological characteristics, such as shape, surface density, size and vertical

alignment. As previously shown, ZnO nanorods are interesting to apply in solar cells due to

their direct electron transport pathways and large surface/volume ratio [1,2]. Therefore, it is

crucial to have a growth/synthesis process that provides control of the orientation, size, and

surface density of the ZnO nanorods. In addition, deep knowledge of the defects will also be

required since this is linked to the material's performance.

Electrodeposition of ZnO nanorods has been studied in the last decades by employing

mostly constant current/potential in different solutions [3–7]. However, applying a constant

current/potential has limitations, as was reported by Manzano et al. [8]. These authors

synthesized ZnO films at a constant potential, using nitrate and peroxide solutions, and

detected that some OH- becomes trapped in the structure during the deposition [8]. Pulsed

electrodeposition has the advantage of promoting nucleation and the formation of fine crystals

[9].

Furthermore, it is possible to control the properties of ZnO films by choosing adequate

pulse conditions, as these parameters can be regulated independently over a wide range. There

are only two parameters in the continuous electrodeposition: applied potential/current density

and deposition time. However, in pulsed electrodeposition, other parameters can be

considered, such as pulse deposition time (ton) and rest time (toff), that defines the percentage

of the total time of a cycle, the duty cycle, and the frequency, which is defined as the

reciprocal of the cycle time [10]. For example, for the same applied potential/current, the

deposition rate in pulsed electrodeposition could be the same as in the continuous

electrodeposition if the duty cycle of 33-50% is taken as the minimum value [11], and

limiting the maximum frequency of 500 Hz [12].

Several FTO-modified substrates were used in the previous chapter to prepare ZnO

nanorods by pulsed electrodeposition. The films’ morphological, structural and

photoelectrochemical analysis revealed that a TiO2 intermediate layer improved the vertical

alignment, increased the spatial density, decreased the diameter, and increased the stability of

the ZnO nanorods towards photo-dissolution.

In this chapter, using the optimized substrate conditions (FTO/TiO2/ZnO_SL), ZnO

nanorods were prepared by potentiostatic pulsed electrodeposition by changing some
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parameters, such as cycle time (T), pulse frequency (f), and duty cycle. Furthermore, the role

of the growth parameters and heat treatment on the optical and electrical ZnO properties was

investigated and discussed by using optical spectroscopic techniques (absorption, Raman,

steady-state photoluminescence (PL), PL excitation (PLE) and time-resolved PL (TRPL)) and

electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS). The results shown within this chapter have

been published as a full paper in a peer-reviewed journal [13].

4.2. Effect of the pulse parameters on ZnO nanorods optoelectronic properties

Considering a possible application in photovoltaics, a pre-defined cathodic charge density

of 425 mC.cm-2 was considered to ensure a film thickness of around 200-300 nm since short-

length ZnO nanorods were reported results in better photovoltaic performances due to less

recombination processes [14]. Cross-section SEM micrographs analyses were performed to

confirm the film thicknesses, as shown in Figure 4.1. It is evident that the film thickness is

correlated with the duty cycle, increasing from Profile C  Profile A  Profile B, i.e., from

20 % to 25 %, up to 33 % of duty cycle, respectively. This means that as long as the ratio

between ton and toff increases, the film thickness also increases.

Figure 4.2 (left) shows the pulse current-time transients obtained during electrodeposition

of ZnO nanorods on FTO/TiO2/ZnO_SL substrates. The current transients observed from the

different applied pulse profiles present similar shapes. During the cathodic pulse (Eon),

hydroxyl ions are formed at the electrode interface, followed by the reduction of nitrate ions,

which react with Zn2+ ions present in the electrolyte, resulting in the ZnO deposition on the

substrate through dehydration of Zn(OH)2. On the other hand, the rest potential pulse (Eoff),

corresponding to a zero-current state, allows refreshing the concentration of the electrolytic

species at the interface, leading to a consistent growth of nanorods.
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Figure 4.1 - Representative cross-section SEM micrographs of electrodeposited ZnO thin films prepared by applying
different pulse profiles after annealing at 450 ºC for 1 h. Profiles A, B, and C correspond to 25.0 %, 33.3 %, and 20.0 % of
duty cycle, respectively.

Profile A

Profile B

Profile C

288 nm

327 nm

227 nm
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Figure 4.2 - Current transients recorded for pulsed electrodeposition ZnO nanorods arrays on FTO/TiO2/ZnO_SL
substrates by applying different pulse profiles (left) and the respective SEM top-view micrographs of the resulting deposits
(right). Inset: Histograms of the estimated number of nanorods per area as a function of the diameter for the ZnO nanorods
obtained for each profile. Profiles A, B, and C correspond to 25.0 %, 33.3 %, and 20.0 % of duty cycle, respectively.

For a better appraisal of the beginning of the deposition, the first 10 seconds of the current

transients, recorded for all the applied pulse profiles, are shown in Figure 4.3, displaying

similar initial cathodic current density. Since the substrate (Figure 3.2 d)) and the pulse

potential (Eon) are the same in all the applied conditions, a similar response is expected until
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complete coverage of the substrate with small grains [15,16]. The initial cathodic charge

density obtained for each profile is directly related to the deposition time (ton), being smaller

for a shorter deposition time. According to N. Ibl [12], the diffusion layer does not have time

to extend very far into the solution at short pulse deposition time. Also, M. Stumpp et al. [17]

assumed that when toff is larger than ton, the concentration of reactant ions such as NO3- and

Zn2+ at the electrode surface is completely regenerated during the pause. Considering profile

C, despite the toff/ton ratio being the highest of all the applied profiles, which would allow the

total regeneration of the surface concentrations during the rest time, the ton used is small

enough for the capacitive current becomes relevant. Indeed, a considerable fraction of the

measured charge must be accounted to the double layer charging that does not correspond to

any faradaic process. In short pulses, this contribution is significant, affecting to a substantial

extent the value of the measured charge (capacitive + faradaic). This practical constraint

forces the use of a longer deposition time to obtain the same cathodic (faradaic) charge

density as with the other profiles. This problem is not so substantial for longer ton values since

the double charge layer does not have a relative contribution when short times are employed.

On the other hand, the pulse parameters of profile C allow better control of the growth of

well-defined ZnO nanorods with a hexagonal shape and with lower coalescence than when the

other profiles are applied (Figure 4.2). The histograms of the distribution of ZnO nanorod

diameters according to the applied pulse profile are shown in the inset of Figure 4.2. In

general, the diameter average is around 50 nm, being slightly smaller for profile C, with a

diameter average of 40 nm, pointing out slower lateral growth of the nanorods due to the mass

transport limited processes [18,19]. Also, the heterogeneity of ZnO diameters is reduced with

the duty cycle, meaning that the heterogeneity of ZnO diameters decreases from profile B >

profile A > profile C.
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Figure 4.3 - Current transients obtained for pulsed electrodeposition of ZnO nanorods on FTO/TiO2/ZnO_SL substrates
by applying different pulse profiles (first 10 s of electrodeposition). Profiles A, B, and C correspond to 25.0 %, 33.3 %, and
20.0 % of duty cycle, respectively.

The XRD patterns presented in Figure 4.4a) show a sharp XRD reflection peak detected at

 34.4, suggesting that the growth of the ZnO nanorods is along the c-axis normal to the

substrate, with good crystallinity of the hexagonal wurtzite crystalline structure (JCPDS Card

No. 36-1451), which agrees with the SEM micrographs. N. P. Klochko et al. [20] observed

similar behaviour for pulsed electrodeposition of ZnO at different pulse frequencies. It is

important to mention that no significant changes in XRD patterns of ZnO thin films were
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observed before and after heat treatment, Figure 4.4b). It was impossible to detect the TiO2

crystalline structure due to its low thickness.
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Figure 4.4 - a) XRD patterns obtained for electrodeposited ZnO nanorods grown on FTO/TiO2/ZnO_SL substrates by
applying different potential pulse profiles, after annealing at 450 C for 1h; b) XRD patterns illustrating the effect of the
annealing treatment (profile C has been used for the electrodeposition process). Profiles A, B, and C correspond to 25.0 %,
33.3 %, and 20.0 % of duty cycle, respectively.

Table 4.1 shows the effect of pulse profile on structural parameters of the electrodeposited

ZnO thin films after heat treatment. A representative wurtzite ZnO structure is shown in

Figure 4.5.
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Figure 4.5 - Schematic representation of a wurtzite ZnO structure with lattice constants a, b and c, bond length Zn-O, L,
and bond angles α and β (109.47 in ideal crystal).

Table 4.1 - Structural parameters of the pulsed electrodeposited ZnO thin films, after heat treatment. Profiles A, B, and C
correspond to 25.0 %, 33.3 %, and 20.0 % of duty cycle, respectively.

Profile a (Å) c (Å) V (Å3) c/a
XRD (002) peak

position ()
Stress ()

(GPa)
L (Å)

A 3.25 5.20 47.61 1.60 34.47 0.22 1.98

B 3.24 5.20 47.25 1.60 34.47 0.24 1.97

C 3.24 5.20 47.10 1.61 34.47 0.24 1.97

JCPDS
(36-1451)

3.25 5.20 47.20 1.60 34.42 1.98

The lattice constants a and c for hexagonal ZnO structure, obtained after heat treatment,

agree with the reported ones in JCPDS Card No. 36-1451. However, the position of (002)

peaks (see Table 4.1) is slightly shifted to higher 2θ values than those reported in JCPDS 

standard data. This shift of XRD peak (002) towards higher angles could be due to the release

of intrinsic strain. The strain along the c-axis (ε) is given by the following equation [21],

ൌߝ
 ି್ ೠೖ

್ ೠೖ
(4.1)

where cfilm is the lattice parameter of the film and cbulk (5.205 Å) [22] is the strain-free lattice

parameter of the ZnO thin films. It is well known that the intrinsic strain in thin films can be

due to impurities and defects in the lattice [23]. The stress (σ) of the ZnO nanorods films was

estimated using the following formula [23],
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ߪ = −233 × 10ଽቀ
 ି್ ೠೖ

್ ೠೖ
ቁ (4.2)

The stress values for the different ZnO films are given in Table 4.1. Positive stress means

that the nanorods are in a state of compressive stress, i.e., structure compression due to the

rearrangement of atoms in ZnO. A possible factor that can generate compressive stress in ZnO

nanorods is the presence of zinc interstitials, causing lattice disorder [24]. Fang et al. [25]

reported similar stress behaviour of ZnO films by variation of the post-annealing temperature.

Furthermore, an increase in the residual stress promotes the decrease in the bond length of the

Zn-O, L [26].

The crystalline quality of the samples was further assessed by Raman spectroscopy. The

Raman spectra presented in Figure 4.6 for all the as-grown and annealed samples exhibit the

expected vibrational frequencies for the hexagonal wurtzite ZnO structure [27]. In addition,

vibrational modes due to the FTO substrate [28] and anatase TiO2 were also detected [29,30].
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Figure 4.6 - Raman spectra of the studied samples using a 442 nm laser line as the excitation source. ZnO vibrational
modes were identified in black, FTO substrate in red and TiO2 in blue. Profiles A, B, and C correspond to 25.0 %, 33.3 %,
and 20.0 % of duty cycle, respectively.

Figure 4.7 shows the RT absorption spectra of the as-deposited and heat-treated ZnO

nanorods obtained with the A, B and C pulse profiles. Independently of the used profile, all

the as-grown samples exhibit similar absorption. A pronounced onset absorption is observed

near 3.15 eV, followed by a steeper increase in the absorption, reaching a maximum at
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~3.5 eV. The measured spectra indicate a high energy shift of the ZnO bandgap when a

comparison is made with the RT reported value for the nondegenerate semiconductor of

~3.3 eV [31,32]. This finding suggests that the as-deposited ZnO nanorods are heavily-doped,

resulting in a band filling responsible for high energy bandgap shift due to the Burstein-Moss

effect [33]. After heat treatment, noticeable changes are identified in the absorption spectra.

Particularly, a low energy shift of the absorption band maximum to ~3.3 eV is promoted,

which agrees with the ZnO bandgap energy [31,32], as shown in the Tauc plots presented in

Figure 4.8 b). Such behaviour indicates that a carrier reduction is privileged through the

annealing process of the ZnO nanorods. In both cases, a wide absorption tail extending to

lower energies is measured, likely due to a wide distribution of energetic states below the

bandgap of ZnO.

Figure 4.7 - RT absorption spectra of the as-grown and heat-treated electrodeposited ZnO nanorods using the pulse
profiles A, B and C. Profiles A, B, and C correspond to 25.0 %, 33.3 %, and 20.0 % of duty cycle, respectively.
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Figure 4.8 - a) Optical transmittance and b) Tauc plots for electrodeposited ZnO nanorods on FTO/TiO2/ZnO_SL
substrates, prepared at different pulse profiles after annealing at 450 C for 1 h. Profiles A, B, and C correspond to 25.0 %,
33.3 %, and 20.0 % of duty cycle, respectively.

The transparency of the annealed electrodeposited ZnO nanorods was verified from the

optical transmittance spectra shown in Figure 4.8 a). In addition, the RT optical energy

bandgap of such ZnO nanostructures was determined from optical absorption spectra. Figure

4.8 b) shows the Tauc plots for the heat-treated pulse electrodeposited ZnO nanorods. The Eg

was found to be 3.31, 3.33, and 3.31 eV for samples obtained by profiles A, B, and C,

respectively, which is in fair agreement with the reported 3.3 eV direct bandgap of ZnO at

RT [31,32].

The RT PL spectra of the ZnO nanorods obtained at different pulse profiles are displayed

in Figure 4.9, showing optically active defects covering a wide spectral range. Besides the

near band edge (NBE) recombination in the UV spectral region, broad emission bands

spreading from the visible to the near-infrared were measured. Typically, the NBE spectral

region corresponds to an overlap of free and bound exciton transitions [31–38], although

surface defects are also known to influence the peak position and spectral shape of this

emission [36]. On the other hand, broad emission bands are currently identified in ZnO

samples [31,32,34–38]. The chemical nature of the defects responsible for those broad bands

has generated controversy in literature, being its dependence on the intrinsic defects the most

used explanation. However, in the case of nanostructures, some of the broad emission bands

have been associated with the presence of surface-related defects, which, in turn, are

dependent on the synthesis/growth processes [39,40]. In the samples analysed here, a

comparison among the spectra of the as-grown nanorods allows one to observe that the peak

intensity of the NBE is higher than the peak intensity of the broad bands. The highest ratio

occurs for the nanorods produced with pulse profile B, and therefore we have chosen the
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electrodeposited samples with this profile for further in-depth analysis. Moreover, and

independently of the applied pulse profile, a comparison between the as-grown and heat-

treated nanorods reveals that the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the NBE peak

decreases after the thermal annealing, indicating an optical quality improvement of the ZnO

nanorods. Such results agree with the RT absorption spectra discussed above, where the ~3.3

eV ZnO bandgap was reached after annealing. The narrowing of the NBE recombination is

accompanied by a decrease of its intensity, likely due to a lower concentration of shallow

defects, which contribute to the UV emission. Additionally, the heat-treatment enhances the

intensity ratio of broad emission bands/NBE and induces changes in their spectral shape,

probably due to new thermally promoted or rearranged defects. Remarkable maxima at ~1.9

eV and ~2.4 eV are present in the heat-treated ZnO nanorods (e.g. see the sample with profile

B in Figure 4.9).
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Figure 4.9 - RT normalized PL at 1.9 eV for the as-grown and heat-treated ZnO nanorods deposited with a) profile C, b)
profile B, c) profile A. d) RT normalized PL at 3.3 eV for the as-grown and heat-treated ZnO nanorods. Profiles A, B, and C
correspond to 25.0 %, 33.3 %, and 20.0 % of duty cycle, respectively.

The chosen ZnO nanorods were studied in detail to understand this behaviour. Figure 4.10

shows the normalized (to the band edge at 3.3 eV) RT PL and PLE spectra for both as-grown

and heat-treated samples.
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Figure 4.10 - RT PL and PLE spectra from ZnO nanorods prepared using pulse profile B (33.3 % of duty cycle): a) as-
grown, b) heat-treated.

As previously noticed, the as-grown and heat-treated samples show differences in the NBE

spectral region. Particularly a narrowing of the FWHM of the high energy UV luminescence

and an inversion of the relative intensity of deep level emission/UV band. The PL spectra of

both samples do not overlap with the one of the glass/FTO [15] and, therefore, this

contribution can be discarded, being the main emission originated from the ZnO and/or TiO2

lattices and/or surface-related defects. For the as-grown films, when the PLE is monitored at

the deep level recombination bands, the excitation maximum was superimposed with the ZnO

NBE emission sample. Such behaviour indicates that the main population of the deep

luminescence is strongly localized at ~3.33 eV and arises from the exciton excitation. For

higher energies, a fast decrease in the excitation efficiency is observed, which can be

accounted for by additional nonradiative centres that promote the capture of carriers with such

energies, hampering their participation in the excitation process.

In contrast, for the heat-treated sample, the PLE monitored either at the red or green

luminescence reveals that the emission bands are populated through a continuous tail of states

inside the ZnO bandgap. Moreover, a steeper excitation is observed in the ZnO bandgap

region, slightly shifted to higher energies when the PL is monitored at the green band

maximum. In contrast with the as-grown samples, the heat-treated nanorods the PLE spectra

show almost a mirror image of the ZnO excitonic transition, and the population of the red and

green bands can be promoted through higher excited states (Figure 4.10b)).

The presence of distinct optically active defects in the produced samples was further

analysed by transient spectroscopy. Figure 4.11 depicts the TRPL spectra of the heat-treated

ZnO nanorods prepared using profile B for a 325 nm excitation using a pulsed Xe lamp as the

source. By comparing the TRPL measured for the shorter sample delay (SD) with the steady-
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state PL spectra, it can be seen that the UV emission has a lifetime faster than the 50 s since

the recombination is not observed by TRPL. Focusing the attention on the deep level

recombination, it should be noticed from Figure 4.11a) that no spectral correspondence occurs

between the steady-state green (~2.4 eV) and red (1.9 eV) PL bands with the yellow/orange

one (2.0 eV) observed by TRPL. Therefore, the data are consistent with the overlapping of

three emitting centres, two of them with faster decays (green and red) and a slower emission

peaked at 2.0 eV. Despite the fact that the yellow/orange emission could arise from anatase

TiO2 [30], the absence of the TiO2 edge absorption in the absorption spectrum (Figure 4.7) of

the heat-treated sample makes this hypothesis unlikely. As such, it is fair to assume that the

emission peaked at 2.0 eV arises from the ZnO host. This is further corroborated by the

detection of an extending tail of energy states close to the ZnO band edges, together with

previously reported works, pointing out the presence of a yellow/orange emission in ZnO

peaked at the same energy position and with a similar spectral shape as the one here observed

[31,39]. Figure 4.11b) illustrates the RT TRPL spectra, showing the yellow/orange emission

intensity behaviour with different time delays, evidencing that this optical centre has a

lifetime in the range of tens or hundreds of s.

Figure 4.11 - RT comparison of a) steady-state PL (blue line) and TRPL (red line) spectra of heat-treated ZnO nanorods
prepared using profile B (33.3 % of duty cycle) and b) TRPL spectra acquired using 325 nm photons from a pulsed Xe lamp
as excitation, using different sample delays (SD) for a time window of 0.2 ms.

In order to further evaluate the samples’ optical response, high-resolution PL spectra were

measured at low temperature for both the as-grown and heat-treated samples, as depicted in

Figure 4.12. Following the behaviour identified at RT, it was observed that the as-grown

sample has a wider FWHM of the UV band, likely due to the unfold of the overlapped high

energy recombination processes such as free (FX) and donor bound excitons (D0X), 3.31 eV

line and their phonon replicas. On the contrary, after annealing, the sample evidences a
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narrower FWHM of the UV band, exhibiting defined shoulders that were tentatively assigned

to the standard optical centre of the ZnO host in the mentioned spectral range. An additional

remark should be made regarding the deep level emission bands observed at low

temperatures. Figure 4.12a) shows that the red bands in the as-grown and heat-treated samples

have different maxima. The first one is peaked at 1.9 eV while the latter is peaked at 1.7

eV, meaning that different defects are present in the two samples. On the other hand, as

discussed before, the recombination processes in the as-grown samples are blue-shifted, in

line with their higher bandgap energy. Moreover, as mentioned, the annealed nanorods an

additional yellow/orange band was identified by the TRPL. Therefore, the observed energy

shift between the peak position of the red bands in the as-grown and annealed samples can

also be accounted for the relative intensity of the red, yellow and green-emitting centres,

meaning that the same defects centres may be present in both samples but with different

distribution and concentration.

Figure 4.12 - a) 14 K PL spectra of the as-grown and heat-treated ZnO nanorods, excited with a 325 nm He-Cd laser
line. b) High-resolution spectra of the UV region.

Figure 4.13 and Figure 4.14 depict the temperature-dependent PL spectra of the selected

samples. Figure 4.13b) and Figure 4.14b) highlight the temperature dependence behaviour of

the band edge recombination. The evolution of its peak position as a function of the

temperature was fitted using a semi-empirical expression equivalent to the Bose-Einstein

model according to Pässler et al. [41,42],
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where T stands for the absolute temperature and Θ corresponds to the effective phonon

temperature. The experimental data and best fit to the NBE peak position are displayed in

Figure 4.15. However, as the NBE is due to an overlap of emitting centres (FX, D0X, and 3.31

eV), the fit can only be understood as a general trend of the main recombination rather than

the individual behaviour of each optical defect. As a general trend, the peak position of the

UV band suffers a redshift with increasing temperature because of the bandgap shrinkage, as

expected. For comparison purposes, the peak position shift with the temperature of the FXA

measured in ZnO bulk samples [43] was included in the Figure. Furthermore, the overall

luminescence intensity (either from the NBE or from the deep level emission) decreases for

higher temperatures due to nonradiative processes, which compete with the radiative ones, as

shown in Figure 4.13 and Figure 4.14. Distinct quenching mechanisms of the defects that

compose the broad bands explain the observed high energy shift of the red emission with

increasing temperatures, as seen for the heat-treated ZnO nanorods arrays (Figure 4.14 a)).

Figure 4.13 - a) Temperature-dependent PL spectra for the as-grown ZnO samples, prepared using profile B (33.3 % of
duty cycle) and excited with a 325 nm wavelength radiation. b) Detail of the emission in the UV region.
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Figure 4.14 - a) Temperature-dependent PL spectra for the heat-treated ZnO samples, prepared using profile B (33.3 %
of duty cycle) and excited with a 325 nm wavelength radiation. b) Detail of the emission in the UV region.
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EIS was carried out to obtain more information related to the electrical properties of the

pulse electrodeposited ZnO nanorods arrays. The Mott-Schottky relation (Eq. 4.4) was used to

calculate flatband potential (VFB) and donor density (ND) of the ZnO thin films [44,45],

ଵ

మ
=

ଶ

ఌబఌೋೀమேವ
(ܸ + ிܸ) (4.4)

where ε0 is the permittivity of free space (8.85 × 10-14 F.cm-1), εZnO is the dielectric constant of

ZnO (εZnO = 10 for ZnO nanowires [16]), q is the electron charge (1.6 × 10-19 C), A is the

geometric surface area (0.196 cm2), and C is the space charge capacitance at potential VZnO,

which is the potential difference across the ZnO space-charge region. The slope of the linear

1/C2 vs applied potential (V) was used to calculate ND according to equation 4.5, and the

flatband potential can be obtained from the intercept of the linear portion of the Mott-

Schottky plot on the potential axis,

=݁ݏ݈
ଶ

ఌబఌೋೀమேವ
(4.5)

Figure 4.16 shows the Mott-Schottky plots of the as-grown and heat-treated pulse

electrodeposited samples. A linear variation of 1/C2 with applied potential between -0.4 and

0.2 V is observed for all the plots of as-grown ZnO nanorods arrays, while for heat-treated

ZnO nanorods, the range is between 0.0 and 0.6 V, indicating in all the cases that the ZnO

nanorods obey to the Mott-Schottky behaviour [46]. The positive slope obtained for all ZnO

samples reveals n-type conductivity. Additionally, different slope values were observed

depending on the pulse profile to obtain the ZnO nanorod arrays, as seen in Table 4.2. The

donor density values shown in the table are in line with what has been reported in the

literature [47,48], namely values of the order of 1019 cm-3 for as-deposited samples with a

slight decrease for annealed samples, showing ZnO carrier concentrations ranging between

1017 and 1018 cm-3. These results are in good accordance with the above discussed Burstein-

Moss band filling and the corresponding high energy bandgap of the heavily-doped as-grown

samples (Figure 4.7). Annealing in air at 450 C induces a reduction of the donor density of

the ZnO nanorods independently of the applied pulse profile, which may be attributed to a

lower content of defects that mainly act as shallow electron donors. The decrease of the

carrier concentration for the heat-treated ZnO nanorods arrays agrees with the measured
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bandgap redshift in the absorption spectra and the observation of an extending tail of energy

states close to the ZnO band edges. The reduction of the ND may be due to (i) a change in

morphology and crystal structure, (ii) a decrease of intrinsic point defects, like Zn atoms (Zni)

and oxygen vacancies (Vo), and/or (iii) a change of impurities [49]. Previous studies [50]

showed no changes in the morphology of as-deposited and heat-treated ZnO nanorods,

corroborating the SEM images and XRD data, which also did not show significant changes

after annealing at 450 C for 1h. A decrease in Vo due to the effective incorporation of O

atoms is quite likely since the annealing was carried out in air [51]. Also, since ZnO is n-type

doped, the most probable impurity incorporated is hydrogen H+ (Hi) as a shallow donor.

Focusing on as-deposited ZnO nanorods arrays, it seems that ND decreases with the

heterogeneity of nanorod diameter. Specifically, the nanorods prepared using profile C, which

shows less heterogeneity of nanorod diameter (range of 40-50 nm) (Figure 4.2), present a

lower ND value than the ones obtained for the samples prepared using profile B (range of

40-70 nm). Furthermore, this decrease in ND values is accompanied by a reduction in the

flatband potential, which corresponds to the height of double Schottky barriers. Similar results

were reported by Klochko group [52], where increasing the ZnO nanorod diameter from 30-

50 nm to 70-190 nm increased the ND values from 1014 to 1017 cm-3. However, the annealed

ZnO nanorods arrays show a reverse effect, increasing the ND values and decreasing the

flatband potentials with the pulse frequency. According to the literature, less positive flatband

potential suggests a larger band bending, resulting in an enhanced charge separation, whereas

an increase in carrier density can be attributed to a more significant presence of surface states

[53].

Figure 4.16 - Mott-Schottky plots of electrodeposited ZnO nanorods arrays at different pulse profiles, in 0.1 M LiClO4 in
propylene carbonate for a) as-grown and b) heat-treated samples. The measurements were recorded at 5 kHz with an AC
amplitude signal of 20 mV over the range of potential applied.
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Table 4.2 – Mott-Schottky parameters estimated for the pulse electrodeposited ZnO nanorod arrays.

Profile ND (cm-3) VFB (V vs Ag/AgCl)

Profile A
as-grown 4.67 × 1019 -0.29

heat treated 3.41 × 1017 0.06

Profile B
as-grown 9.45 × 1019 -0.15

heat treated 6.14 × 1017 0.00

Profile C
as-grown 1.13 × 1019 -0.39

heat treated 2.74 × 1018 -0.24

4.3. Chapter Summary

The results presented within this chapter demonstrate that the electrodeposition conditions

at which ZnO nanorod arrays are prepared to have an impact on its optoelectronic properties.

The morphological characterization of ZnO films revealed that the applied pulse

parameters of profile C allowed better control of the growth of well-defined ZnO nanorods

with lower coalescence and high homogeneity of nanorod diameters. From the structural

characterisation point-of-view, no significant changes in the crystal structure were observed

for as-deposited and heat-treated ZnO independently of the applied pulse profile.

The RT absorption, PL, TRPL, and PLE studies identified distinct defects exhibited in the

as-grown and heat-treated samples. In particular, the absorption spectra of the as-grown

samples evidence a Burstein-Mott effect on the ZnO bandgap energy, in line with their

character of heavily-doped n-type semiconductor as measured by electrochemical impedance

spectroscopy. In addition, the ZnO carrier concentration and the barrier height at the grain

boundary (VFB) seem to be related to the applied pulse conditions.

After annealing, with the decrease of the carrier concentration, the samples exhibit a

steeper absorption ~3.3 eV, as expected for nondegenerate ZnO. Additionally, a spreading of

energetic states is detected inside the ZnO bandgap. The as-grown and heat-treated samples

exhibit near band edge recombination and deep level emission. The peak intensity of the

former is higher in the as-grown ZnO nanorods arrays and reversed upon annealing.

Moreover, the heat-treatment promotes a higher optical quality of the ZnO nanorods, as
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evidenced by the sharpness of the absorption edge and the narrowing of the full width at half

maximum of the ultraviolet emission. Combined spectroscopic techniques reveal that the

broad emission bands overlap three emitting centres in the red, yellow and green spectral

regions, with the yellow emission showing a longer decay time.

Since the electrodeposition usually provides high donor density ZnO, the reported

characterisation protocol and conclusions may significantly impact further understanding the

optoelectronic properties of electrodeposited ZnO nanostructures and/or thin films in general.
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5.1. Introduction

Over the last decade, the metal halide perovskites have emerged as a new material with

great potential for efficient solar energy conversion. Since their first report in 2009, where

methylammonium lead halide perovskites were used as sensitizers in photovoltaic devices [1],

the energy conversion efficiencies have increased dramatically from the initial 3.8 % to the

record certified efficiencies of 25.2 %, which have recently been reported in the literature [2].

Therefore, these materials have potential competitors with the best solar technologies,

including crystalline silicon [3].

The most reported material used in perovskite solar cells (PSCs) is CH3NH3PbI3 [4], for

which has been studied different methodologies of synthesis [5], architectures [6], ETL and

HTL materials [7]. Considering the metal oxides that have been reported in PSCs, TiO2

nanostructure films are the most widely used due to their good electron mobility, which is

essential to achieve high photovoltaic performance. However, the high annealing

temperatures that TiO2 films require preclude their future applicability on flexible plastic

substrates. Therefore, ZnO is a viable alternative to TiO2 since it has physical properties

similar to TiO2, and its structure can be easily obtained at a low temperature of synthesis.

Many reports of ZnO as an ETL in PSCs have emerged [8], revealing some issues that

require further attention, namely the thermal instability of the perovskite film coated on top of

the ZnO layer [9]. It was found that the dark brown perovskite film, when deposited on top of

the ZnO layer, turned yellow after a few minutes during the perovskite’ annealing process,

indicating a fast degradation of the CH3NH3PbI3 film when the temperature exceeded 90 C

[9,10].

In this chapter, the use of ZnO compact films on perovskite cells will be investigated. The

research will be focused on how the deposition condition of ZnO films, more precisely the

deposition media (aqueous, ionic liquid or organic), affects the long-term stability of ZnO-

based PSCs. These results will allow optimising the conditions of the perovskite’ annealing

process when applied on ZnO nanorod arrays. All the ZnO-based PSCs results will be

compared to those obtained with TiO2 compact films.
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5.2. Effect of the ZnO deposition conditions on the CH3NH3PbI3 formation

Four different ZnO thin films were prepared using different methods, namely spray-

pyrolysis, electrodeposition and spin-coating. Furthermore, each technique used different

media, i.e., spray-pyrolysis method used aqueous media (hereafter “ZnOsp”),

electrodeposition method used ionic liquid media (hereafter “ZnOil), and spin-coating method

used organic media with (hereafter “ZnOnpac”) and without the addition of acid (hereafter

“ZnOnp”). In Figure 5.1, top-view SEM micrographs of the different ZnO thin films. For

comparison, a thin compact TiO2 layer was also studied. All the thin films were transparent

and uniform to the naked eye. In general, it is well known that growth morphology depends

on the growth method and media. It has been reported that interactions with the substrate and

among the growing particles play an important role in the nucleation and first growth stage

[11]. The ZnOsp thin films show a high density of nano-aggregates forms on the substrate,

causing some surface roughness that may be due to the FTO coated substrate. Similar results

were reported for ZnO thin films fabricated by spray pyrolysis using zinc acetate precursor

solution at different growth temperatures [12]. The ZnOil thin films exhibit a smooth surface

constituted of close-packed agglomerates with a round-top shape of 100-200 nm in diameter.

The adsorption of the IL moieties onto the ZnO surfaces, hindering the grain growth, may be

the origin of the relatively smaller grains [13]. The synthesis method of the ZnO nanoparticles

seems to affect the ZnO thin film morphology prepared by the spin-coating technique. The

ZnOnp thin films showed a smooth grain-like surface morphology constituted of small

nanoparticle aggregates. Though, the ZnOnpac thin films appear to be porous, exhibiting some

micro-cracks. Generally, the thickness and morphology of the coatings prepared by spin-

coating depend on the speed at which solution spreads, concentration, viscosity and surface

tension of the respective solution, temperature and relative humidity [14].

Figure 5.1 illustrates the surface and cross-section SEM micrographs of perovskite film

deposited on TiO2 and ZnO thin films. In general, the surface morphology of perovskite films

is similar, exhibiting dense-packed grains with sizes of about 100  500 nm, except on ZnOil

and ZnOnpac thin films, which present smaller grain sizes. Moreover, as shown in Figure 5.1,

from cross-section SEM micrographs, void-free perovskite layers with 400  500 nm of

thickness on ZnO films and 500  600 nm on TiO2 film were observed. One of the advantages

of using a two-step coating method to prepare CH3NH3PbI3 layers is full coverage of the

semiconductor layer used as electron transport material (ETM) compared with the one-step

spin-coating method [15]. Several parameters influence the perovskite morphology due to
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different crystallization mechanisms, namely the annealing process, precursor solvent, anti-

solvent treatment, and additives to the perovskite solution [16]. The annealing process has

two principal functions on the perovskite formation: (1) driving the interdiffusion of PbI2 and

MAI precursors to form perovskite, and (2) inducing the recrystallization and grain growth in

the formed perovskite films. Furthermore, the annealing time plays a vital role in the

crystalline grain size, i.e., the crystalline grain size increases gradually with the thermal

annealing time, reducing the grain boundaries [17]. However, long annealing times may lead

to chemical stability issues yielding to the decomposition process of perovskite [18].

Figure 5.1 - Top-view SEM micrographs of the TiO2 and ZnO thin films before (left) and after coating with the perovskite
film (centre) and the respective cross-section SEM micrographs (right). The nomenclature sp, il, np, and npAC means spray
pyrolysis, electrodeposition in ionic liquid, spin-coated nanoparticles film, and spin-coated nanoparticles film with acid,
respectively.
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The influence of the annealing time on the chemical stability of the perovskite film was

then evaluated. Figure 5.2 shows the visual monitoring of perovskite films on TiO2 and ZnO

films annealed at 100 ºC at different times. It has already been reported that CH3NH3PbI3 film

on TiO2 layers is chemically stable after annealing at 100 ºC for a long time [19]. However,

the CH3NH3PbI3 perovskite film on ZnO films turns from dark brown to yellow, varying from

minutes to hours depending on the ZnO processing method and media. This behaviour has

been widely reported for ZnO-based perovskite solar cells in which CH3NH3PbI3 crystals

severely decompose into PbI2 during the annealing process when in direct contact with the

ZnO layer [9,10]. The origin of such decomposition may be due to the basic nature of the ZnO

surface [20] and/or by the presence of surface hydroxyl groups and residual acetate ligands on

the ZnO surface [9].

Figure 5.2 - Photographs of CH3NH3PbI3 films deposited on TiO2 and ZnO thin films and heated at 100 C for the
indicated time. The nomenclature sp, il, np, and npAC means spray pyrolysis, electrodeposition in ionic liquid, spin-coated
nanoparticles film, and spin-coated nanoparticles film with acid, respectively.

0 min 5 min 15 min 30 min 60 min 120 min

TiO
2

ZnOsp

ZnOnp

ZnOil

ZnOnp
AC
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The thermal stability of CH3NH3PbI3 perovskite films deposited on ZnO films at 100 ºC

has been further characterized by XRD measurements in Figure 5.3. The diffractograms of as-

deposited CH3NH3PbI3 films on TiO2 and ZnO films present two main diffraction peaks at

12.7 º and 14.0 º which were assigned to the PbI2 and MAPbI3 reflections, respectively.

Additionally, the diffraction peak at 14.0 º can be integrated into two different diffraction

peaks, (002) and (110) planes of the MAPbI3 tetragonal phase [21]. After 5 min of annealing

time, the reflection peak related to PbI2 decreases mainly for perovskite films deposited on

ZnO films and increases the intensity of the diffraction peak at 14.0 º assigned to (100) plan

of MAPbI3 cubic phase [22]. After 15 min, depending on the ZnO processing method and

media, the PbI2 peak increased intensity. The peak related to MAPbI3 decreased, and in some

cases, has become absent, like happened for the perovskite layer on ZnOil film. As the

annealing time increases, the PbI2 peak happened to be the main reflection being evidence of

fast degradation of the perovskite layer deposited on ZnO. J. Zhang et al. [23] reported that in

the case of ZnO underlayers, the perovskite annealing must be short to avoid the

decomposition reaction and PbI2 formation, as described in the following equation,

ଷܫଷܾܲܪଷܰܪܥ
ଵ °, ை
ሱ⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯ሮ ଶܫܾܲ + ଶܪଷܰܪܥ ↑ ↑ܫܪ+ (5.1)

On the other hand, the perovskite layers deposited on ZnOnp films seemed to be chemical

stable at least 60 min of thermal annealing, presenting a similar behaviour as the perovskite

layers on TiO2 films.
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Figure 5.3 - X-ray diffraction patterns of CH3NH3PbI3 films deposited on TiO2 and ZnO thin films and heated at 100 C
for the indicated time. The nomenclature sp, il, np, and npAC means spray pyrolysis, electrodeposition in ionic liquid, spin-
coated nanoparticles film, and spin-coated nanoparticles film with acid, respectively.

To further understand what causes the decomposition of perovskite films on ZnO

underlayers with thermal annealing, we investigated the chemical structure of ZnO film

surfaces by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS).

The survey spectra for ZnO thin films prepared in different deposition media in the full

binding-energy (BE) range 0-1200 eV are presented in Figure 5.4. All the peak intensities

were normalised to the high resolution of Zn2p peaks. The XPS spectra of all the ZnO

samples revealed apart of the typical Auger electron lines ZnKLL, the core level lines Zn2p,

O1s, Zn3s, Zn3p, and Zn3d that proves the presence of ZnO material. Moreover, a

contribution of carbon contamination at ZnO thin films surface was observed, as confirmed

by the presence of XPS C1s lines at BE 286 eV [24]. More in detail, the ZnOil sample also
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revealed an F contamination by the presence of XPS F1s and FKLL lines [25], which could

be due to the remains of the electrolytic bath used in its preparation. Also, the ZnOnp sample

contains an Sn contamination by the presence of XPS Sn3d and Sn4d lines that indicate that

the Sn was oxidized [26]. However, this Sn contamination detected on the ZnOnp sample may

not be surface contamination but instead, the detection of the SnO2 from the FTO substrate,

since the ZnOnp layer was not continuous on all the area analysed by XPS, as can be seen by

SEM analysis in Figure 5.1.

Figure 5.4 - XPS wide survey spectra of various ZnO thin films prepared by different deposition media, namely ZnOsp,
ZnOil, ZnOnpac, and ZnOnp obtained in aqueous, ionic liquid, and organic media with and without the addition of acid,
respectively.

Figure 5.5 shows the XPS profiles of Zn2p of all the ZnO thin film samples comparatively

to an XPS profile of ZnO single crystal as a reference. The Zn2p spectra show a sharp and

symmetric peak at BE around 1023 eV, associated with the Zn species in the completely

oxidised state [27]. This affirmation was confirmed by the Zn2p spectra of all the ZnO

samples that appeared at the same BE as the ZnO single crystal reference.

Figure 5.6 shows the XPS spectra of O1s of all the ZnO samples, and the O1s peak shows

an asymmetric shape, which can be deconvoluted into two subpeaks at BE around 531 and

533 eV. The subpeak at lower BE can be ascribed to O atoms of the Zn-O bond [28]. On the

other hand, the subpeak at high BE can be associated with Zn hydroxides (Zn-OH), the main
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component in the ZnOil sample [29]. In general, the intensities of the different O1s peaks are

similar, with a 25 % discrepancy.

Figure 5.5 - XPS spectra of Zn2p3/2 of all the studied ZnO thin film samples compared with ZnO single crystal.

Figure 5.6 - XPS spectra of O1s of various ZnO thin films prepared by different deposition media, namely ZnOsp, ZnOil,
ZnOnpac, and ZnOnp obtained in aqueous, ionic liquid, and organic media with and without the addition of acid,
respectively, compared with ZnO single crystal.

Considering the main contaminant, the presence of C, it is crucial to understand the origin

of this contamination and how it will affect the performance of these thin films on PSCs.

Figure 5.7 a) shows the main C1s peak for all the ZnO samples, where the C1s core lines are

centred around 286 eV, although there are clear shifts between them. It is also evident that the
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amount of C differs substantially, depending on the ZnO sample. The O/C ratio for the ZnO

samples decreased in the following order: 3.5, 3, 1.1, and 1.0 for the ZnOnpac, ZnOil, ZnOnp,

and ZnOsp, respectively. According to the literature, the main C1s peak is commonly

attributed to air contaminants, mainly hydrocarbons, that usually presented BE centred around

285 eV [30]. The shifts toward higher BE indicate the presence of extra components or C-O

bonds, such as C-O or C=O species [30]. By analysing the XPS spectra in full scan, Figure

5.7 b), an additional peak at BE around 289.5 eV was observed for ZnOil and ZnOnpac

samples. The BE position is typically associated with carboxyl or carbonate groups [31,32].

Additionally, the ZnOil sample shows a peak at BE around 293 eV, which can be ascribed

to C-F bonds. This is in agreement with the F1s peak (Figure 5.7 c)) that appears at 689.6 eV,

which is compatible with CF2=CF2 species [33]. The origin of these C-O and C-F

contaminations could be from the compounds used to synthesise the ZnOnpac and ZnOil

samples.

Figure 5.7 - XPS spectra of C1s of various ZnO thin films prepared by different deposition media, namely ZnOsp, ZnOil,
ZnOnpac, and ZnOnp obtained in aqueous, ionic liquid, and organic media with and without the addition of acid,
respectively. The main peak is represented in a) and a full scan in b). c) XPS spectrum of F1s of the ZnO_oil sample.
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Correlating the XPS data with the visual aspect and the XRD spectra, the faster

degradation of the perovskite films is evident when deposited on ZnO thin films in which

carboxyl/carbonate groups were detected, namely the ZnOnpac and ZnOil thin films. This

faster degradation of the perovskite films will compromise the PSC performance.

5.3. Effect of the ZnO deposition method on the performance of CH3NH3PbI3 devices

The photovoltaic (PV) parameters of the best FTO/TiO2 and

FTO/ZnO/CH3NH3PbI3/Spiro-OMeTAD/Au devices as a function of the perovskite’

annealing time are depicted in Figure 5.8 and Table 5.1. The presented results considered an

active area of 0.07 cm2 and are an average of the three best devices. The corresponding PV

values were obtained from I-V curves measured at the reverse mode (from the open-circuit

voltage (Voc) to the short-circuit current (Jsc)) under the illumination of AM 1.5 G simulated

Sunlight.

Figure 5.8 - Effect of CH3NH3PbI3 thin films on photovoltaic parameters, short-circuit current density (Jsc), open-circuit
voltage (Voc), fill factor (FF), and power conversion efficiency (PCE) versus the perovskite’s annealing time. The annealing
temperature was constant at 100 C. The nomenclature sp, il, np, and npAC means spray pyrolysis, electrodeposition in ionic
liquid, spin-coated nanoparticles film, and spin-coated nanoparticles film with acid, respectively.
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Table 5.1 - Photovoltaic performance parameters of the best CH3NH3PbI3 devices.

A) TiO2 compact

Annealing time
(min)

JSC

(mA cm-2)
VOC

(mV)
FF
(%)

PCE
(%)

0 9.4 972 63.1 5.8

5 12.0 1001 66.1 8.4

15 13.7 1063 63.9 9.3

30 14.9 1038 63.0 10.1

60 13.5 1054 68.8 9.8

120 14.4 1055 64.8 9.8

B) ZnO spray-pyrolysis

Annealing time
(min)

JSC

(mA cm-2)
VOC

(mV)
FF
(%)

PCE
(%)

0 12.0 955 67.6 7.8

5 12.9 1050 66.7 9.0

15 14.9 1075 70.0 11.2

30 14.2 946 76.1 10.2

60 12.0 953 72.2 8.2

120 7.0 936 67.2 4.4

C) ZnO nanoparticles

Annealing time
(min)

JSC

(mA cm-2)
VOC

(mV)
FF
(%)

PCE
(%)

0 10.0 921 69.7 8.9

5 14.0 1019 63.0 9.0

15 13.4 965 73.9 9.5

30 15.3 991 70.5 10.7

60 15.5 1020 66.3 10.5

120 14.8 1011 61.4 9.2
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D) ZnO ionic liquid

Annealing time
(min)

JSC

(mA cm-2)
VOC

(mV)
FF
(%)

PCE
(%)

0 12.5 985 59.8 7.4

2.5 13.1 1059 61.7 8.6

5 13.8 1049 64.1 9.3

15 14.2 978 62.2 8.6

30 2.0 716 49.6 0.7

60 3.6 683 25.6 0.6

120 2.7 700 37.7 0.7

E) ZnO nanoparticles (acid)

Annealing time
(min)

JSC

(mA cm-2)
VOC

(mV)
FF
(%)

PCE
(%)

0 11.6 1002 54.6 6.5

2.5 13.0 981 60.3 7.7

5 10.6 1014 57.7 6.2

15 9.6 785 41.5 3.1

30 11.6 839 48.7 4.7

60 10.0 865 51.2 4.4

120 10.3 900 55.4 5.1

The PV parameters for optimized conditions of CH3NH3PbI3 devices are presented in

Table 5.2. The PCE of the devices with TiO2 layers increased with the annealing time until

reaching a constant value of around 10 % after 30 min of annealing. However, the PCE

depended on the ZnO preparation method and media for devices with ZnO layers. The devices

of CH3NH3PbI3 films deposited on ZnOsp layers showed an increase of PCE up to a

maximum of 11.2 % for 15 min of annealing, decreasing after that. On the other hand, the

devices with ZnOnpac and ZnOil layers showed that the PCE decreases after only 2.5 to 5 min

of annealing, obtaining a PCE maximum of 7.7 and 9.3 %, respectively. However, the devices

with ZnOnp layers presented similar results to those with TiO2 layers, increasing PCE up to

10.7 % after 30 min of annealing and decreasing only after 120 min. The perovskite

morphology can explain the difference in PCE. The small grain size obtained for perovskite
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crystals deposited on ZnOil and ZnOnpac layers produced many grain boundaries that

generated recombination of photocurrent that may affect the overall device performance. It

was also reported previously that the presence of a certain amount of PbI2 phase passivates the

perovskite layer, reducing the recombination effects on ETM/perovskite interface, leading to

improved carrier performance of devices [34], which was observed for perovskite layer

deposited on TiO2 and ZnOsp layers. The main reason for the decrease of Jsc and Voc values in

the ZnOsp, ZnOnpac and ZnOil-based perovskite devices is the decomposition of the

perovskite film into PbI2, which has lower light absorption and is relatively electrically

insulating [10] and was proved by the increase of PbI2 diffraction peak with the annealing

time. However, the improved Voc values suggest that the electron transport layers successfully

extracted carriers from the perovskite due to their intimate contact verified by cross-section

SEM micrographs. In conclusion, the ZnO based solar cells from methanolic suspensions of

capping agent-free ZnO nanoparticles appear to be an excellent candidate to compete with

TiO2 based solar cells.

Table 5.2 – Photovoltaic performance parameters for optimized conditions of CH3NH3PbI3 devices.

Device
Annealing

time
(min)

JSC

(mA cm
-2

)

VOC

(mV)

FF
(%)


(%)

TiO2/CH3NH3PbI3/Spiro-OMeTAD 30 14.9 1038 63.0 10.1

ZnOsp/CH3NH3PbI3/Spiro-OMeTAD 15 14.9 1075 70.0 11.2

ZnOil/CH3NH3PbI3/Spiro-OMeTAD 5 13.8 1049 64.1 9.3

ZnOnp/CH3NH3PbI3/Spiro-OMeTAD 30 15.3 991 70.5 10.7

ZnOnpac/CH3NH3PbI3/Spiro-OMeTAD 2.5 13.0 981 60.3 7.7

5.4. Chapter Summary

In this chapter, the use of ZnO thin films on perovskite solar cells has been presented. ZnO

nanostructures prepared by different deposition media were tested to evaluate if the ZnO

nature influences the thermal stability of CH3NH3PbI3 perovskite.

A correlation between the photovoltaic performance and the XRD patterns of the

perovskite films has been found. The presence of a large amount of PbI2 due to perovskite

decomposition compromises photovoltaic performance. However, according to the presented

results here, the formation of small amounts the PbI2 can be beneficial to cell performance.
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It seems that some chemical groups attached to the ZnO surface may affect the perovskite

film crystallization, and consequently, the thermal stability of the ZnO/perovskite interface.

For example, the perovskite films deposited on ZnOil and ZnOnpac thin films showed a faster

degradation in which carboxyl groups were detected. This means that minimising the presence

of surface functionalities on the ZnO surface can prevent the degradation process, increasing

the long-term stability of these cells.

Overall, the problem of perovskite instability on ZnO is a significant obstacle and

compromises its practical application. Efforts might, therefore, be made to understand if,

besides the interfacial groups attached to the ZnO surface, the ETM morphology is also an

issue that contributes to the ZnO/perovskite instability.
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6.1. Introduction

In the previous chapters, attempts were made to optimise film growth conditions in order

to obtain well-aligned ZnO nanostructures and understand what issues may cause the

ZnO/perovskite instability.

In terms of ZnO-containing PSCs, one approach to reduce the recombination processes is

to coat a stable material with a wider bandgap onto the 1D ZnO nanostructure surface,

creating a core-shell nanostructure [1]. In the last decades, several shell materials have been

studied to coat ZnO, TiO2 or SnO2 films, namely insulating or semiconducting oxides, such as

Nb2O5, Al2O3, SiO2, ZrO2, MgO, TiO2, SnO2, and ZnO [2–7]. Theoretically, an oxide shell

can suppress recombination by i) increasing the physical separation between injected

electrons and holes at the interface ETM/perovskite layer, ii) forming a tunnelling barrier, or

iii) passivating surface recombination centres of the ETM [8].

One of the most cited articles that refer to the use of ZnO-based core-shell nanostructures

applied in DSSCs is from P. Yang group [9]. Two oxide shell materials, amorphous Al2O3

and TiO2 anatase were coated on ZnO nanowire arrays. Their interpretation is that the Al2O3

shell acts as an insulating barrier reducing recombination and the TiO2 shell suppresses

recombination by passivating the ZnO surface recombination sites. Furthermore, the DSSCs

with ZnO-TiO2 core-shell nanowires substantially improve the overall conversion efficiency,

increasing VOC and fill factor, using only a few nanometers of shell thickness [9].

Researchers have chosen TiO2 as a potential shell material due to its high overall

conversion efficiency. Additionally, a TiO2 shell will form an energy barrier at the electrode

surface, preventing recombination and degradation processes, and may also create a synergic

photo-generation with separation of the charge carriers between the TiO2 shell and in the ZnO

core, leading to an improvement of all solar cell parameters [8,10].

The 1D ZnO@TiO2 core-shell nanostructures have been reported in DSSCs applications,

and there is an improvement in the conversion efficiencies compared with the bare ZnO

nanostructures [11].

According to what has been studied and evaluated in the previous chapter, in this chapter,

the preparation of ZnO@TiO2 core-shell nanostructures will be explored to minimize the

stability issues of perovskite solar cells.

This chapter is divided into three main sections. The first section (TiO2 shell preparation:

spin-coating versus solvothermal technique) will evaluate which approach to synthesise the
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TiO2 layer can better coat the ZnO NRs surface. The second section (Optimization of TiO2

shell by solvothermal method) will focus on several factors that affect the formation of a TiO2

layer on the ZnO surface, namely the synthesis temperature, the duration of the synthesis, and

the addition of additives, such as acetylacetone, in different concentrations. The final section

(Evaluation of ZnO@TiO2 core-shell nanorods in solar cells performance) is dedicated to the

analysis of the performance of dye-sensitised solar cells and perovskite solar cells using

pulsed electrodeposited ZnO NRs (in optimised conditions following Chapters 3 and 4) and

the ZnO@TiO2 core-shell nanorods, as developed in this chapter.

6.2. TiO2 shell preparation: spin-coating versus solvothermal technique

Different techniques have been reported for the growth of TiO2 shell on ZnO surface based

on physical [12] and chemical methods [10,11,13–15]. While physical processes allow the

production of high-quality and single-crystalline nanostructures, their processing under harsh

conditions, namely high-temperature-synthesis and ultra-high vacuum in some cases, restricts

its application to some substrates and makes the process costly. On the other hand, chemical

methods may not have these drawbacks and can produce nanomaterials of different shapes

and structures at low temperatures and using low-cost equipment [16].

The sol-gel method is widely used to prepare homogeneous nanomaterials due to its high

versatility, simplicity and low processing temperature. In terms of creating a TiO2 shell on

ZnO nanorods surface, Panigrahi et al. [15] used the spin-coating technique since it is an easy

and quite practical procedure [17]. Based on this method, with strict control of the operational

parameters, it was possible to apply this deposition technique to deposit the TiO2 coating

layer, ensuring that the TiO2 thin layer coverers the ZnO nanorods uniformly.

Another route that has been employed to prepare TiO2 nanomaterials is hydrothermal

synthesis, which allows controlling the particle size and phase composition by tuning some

parameters such as temperature, duration of the process, solution concentration and pH [18].

In addition, some authors report the use of an acidic pathway to synthesise TiO2 anatase

[19,20]. However, this is unfeasible because of the instability of ZnO in acidic media.

Therefore, this subsection studied a solvothermal method to prepare TiO2 anatase thin layer

without compromising the ZnO structure stability.

Figure 6.1 shows a comparison of the results gathered from the application of spin-coating

and solvothermal techniques used to create a TiO2 shell on ZnO nanorods surface. Through

SEM micrographs (Figure 6.1 a1) and b1)), visible differences of TiO2 shell morphology are
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shown. The applied conditions of the formulated sol-gel solution via spin-coating technique

were unable to create a TiO2 shell on each ZnO nanorod. Instead, a thin layer was formed on

top of the nanorods (Figure 6.1 a1)). On the other hand, the solvothermal treatment allowed a

TiO2 porous structure to form, increasing the ZnO nanorod roughness (Figure 6.1 b1)).

The EDS spectra, Figure 6.1 a2) and b2), allowed to qualitatively identify the deposited

TiO2 using both deposition methods. It is evident a presence of Ti signal in both samples,

being this signal assembles to the TiO2 thin layer coating the FTO substrate that was used as a

template in the growth of ZnO nanorods, as previously discussed in Chapter 3.

Figure 6.1 c), a3) and b3) shows the TEM micrographs of ZnO nanorod before and after

TiO2 deposition by spin-coating and solvothermal treatment, respectively. The lack of

stability of the TiO2 layer deposited by spin-coating shows heterogeneity in the dimensions of

TiO2 nanoparticles formed and completely detached from the ZnO nanorod. A slight decrease

in ZnO nanorod thickness was also observed for the TiO2 spin-coating samples (ZnO nanorod

thickness was around 70 nm, Figure 6.1 c)), which could be due to the slightly acidic pH of

the sol-gel solution (about 6) that may have caused instability in the ZnO structure. However,

for the TiO2 solvothermal samples, the ZnO structure appeared to be intact, and a TiO2

adherent layer was formed, which validated the solvothermal method for the preparation of

the TiO2 shell.
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Figure 6.1 - Comparison of a) spin-coating and b) solvothermal techniques used to prepare TiO2 shell on ZnO nanorod
surface: 1) SEM micrographs, 2) EDS spectra, and 3) TEM micrographs. c) TEM micrograph of a ZnO nanorod.

The TiO2 can acquire different crystalline polymorphic structures such as anatase

(tetragonal), rutile (tetragonal), and brookite (orthorhombic), which give them unique

properties [21–23]. Anatase has been the first structure option for photovoltaic purposes due

to its low cost, environmentally friendly nature, high transparency, tailorable electronic, and

compatibility with perovskite in terms of energy level when applied as ETM in PSCs [24].

Structural characterisation was carried out on ZnO@TiO2 core-shell samples to evaluate the

formation of TiO2 anatase on the shell. Figure 6.2 shows the diffractograms of as-deposited

ZnO NRs before and after the deposition of the TiO2 shell through spin-coating and

solvothermal methods. The XRD patterns for the as-deposited ZnO samples were in line with

ZnO’s hexagonal wurtzite crystalline structure (JCPDS 36-1451). After applying the

deposition procedures to prepare ZnO@TiO2 core-shell nanostructures, an additional peak at

25.3  was observed for solvothermal treatment, attributed to (101) plan of the hexagonal

crystalline structure of anatase (JCPDS 21-1272). This additional information reinforces the
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choice of the solvothermal approach to prepare the ZnO@TiO2 core-shell nanostructures. It

should be noted that in the TiO2 formation by solvothermal method, there is not a strict on-

time control of the development of the reactions resulting in the formation of clusters.

Therefore, some parameters need to be adjusted to optimise the deposition of the TiO2 shell,

and this study will be discussed in the following subsections.

Figure 6.2 - XRD patterns obtained to as-deposited ZnO nanorods (NRs) before and after a) spin-coating deposition of
the sol-gel solution and b) solvothermal treatment to prepare a TiO2 shell on ZnO nanorod surface.* corresponds to the FTO
substrate diffraction pattern.

6.3. Optimisation of TiO2 shell by solvothermal method

The solvothermal method is an alternative to other wet chemical methods which allows,

through adjusting several experimental parameters, namely the temperature at which the

synthesis takes place, pressure, duration of the synthesis, and the nature of the solution

components, either solvent or reagents [25], to control the size of TiO2 nanoparticles that are

formed, as well as the shaping of thin films.

The difference between the solvothermal and hydrothermal methods, usually used to prepare

TiO2 nanoparticles, is the absence of water that hydrolyses the titanium precursor and hence

the TiO2 formation [26]. Although this process has been studied in the last decades, the

occurrence of hydrolysis and condensation reactions simultaneously results in a wide variety

of species that are sometimes difficult to identify, apart from occurring the formation of

clusters of nanoparticles difficult to disperse [27].

In the following subsections, temperature dependence, the addition of acetylacetone as an

additive, and the reaction time will be discussed in detail.
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6.3.1. Reaction temperature

According to the literature, to obtain TiO2 nanoparticles in the anatase crystalline phase,

the commonly used reaction temperatures range lies between 150 C to 200 C [28].

Figure 6.3 shows a comparison of ZnO@TiO2 core-shell nanostructures prepared by the

solvothermal method at 150 C and 180 C, using a precursor solution of 10 mM TTIP in

isopropanol. Previously, it was found that 24 hours of solvothermal treatment may increase

the TiO2 particle size and, consequently, the thickness of the TiO2 shell. Therefore, for a

solvothermal treatment at 150 C for 6 h (Figure 6.3 a)), small grain size TiO2 are prepared,

resulting in a better distribution of the shell over the ZnO nanorods. However, for a higher

temperature of 180 C (Figure 6.3 b)), the TiO2 grain size increased considerably to the point

where the nanoparticles agglomerated. According to the literature, the reaction temperature

strongly affects the nanoparticle size, doubling in size for T > 150 C [28,29].

The crystallization of TiO2 anatase starts at 120 C in isopropanol. Up to 200 C, the only

crystalline phase present is anatase, which means that the majority of the atomic percentages

of Ti detected in both EDS spectra are TiO2 in the anatase phase [30]. The ability to process

the anatase phase at low temperatures has the advantage of requiring less energy in the

preparation. In addition, lower temperatures tend to form finer grains with larger specific

surface areas [31].

Despite the low temperature of 150 C appearing to be enough to create a TiO2 shell on the

ZnO nanorod, further adjustments need to be made to ensure that the coating takes place

individually and between nanorods. In the next subsection, the effect of adding an additive

will be discussed.
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Figure 6.3 - SEM micrographs and the respectively EDS spectra of ZnO@TiO2 core-shell nanostructures prepared by
solvothermal method at a)150 C and b)180 C for 6 h. Both samples were calcinated at 450 C for 2 h (1 C/min of heating
rate). The atomic percentages presented are only for the main elements (oxygen (O), titanium (Ti), and zinc (Zn)).

6.3.2. Addition of additives: effect of acetylacetone concentration

For better control of the hydrolysis-condensation processes of the metal alkoxides (e.g.

titanium (IV) isopropoxide (TTIP)), a chelating agent can be added to the alkoxide precursor

solution, modifying the ligand structure and thereby suppressing its hydrolysis reaction [32].

Acetylacetone (ACAC) has been used as a chelating agent and can be exhibited in two

tautomeric forms: keto form and enol form, as shown in Figure 6.4. The keto form is stable in

aqueous solutions, and the enol form in organic solutions. The reaction between TTIP and

ACAC is based on an alcoholic condensation according to the reaction mechanism shown in

Figure 6.5 [33].

Keto Enol

Figure 6.4 - Tautomeric forms of acetylacetone (ACAC).
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Figure 6.5 - Scheme of the proposed reaction mechanism between TTIP and ACAC.

First, the ACAC coordinates with the Ti metal centre, deprotonation occurs with a loss of

isopropanol, and an enolate complex is formed [33]. This complex may react to obtain

Ti-(OH) species that will form Ti-O-Ti bonds (Figure 6.6) or undergo a new condensation

reaction with another molecule of ACAC ( Figure 6.7).

TiO2

Figure 6.6 - Proposed mechanism of TiO2 formation through enolate precursor.

O O

Ti

O-iPr

iPr-O O-iPr O

Ti

O

O O

O-iPriPr-O

1:1 1:2

Ti(OPri)3(ACAC) Ti(OPri)2(ACAC)2

Figure 6.7 - Enolate precursors according to TTIP and ACAC proportions.
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It is known that ageing the TiO2 gels increases the crystallinity of the anatase phase [34].

In this sense, ZnO@TiO2 nanorod core-shell nanostructures were prepared using a precursor

solution of 10 mM TTIP in isopropanol with 20 L ACAC in a 1:1 molar ratio, respectively,

which were aged for 24 h inside a closed vessel isolated from sunlight. After ageing the

precursor solution and without ageing, solvothermal treatments at 150 C for 6 h were

performed. To better evaluate the shell formation, the solvothermal treatments were

performed on FTO/ZnO_NRs samples with 100-120 nm of NR diameter, where nanorods are

well spaced apart.

Figure 6.8 - Top-section representative SEM micrographs of ZnO@TiO2 core-shell nanostructures prepared by the
solvothermal method, at 150 C for 6 h, with (a) and without (b) ageing the precursor solution. Both samples were
calcinated at 450 C for 2 h (1 C/min of heating rate).

Figure 6.8 shows the morphology of ZnO@TiO2 core-shell nanostructures after calcination

at 450 C for 1h. It seems the precursor solution with ACAC added allowed a formation of a

uniform TiO2 shell with a small grain size, independently of whether it was aged or not, since

a TiO2 shell is seen to cover the ZnO nanorod surface individually. However, when looking at

cross-section SEM micrographs, Figure 6.9, a total dissolution of the ZnO nanorods were

observed for the aged solution prepared samples. It was also possible to estimate the TiO2

shell thickness, being around 30-50 nm for all samples prepared with and without ageing the

precursor solution. Also, Table 6.1 confirmed the ZnO dissolution when a decrease in the Zn

atomic percentage of the aged solution-based samples is observed, comparatively to the

unaged solution-based samples.
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Figure 6.9 - Cross-section representative SEM micrographs of ZnO@TiO2 core-shell nanostructures prepared by the
solvothermal method, at 150 C for 6 h, with (a) and without (b) ageing the precursor solution. Both samples were
calcinated at 450 C for 2 h (1 C/min of heating rate).

Table 6.1 - EDS data of ZnO@TiO2 core-shell nanostructures prepared by solvothermal technique with or without an
aged precursor solution.

Element
Atomic %

Aged solution-based sample unaged solution-based sample

O 74.07 68.81

Ti 2.84 3.07

Zn 2.04 13.48

Si 4.90 2.42

Sn 16.15 12.22

This dissolution of the ZnO nanorods may be due to the pH of the precursor solution

during the solvothermal process. Therefore, the pH before and after ageing of the precursor

solution and after solvothermal treatment were probed. It was found that the precursor

solution before the ageing step had a pH of 9. After 24 h of ageing, the pH decreased to 7, and

at the end of the solvothermal treatment, the pH was 5.5. Since an acidic pH favours selective

etching, it seems the etching of the ZnO nanorods starts on the (001) polar plane comprised of

either O2- or Zn2+ [35]. Illy et al. also found that the dissolution rate is slow at pH 4 and

above, allowing good control of nanotube dimensions [35]. In the next subsection, the TiO2

shell growth and the ZnO dissolution phenomena are evaluated, using different reaction times

of the shell coating production on FTO/TiO2/ZnO NRs arrays.

Since the precursor solution's ageing was not beneficial for the ZnO nanorod structure, the

effect of different amounts of acetylacetone on the precursor solution proceeded without the

ageing step.

To obtain good coverage of ZnO NRs with a thin TiO2 layer by solvothermal treatment

without dissolving the ZnO core, different precursor solutions were used, by adding 5 to
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20 L of ACAC to 50 mL of a 10 mM TTIP (in isopropanol) solution, without the ageing step

(initial pH 8). The solvothermal treatments were performed at 150 C for 6 h.

Figure 6.10 shows that the addition of acetylacetone on the precursor solution directly

affects the formation of a TiO2 layer, keeping the ZnO nanorod morphology intact. It seems

that small amounts of acetylacetone (Figure 6.10 b)) did not allow the formation of TiO2

nanoparticles for the same temperature and time of synthesis. However, as the amount of

acetylacetone added increased (Figure 6.10 c)), a TiO2-coated thin layer on the ZnO surface

started to form until the whole ZnO nanorod surface was covered (Figure 6.10 d) and e)). The

EDS data (Table 6.2) confirmed the presence of TiO2 by increasing the atomic percentage of

Ti after the solvothermal treatment of ZnO NRs. Also, a decrease in the atomic percentage of

Zn was detected. Furthermore, the pH of the precursor solution after solvothermal treatment

decreased to 7.1 and 6.8 when 5 or 10 L and 15 or 20 L of ACAC were added,

respectively. The slightly acidic pH (pH 6.8) of the precursor solution after the solvothermal

treatment may have caused some etching of ZnO nanorods, resulting in a decrease of the ZnO

available percentage [36].
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Figure 6.10 - Representative SEM micrographs of a) as-deposited ZnO and after solvothermal treatment using a
precursor solution composed by 10 mM TTIP in isopropanol and b) 5 L, c) 10 L, d) 15 L, or e) 20 L of acetylacetone, at
150 C for 6 h. All the samples were calcinated at 450 C for 2 h (1 C/min of heating rate).

Table 6.2 - EDS data of as-deposited ZnO and ZnO@TiO2 core-shell nanorods, using different amounts of acetylacetone
added to the precursor solution of the solvothermal treatment.

Element
Atomic %

As-deposited
ZnO

5 L 10 L 15 L 20 L

O 61.40 61.90 63.84 68.55 68.57

Ti 2.08 3.33 3.47 3.28 3.31

Zn 28.19 24.72 21.49 15.43 13.49

The photoelectroactivity of the ZnO and ZnO@TiO2 core-shell NR electrodes was

evaluated through the photocurrent response of the films, being the results shown in Figure

6.11. The obtained photovoltammograms exhibited an expected response for nanocrystalline

n-type semiconductor electrodes [37]. There is no dark current flow in all the potential
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scanned ranges, meaning that no oxidation reactions occurred at high potential values. The

photocurrent onset of ZnO NRs films started at -0.30 V, but the ZnO@TiO2 core-shell NRs

films exhibit photocurrent onsets at more negative biases, revealing a 200 mV difference

when 20 L ACAC were used. This negative shift can be attributed to the values of band edge

position of the TiO2 layers, which are reported to be more negative than that of the ZnO [38].

Considering the generated photocurrents, an increase of photocurrent densities occurs

accordingly with the amount of ACAC added in the solvothermal treatment, reaching the

highest value when 15 L of ACAC were used, decreasing when a higher amount of ACAC

was used. This highest photocurrent density may be due to the optimal conditions of the TiO2

shell, namely thickness and homogeneity, that, in synergy with the ZnO core, allowed an

effective separation of photogenerated charge carriers [39]. On the other hand, when a higher

amount of ACAC was added, according to SEM micrographs (Figure 6.10 e)), the TiO2 layer

deposited on the ZnO surface was thick enough to create a layer on top of ZnO nanorods and

cover all the nanorod interspaces, increasing the charge transfer path, thus triggering higher

recombination and lower separation of charge carriers, which resulted in a decrease of the

photocurrent density [40]. Additionally, the ZnO@TiO2 core-shell films prepared using 15 or

20 L of ACAC showed a photocurrent density plateau, which means that the driving force

used for efficient electron-hole separation was independent of applied bias, and also that these

core-shell films were stable at more positive biases.

In conclusion, it seems that the addition of 15 L of ACAC to the solvothermal precursor

solution, without the ageing step, created the optimal conditions to obtain ZnO@TiO2 core-

shell nanorods. The application of these core-shell nanostructures as an electron transport

material on perovskite solar cells will be discussed in subsection 6.4.
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Figure 6.11 - j-V curves of as-deposited ZnO NRs and ZnO@TiO2 core-shell NRs, prepared by solvothermal treatment
using a precursor solution with different amounts of acetylacetone added. Obtained in 50 mM Na2SO3 aqueous solution (pH
9.5), under chopped illumination at 0.1 Hz. Scan rate of 2 mV.s-1.

6.3.3. Reaction time

During the ageing study of the precursor solution, even though the TiO2 layer formed was

uniform, the main issue was the acidic pH of the solution. Therefore, to better understand at

which point the pH of the precursor solution changes, the solvothermal treatment was carried

out on ZnO nanorods, with different processing times, measuring the pH of the precursor

solution before and after the core-shell synthesis. The FTO/TiO2/ZnO_sl/ZnO_NRs electrodes

were used for this study since they will be subsequently applied in perovskite solar cells.

Figure 6.12 shows the top-view SEM micrographs of as-deposited ZnO nanorods and after

30, 60, 180, and 240 min of solvothermal treatment. After 30 and 60 min of solvothermal

treatment, no visible morphological changes in the ZnO structure were observed, nor was a

TiO2 thin layer formed on the ZnO nanorod surface. It seems that the formation of TiO2

nanoparticles only started after 180 min of solvothermal treatment with an aged precursor

solution, but at the same time, the ZnO nanorod structure began to collapse.

The XRD patterns of ZnO nanorods obtained before and after the solvothermal treatment

shown in Figure 6.13 confirmed the decrease of ZnO diffraction planes intensities after

solvothermal treatment, compared to as-deposited ZnO XRD patterns.

According to what has been reported, depending on the TiO2 shell thickness, two situations

would be expected: 1) if the TiO2 shell was too thin, no changes in the ZnO and/or FTO XRD

peak intensities should be observed; 2) if the TiO2 shell was too thick and compact, all the
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ZnO and FTO peak intensities should decrease. However, neither of these situations were

observed, but a third situation is related to the ZnO structure dissolution with solvothermal

treatment. Comparatively to as-deposited ZnO XRD patterns, after 30 and 60 min of

solvothermal treatment, the ZnO XRD peaks slightly reduced intensity (10 % decrease in

intensity of the diffraction peak related to the (002) plane of the ZnO wurtzite structure). As

the reaction time increased, this decrease in the ZnO peaks intensity became more

pronounced, with 40 % and 50 % decrease in (002) peak intensity, after 180 and 240 min

of solvothermal treatment, respectively. A decrease in FTO XRD peak intensities was also

expected if this decline was related to TiO2 shell formation on the ZnO nanorod surface.

However, this decrease was not observed, remaining the same as the FTO XRD peak

intensities after solvothermal treatment.

A possible explanation for this may be the pH solution after solvothermal treatment.

Before starting the solvothermal reaction, without ACAC solution volume, the precursor

solution presented a pH value of 7. After the ACAC addition, the pH value increased to

7.5. The ageing step decreased the pH value again to 7, which is considered “ideal” for the

ZnO structure stability. As soon as the solvothermal treatment starts, the pH solution

decreases to 5 after just 30 min, thus remaining the same regardless of the reaction time. At

this pH value, the ZnO suffers dissolution that will be gradually extended to all the nanorod

structures after long exposure, in line with the SEM data. Without the ageing step, after

30 min or 240 min of solvothermal treatment, the precursor solution kept the same pH value

of 7.
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Figure 6.12 - Representative SEM micrographs of a) as-deposited ZnO NRs and after solvothermal treatment at 150 C
for b) 30 min, c) 60 min, d) 180 min, and e) 240 min, using an aged precursor solution (10 mM TTIP in isopropanol and
20 L ACAC). All the samples were calcinated at 450 C for 2 h (1 C/min of heating rate).
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Figure 6.13 - XRD spectra obtained to as-deposited ZnO NRs before and after a) 30 min, b) 60 min, c) 180 min, d) 240 min
of solvothermal treatment to prepare a TiO2 shell on ZnO NR surface. *Corresponds to the FTO substrate diffraction pattern.

Therefore, ageing the precursor solution was not viable to obtain a TiO2 shell on

FTO/TiO2/ZnO_sl/ZnO_NRs films since the ZnO structure was not chemically stable in the

acidic pH solution during solvothermal treatment.

6.4. Evaluation of ZnO@TiO2 core-shell nanorods in solar cells performance

The optimised ZnO@TiO2 core-shell nanostructures were evaluated as an electron

transport material (ETM) in perovskite solar cells, more precisely in methylammonium lead

iodide-based perovskite solar cells (MAPbI3-based PSCs).

Before their application in PSCs, a cross-section SEM analysis was performed, and the

resulting SEM micrographs are shown in Figure 6.14. The cross-section SEM micrographs of

ZnO films showed vertically orientated nanorods (Figure 6.14a)), 350-400 nm long and 80-

120 nm diameter. The cross-section SEM micrographs of ZnO@TiO2 core-shell films (Figure

6.14 b)) showed TiO2 nanoparticles deposited on ZnO nanorods, confirmed by EDS analysis

(Table 6.3) without covering all the available surface, which may be an issue when applied as
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ETL on PSCs, due to recombination processes that might occur, as well as the thermal

instability of MAPbI3 layer when in direct contact with ZnO, as it was discussed in Chapter 5.

Figure 6.14 - Cross-section representative SEM micrographs of a) ZnO NRs and b) ZnO@TiO2 core-shell NRs films used
as ETM on perovskite solar cells.

Table 6.3 - EDS data of ZnO NRs and ZnO@TiO2 core-shell NRs films used as ETM on perovskite solar cells.

Element
Atomic %

ZnO_NR ZnO@TiO2_NR

O 47.62 43.40

Ti --- 14.42

Zn 52.38 42.18

Figure 6.15 shows the cross-section SEM micrographs of ZnO and ZnO@TiO2 core-shell

films applied on a PSC setup, namely FTO/TiO2/ZnO_SL/ZnO or ZnO@TiO2/MAPbI3/Spiro-

OMeTAD/Au. It seems that the MAPbI3 layer deposited on both studied ETLs fills the gaps

between the nanorods and creates a layer of 220-240 nm and 125-150 nm thickness above the

ZnO nanorods and ZnO@TiO2 core-shell nanorods, respectively. On the other hand, the

affinity of MAPbI3 perovskite material for TiO2 may have allowed the insertion of perovskite

in the gaps of ZnO@TiO2 core-shell NRs, higher than that verified in the gaps of pure ZnO

NRs, decreasing the thickness of the perovskite layer on top of the ETL [41]. Furthermore, the

space between the nanorods was too small to guarantee full coverage of the ZnO and

ZnO@TiO2 surfaces with the MAPbI3 perovskite layer, decreasing the available active area

for carrier transport. It has also been noticed that the perovskite layer on the top of the ZnO

nanorod had high roughness and more grain boundaries to those of the perovskite layer

covering the ZnO@TiO2 NRs, which may lead to the formation of recombination centres for

charge carriers.
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Figure 6.15 - Cross-section representative SEM micrographs of a) FTO/TiO2/ZnO_sl/ZnO_NR/MAPbI3/Spiro-OMeTAD/Au
and b) FTO/TiO2/ZnO_sl/ZnO@TiO2_NR/MAPbI3/Spiro-OMeTAD/Au. The white spots on left micrography is the gold
sputtering for SEM analysis.

Preliminary photovoltaic performance parameters of the studied perovskite-based solar

cells are presented in Table 6.4. The presented results considered an operational area was

0.07 cm2 with a circular configuration and are representative of the three best devices

measured. Firstly, the as-obtained efficiencies are low. The cells employing the TiO2 have a

higher open-circuit voltage (ca. 100mV), greater short-circuit current density (2 to 3 times

greater) and slightly better fill-factors (increasing from about 30 % to 40 %). Nonetheless,

efficiencies are very low compared to literature reported values for similar devices.

Comparative devices have efficiencies in the range of 5 % to 8 % for ZnO NRs and

ZnO@TiO2 NRs devices, respectively [41]. Furthermore, complete coverage of the ZnO

nanorod with the TiO2 shell can eliminate the direct contact between ZnO and the perovskite

absorber, lowing the charge recombination at the ZnO/perovskite interface. As a result, the

overall charge recombination of the PSC is suppressed due to the TiO2 shell, improving the

cell efficiency considerably [41].

Table 6.4 - Photovoltaic performance parameters of MAPbI3 devices.

Device Jsc

(mA.cm-2)

VOC

(mV)

FF

(%)



(%)

average

(%)

ZnO_NR

3.9 768 26.6 0.8

1.0  0.14.6 766 32.2 1.1

4.6 738 33.4 1.1

ZnO@TiO2_NR

8.3 888 42.8 3.2

3.4  0.29.3 877 43.9 3.6

8.6 878 45.2 3.4
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6.5. Chapter Summary

The results within this chapter showed a way to obtain ZnO@TiO2 core-shell

nanostructures by choosing a coating technique that can be cost-effective (requires low

temperatures and has few steps).

Three main parameters were selected to improve the thickness, morphology, and

uniformity of the TiO2 shell: the reaction temperature, the reaction time, and the use of an

additive. The reaction temperature has a direct influence on the crystallinity of the shell. To

ensure that only the anatase phase is present in the TiO2 shell, a temperature of 150 ºC was

chosen. Also, at this temperature, it allowed better control of the morphology and roughness

of the TiO2 layer. By evaluating the influence of the reaction time, it was possible to ascertain

that the TiO2 nanoparticles needed at least 180 min to be formed. The acetylacetone was the

chelating agent selected to control the grain size of the TiO2 layer and thereby create a

uniform layer that could cover the entire surface of the ZnO nanorod. Before adding the

acetylacetone to the precursor solution, an additional ageing step was considered since it

improved the coverage of ZnO nanorods with a TiO2 shell. However, after adding an amount

of acetylacetone, the acidic pH of the precursor solution during the solvothermal treatment

dissolved the ZnO nanorods.

The optimised ZnO@TiO2 core-shell nanorods were employed in a mesoscopic perovskite

solar cell architecture, using the methylammonium lead triiodide perovskite as the absorbing

layer. The procedures employed in this case for preparing these devices require development.

Nonetheless, the preliminary results with the inclusion of a TiO2 shell point to improving PSC

devices based on ZnO ETLs.
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7.1. Final Conclusions

In this thesis, the production of new ZnO core-shell nanostructures and their application in

solar cells has been presented. Overall, the pulsed electrodeposition of ZnO is a promising

technique for the fast and well-aligned production of ZnO nanorods under mild conditions.

We showed that the nanorod morphology and optoelectronic properties could be tuned by

adding an extra layer deposited onto the bare FTO substrate or, as expected, by altering the

electrical parameters governing the electrodeposition. This approach resulted in promising 1D

ZnO nanostructures that can be applied in solar cells. Furthermore, given the inherent

instability of perovskite films when in direct contact with ZnO, the creation of a TiO2 shell

deposited on the ZnO to act as a barrier between the ZnO and perovskite film was explored.

Core-shell ZnO@TiO2 were obtained, but application in full devices resulted in poor devices,

yet was promising at this preliminary stage.

TiO2 anatase intermediary layer acting as a template for ZnO pulsed electrodeposition

In Chapter 3, the pulsed electrodeposition technique was successfully applied to grow ZnO

nanorods. Additionally, by modifying the FTO substrate surface, it was found that the ZnO

nanorod characteristics were affected.

The growth of the ZnO nanorods was evaluated through voltammetric studies,

morphological and structural characterisation. It was found that, during the cathodic sweep, at

values where the reduction of NO3
- occurs, ZnO grains are initially formed, being their

dimensions dependent on the modified substrate used. Furthermore, SEM images and XRD

results reveal misoriented vertically aligned ZnO nanorods with improved orientation when a

TiO2 anatase intermediate layer was applied as a buffer, with a decrease in the nanorod

diameter and an increase in the number of nanorods per unit of area.

Although the photoluminescence analyses indicated a higher optical quality for the

FTO/ZnO NR films, the green emission is almost suppressed when a TiO2 anatase

intermediate layer is employed due to luminescence defects of TiO2 on the yellow region.

The photoelectrochemical characterisation of the ZnO thin films confirmed their n-type

photoactivity behaviour, ideal for solar cells application. However, all demonstrated

instability (to a greater or lesser degree) under illumination, possibly due to photo-dissolution.
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Optoelectronic characterization of ZnO nanorod arrays obtained by pulsed

electrodeposition

In Chapter 4, the optoelectronic properties of the ZnO nanorod prepared by pulsed

electrodeposition were evaluated according to the pulse conditions applied.

The profile at which the toff/ton ratio is the highest of all the applied profiles seemed to

allow better control of the growth of well-defined ZnO nanorods, with lower coalescence

degree and higher homogeneity of nanorod diameters.

No significant changes in the ZnO crystal structure were observed for the heat-treated

samples comparatively with the as-grown samples. However, with further studies of the

optoelectronic properties of the as-grown and heat-treated samples, it was possible to identify

distinct defects through PL and EIS techniques. In particular, the absorption spectra of the as-

grown samples show a Burstein-Mott effect on the ZnO bandgap energy, in line with their

character of a heavily-doped n-type semiconductor as measured by electrochemical

impedance spectroscopy. The ZnO carrier concentration and the barrier height at the grain

boundary (VFB) seem to be related to the applied pulse conditions. A decrease of the carrier

concentration occurred after the heat-treatment of the samples, exhibiting a steeper absorption

~3.3 eV, as expected for nondegenerate ZnO. Additionally, a spreading of energetic states is

detected inside the ZnO bandgap. The as-grown and heat-treated samples exhibit near band

edge recombination and deep level emission. The peak intensity of the former is higher in the

as-grown ZnO nanorods arrays and reversed upon annealing. Moreover, the heat-treatment

promotes a higher optical quality of the ZnO nanorods, as evidenced by the sharpness of the

absorption edge and the narrowing of the full width at half maximum of the ultraviolet

emission.

The use of combined spectroscopic techniques reveals that the broad emission bands are an

overlap of three emitting centres in the red, yellow and green spectral regions, with the yellow

emission showing a longer decay time.
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Influence of the ZnO deposition media on the CH3NH3PbI3 formation time and thermal

stability

In Chapter 5, the ZnO nature as a concern for the thermal stability of MAPbI3 perovskite

was evaluated. For this, different deposition media were tested to prepare ZnO thin films to be

used as ETMs on perovskite solar cells.

A correlation between the photovoltaic performance and the XRD patterns of the

perovskite films has been found. A large amount of PbI2 resulting from perovskite

decomposition compromises the photovoltaic efficiency.

Also, it seems that the presence of carboxyl groups attached to the ZnO surface may affect

the perovskite film crystallization, and consequently, the thermal stability of the

ZnO/perovskite interface. The perovskite films deposited on ZnO thin films, prepared in ionic

liquid and acidic organic media, showed faster degradation in which these groups were

detected. This means that to prevent the degradation process and increase the long-term

stability of these cells, some surface functionalities need to be avoided.

The problem of perovskite instability on ZnO compromises its practical application. One

explored solution was the introduction of a passivation layer to prevent direct contact between

the perovskite and the ZnO surface, as a formation of a TiO2 shell coating the ZnO nanorods.

ZnO@TiO2 core-shell nanostructures for solar applications

In Chapter 6, ZnO@TiO2 core-shell nanostructures were prepared by coating the

electrodeposited ZnO films with a thin TiO2 layer.

Three main solvothermal parameters were studied: synthesis temperature, duration, and

composition. Firstly, the temperature of 150 C was selected as the reaction temperature to

ensure that the shell was pure TiO2 anatase phase. Secondly, to allow the formation of TiO2

nanoparticles to create a thin layer on the ZnO nanorod surface, treatment time was found to

be at least 180 min. Finally, to control TiO2 particle size, acetylacetone was used as a

chelating agent and thus formed a uniform layer that covered the entire surface of the ZnO

nanorods. An additional ageing step of the precursor solution has been considered to improve

the coverage of the ZnO nanorods with a TiO2 shell. However, due to the acidic pH of the

precursor solution during the solvothermal treatment, the undesirable dissolution of the ZnO

structure occurred.
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The optimised ZnO@TiO2 core-shell nanorods were applied as ETM on perovskite solar

cells. Despite the preliminary results of the device's performance, it appears that the presence

of TiO2 had a positive impact on device performance.

7.2. Future Work

The research presented in this thesis provided many insights into the ZnO nanorod growth

by pulsed electrodeposition and into the production of ZnO-based core-shell nanostructures

and their application on perovskite solar cells. However, it is obvious that there is significant

scope for future work.

One approach that could be considered is the field of application of the well-aligned ZnO

nanorods. The photoelectrochemical and optoelectronic properties of these ZnO nanorod

arrays suggest good qualities to be applied in photoelectrochemical catalysis. This area has

been explored in previous works and has shown the excellent potential of research.

Since the ZnO as an ETM on CH3NH3PbI3 solar cells leads to several problems of

perovskite instability due to its chemical nature or even the chosen morphology to apply in

devices, the introduction of a passivation layer to prevent direct contact between the

perovskite and the ZnO surface should be contemplated, which will improve the structural

stability of perovskite thin films. To guarantee full coverage of the ZnO nanorod surface with

the TiO2 coated layer, efforts need to be made in order to optimise the synthesis conditions.

Other alternatives could be the use of ZnSe semiconductor as a shell layer due to its direct

bandgap of 2.67 eV that allows applications in optoelectronic devices [1], or even the use of

ZnS since it is a wide bandgap (3.7 eV) semiconductor material and has shown to be efficient

for photodegradation of organic pollutants [2].

An alternative to the current hybrid organic-inorganic perovskite materials, such as

CH3NH3PbI3, is the inorganic perovskite materials, where the CH3NH3
+ is replaced by

monovalent Cs+ ions, thereby increasing the stability of PSCs [3]. In this case, higher

efficiencies can be expected.
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